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(ii) Revision of Othe~ Components of Vehicle Design
(1)

lntroducj:ion

A fundamental part of re-assessing the
efficiency of present vehicles has been a step-by-step
examination of each component of the vehicular system
I

which is responsible for utilising some portion of the
engine's total energy output.

Research has resolved itself into a variety
of specialised fields each of which is attempting to
improve the charac·teristics of some component of motor
vehicles.

Broadly the main components are:

(1)

vehicle weight

(2)

aerodynamic properties

(3)

rolling resistance (e.g. tyres)

(4)

the transmission system

and
( 5)

accessortes

The propulsion system per
already been discussed.

se

has

This section considers the

most important innovati.ons in the search for
improvements to each of the components listed above
and where necessary explains the scientific and
technological bases of the changes.
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Factors discussed in this section are
pertinent primarily to fuel usage.

Each factor is

discussed individually and the magnitude of its
effect on fuel consumption under various conditions
is considered.

Each factor influences emissions

through its effect on the amount of fuel burned to
perform a specific task,'which in turn partly determines
the emission control system necessary to meet standards.
However detailed exploration of this general link is
not warranted.

Ultimately it is the emissions

characteristics of the final product which are of
prime concern and these are predominantly determined
by the

co~bustion

system used.
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(2)

Vehicle Weight Reduction

It is widely acknowledged that the single
most important de,te:tminan:t of vehicle .fuel economy- .is
vehicle weight.

CJJirst, 1 19 7 4) .

This _close correlation is largely
attributable to the fact that vehicle weight primarily
determines the engine and drivetrain

size~

The power

output of a vehicle necessary to meet performance
expectations is several times more than that needed
to,overcome the major frictional forces during normal
vehicle cruising and is directly
to weight

(Borcherts et aZ,

proportional

1978~

Larger engines

consume more fuel and operate in a more throttled
condition during cruising.

For a specified driving cycle, fuel
consumption can be shown to decrease approximately
linearly as vehicle weight decreases.
demonstrated by

figure 3.10

This is

which shows a linear

line-of-best-fit of energy consumption per vehicle
km versus vehicle weight for 1971 and 1972 model cars
available in the U.S.A.

Data was measured by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

The axes are

labelled in equivalent metric quantities.
graph shows Imperial units.

The original

Other graphs of similar

data show an almost linear decrease of fuel economy
with vehicle weight increase.
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Similarly another study showed that in
mid - 1973 the U.S. Fleet of automobiles with
curb weights 1 between 942kg (2076 lbs) and 1055kg
(2325 lbs) had an average fuel economy of 8.4km
per litre (23.8 m.p.g.); those between 1339kg
(2951 lbs) and 1565 kg (3450 lbs) had 6.0km per litre
(16.0 m.p.g.); and those between 1792kg (3951 lbs)
and 2019kg (4450 lbs) had 4.8km per litre (13.7 m.p.g.)
(McGillivray,

1976) .

These averages

represent

results from simulated urban driving conditions
using ·the U.S. E.P.A. dynamometer driving cyle
test procedure.
1.

Curb weight is the weight of the car unloaded but
fueled.
Inertia weight is curb weight. plus
136kg for occupants.
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It has been shown that each 45kg (100 lbs)
increase in vehicle weight results in a fuel economy
loss of 1 to 2 per cent (or-ski, 1974) .

It has also

been reported that a variation of 10 per cent in weight
gives rise to a change in fuel economy of approximately
3 per cent.
1977).

(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation?

A further study states that for every 45kg

reduction in weight a 0.71 km/per litre (0.30 m.p.g.)
saving in fuel results

(Krzyczkmvski et al,l974).

The

magnitude of the fuel saving ultimately depends upon
the test method and a number of ways of expressing
the results are evident.

There is however a

general concensus that reduced weight yields reduced
fuel consumption.

There is considerable variation in fuel
economy be·tween types of vehicles of the same weight
over the same driving cycle and between the fuel
economy of future vehicles of the same weight
(Frencl:J:'i; 19 7 6) .

Other design innovations may improve the
fuel economy of specific vehicles without varying
the weight.

The graph shown in figure

3.11

gives

the fuel economy versus weight of U.S. cars for 1974
(Curve 1);

the predicted fuel economy for the best

cars in 1975 (Curve 2);
for the

u.s.

the potential fuel economy

car fleet in 1980 (Curve 3) and; the

theoretical: limit of fuel economy improvements for
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cars of specific weights with conventional I.C.E.s
(Curve 4)

(All data are in equivalent metric

quantities - original graph in U.S. m.p.g. and
pounds) .
Figure

3". Jl

Fuel economy vs \Veip,ht of U.S. cars for 1974
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The points labelled A, B, C and D represent
respectively the sales weighted average 1974 fleet
fuel economy the same figure for 1975 assuming a
similar model mix the desirable minimum, sales weighted average fuel economy for

198~and

the value

which may be reached.

Over the past two decades there has been
a trend in most countries towards larger heavier
cars.

This is

especi~lly

true in the U.S.A. where

the weight of popular models has increased

by up

to 683kg (1100 lbs) between 1956 and 1974 (e.g.
Chevrolet Impala and Ford Galaxie

500) .

On

-
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average the standard size American car has gained
about 363kg (800 lbs) in the past twelve years and is
more than 1814kg (4000 lbs) .

Similarly in Europe

average vehicle weight has risen from 1200kg
(2650 lbs)

in 1960 to above 1400kg (3080 lbs)

in 1974 brsk.i, 1974).

The overall impact on fuel

economy of large increases in weight of vehicles has
(

been partly offset recently, by the introduction of a
range of new, smaller

~;nodels

and an interest in small

imported vehicles (Pierce, 1975) .

Overall however there has been a deterioration
in the average fleet fuel economy of American vehicles
since 1940 from about 6.5 kms per litre to 5.2 kms per
litre·o (18.4 m.p.g. to 14.5 m.p.g.) in 1974.
largely

t~ugtt

This is

not entirely attributable to weight

increases (Pierce, 1975).

The same general trend applies to Australia
although average fuel economies are higher.

Aggregate

data of trends as outlined above are not so easily
obtained.

One survey showed that the average fuel

consumption of the Australian passenger car has been
steadily rising.

In 1963 the average was 9.6 litres/

lOOkm (29.4 m.p.g).

By 1971 this had risen to 12.1

litres/lOOkm (23.3 m.p.g.) and by 1976 was 12.6 1itres;
lOOkm (22.4 m.p.g.).

These increases are the outcome

of a number of factors, vehicle weight increase being
only one.

(Johnson, Trayford and Van Der Touw, 1979).
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In an analysis of the factors which accounted
for the increase in U.S. transportation energy use
between 1960 and 1970. it was reported that the growing
(

energy intensiveness of transport modes accounted for
18 per cent of the increase

arowth in vehicle weight

contributed significantly to this increase

(Hirst,

1974)-

Thus it can be seen that a substantial
amount of energy can be conserved by a widespread
shift towards smaller,

lighter vehicles.

A brief

outline is given of the me·thods which could be employed
to reduce vehicle weight while maintaining vehicle
safety standards.

A reduction in the average weight of a fleet
of motor vehicles could be achieved by:

( 1)

decreasing the size of vehicles manufactured

e.g. manufacture fewer vehicles above a certain weight
or curtail production of vehicles above a specified
weight by setting a ceiling ori production weight.

(2)

maint*irtingthe size of the present fleet of

vehicles in terms of length and width while reducing
the weight of individual components through innovative
materials and design.
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\

Case (1) would involve a decision by vehicle

..

manufacturers to wean the market away from large heavy
vehicles.

It would be preceded by careful economic

planning and market analysis.

Legislative action

might be important in promp·ting such moves.

It could be achieved with minimal technological
innovation.

The·case described in (2) would involve

technological changes in terms of materials, design
and mass production techniques to maintain the size,
., performance and luxury of the vehicles

image
produced.

The options for technological innovation in
vehicle weight reduction ' fall into two main
categories:

(a) materials and (b) electronics.

Heavy iron and steel components can be rep;Laced with
composite plastics which include graphite and glass
reinforced plastics, light weight metal alloys)aramids(l)
and high strength steel and aluminium.

The use of

electronics to replace heavy mechanical components
such as conventional ignition systems offers other
significant advantages in terms of control of the
combustion process.
(1)

Poly aromatic polyamides
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From a revie1/J' of the literature , table 3.15
has been compiled which summarises the technological
changes that may be used to reduce vehicle weight.
The vehicular system has been divided into 3 subsystems;

( 1)

The propulsion system which incorporates

the po1t1er unit and all components directly associated
with its efficient operation e.g. the cooling,
ignition, fuel and electrical systems.

{ 2)

The transmission system which includes

the gearbox, suspension, brakes, rolling gear and
accessories.

and ( 3)

The chassis and body.

~~SYS.TE~~~PO N_E_N_T_..,_._--·----I-·N-t-\JO_V_A_T--I-O~N~~~~~~~~---·--~---Propulsion
system

r

.Engine

I

- decrease engine size through
other reductions in body weight.
- construct engine block from
cast aluminum instead of cast

I

iron.
- make engine head from lightweight alloy instead of steel
- introduce transverse front
engine, front wheel drive
vehicles to improve space
utilisation.
- use lighter alternative engines
such as gas turbines and vapour
engines.
Ignition
- use microprocessors, electronic
and
carbu.rettion
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I. ___,_

~~gnitions,

fuel injection

and turbocharging to replace
bulky mechanical parts such
as coils, distributors,

I

pumping sys'tems and carburettors
Cooling

- introduce aluminium radiators

system

with special plastic tanks.

Fuel storage - use galvanised plastic fuel
tanks.
Transmission

Gearbox/

system

clutch

-microprocessor, computer
1

assembly

controlled ·transmission
system to replace mechanical
parts and optimise the transmission engine coupling.
- radar controlled transmission
which responds to the traffic
environmental ahead.
- gears and drive mechanisms
of high strength steel and alloy
materials.

Driveshaft

- graphite

Brakes

- plastic and light alloy parts.

reinforced driveshaft.

j - al um:L.'1ium drum brakes.

~ = ~~~:::~::~d~::~:r::: ::~::le.
Suspension

'

control arms.
- high strength plastic leaf
springs
- light stamped aluminum alloy
suspension parts.
- graphite reinforced plastic
and steel composite for upper
and lower rear suspension
arms.
- graphite reinforced plastic
wheels.
- shock dampers of polyproplyene
foam.
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- axles of lightweight alloy.
Accessories

- less air-conditioning, power
steering and other weight adding
and power consuming extras.
- graphite reinforced plastic
accesory drive brackets.

Body

Outer Surface- graphite reinforced plastic,

Chassis

plastic or light jauge sheet
steel for door skins, bonnet,
boot, grill, light frames, roof
canopy and minor body parts,
such as fenders, hub caps,
bumpers etc.
- aluminium for bumper attachements.
- urethane bumpers and molded
flexibile urethane exterior
body surface (plastic skin)
Frames

- light gauge sheet steel, closed
box body sections, resistance
welded and filled with low
density rigid urethane foam.
·- passenger compartment of
monolithic structure molded
of epoxy laminate and fibre and
sprayed with a foam of chopped
fibre and resin - structure
internally pressured, oven cured
and injected with polyurethane
foam.
- seat frames of aluminum.
- front and rear assemblies of
aluminium.
- main frame of graphite reinforced plastic.
- door guard beams of plastic
composites.
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Inner

- thin outer layer of

surfaces

annealed glass for the wind
shield and back window with
thicker P.V.B. laminates and
an acrylic plastic inner surface,

Interior

- Trims of substituted plastic
flock carpet.
- Seats - hammock type thin
shell.
- general use of lightweight,
strong plastics for frames and
instruments panel steering wheel
and handles etc.

References: Product Engineering, 1967' McGillivray, 19767
Coan, 1977; Borcherts et al 1978;
Reitze, 1977;Friedman, 1978.
'I'able 3.15

Summary table of possible avenues for

vehicle weight reduction.
This summary represents a wide range of
possibilities available to manufactures to reduce the
weight of their vehicles.

A great variety of combinations

are possible but rapid and sweeping changes are precluded
by the time lags involved in increasing the supply
of alternative materials, changing mass production
methods and encouraging consumer acce~tability.

For these reasons most motor vehicle
mamJ.fac·turers are planning programmes for phased
weight reductions.

Ford in its U.S. lightweight

vehicle programme can reduce vehicle weight of its
larger cars by 35 per cent (a 570kg reduction) to
place them in the 1225kg (2700 lb) inertia class
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(Borchets et aZ.,l97B) .

Similar studies with lightweight

vehicle technology have revea1·ed possible weight
reductions of between 454kg and 817kg (Friedman,1978).
More modest estimates suggest the substitution of
900kg {1980. lbs) of cast iron and steel with 470kg
(1034 lbs) alurninium,490kg (1082 lbs) of steel with
315kg (695 lbs) of steel and plastic composite
(McGillivray, 1976}.

One summary suggests that the resultant
weight reductions could translate into fuel consumption
savings in indidividual vehicles of between 4 per cent
and 36 per cent (Orski,1974).

In the U.S.A. an in-depth

study of vehicle weight reduction scenarios estimated
t.ha t gross fuel savings from a range of possible changes
in vehicle weight class distributions amounted to between
4.8 per cent and 20.1 per
usage

c~nt

of 1973 U.S. gasoline

(McGillivray and Olsson, 1975) .

The effects of vehicle weight reductions may
not be confined to the automobile industry.

Sophisticated

analyses have been made in the U.S.A. to assess the economic
impacts of widespread changes in materials usage and
design on the whole economy.

McGillivray concluded that

the economic impacts of an extensive shift to smaller
vehicles or of substantial materials substituion would
be of little consequence"

(McGillivray, 1976).

G.N.P.

and national employment would be reduced by less than
1 per cent.

The steel industry would be impacted most

-
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significantly and the petroleum industry would experience
a fall in gasoline sales.

The value of vehicle weight reductions
in terms of net energy savings has also been closely
examined, especially in relation to the substitution of
steel with aluminium and plastics which themselves
consume large amounts of energy in their manufacture.
Conclusions on this point differ greatly.

Two studies

concluded that the increase in energy due to the widespread use of aluminium would be small compared '.to
the liquid fuel_savings which would result from
lighter vehicles

(McGillivray, 1976) Fels, 1974).

Another study concluded that the substitution of aluminium or plastics for steel is
expensive and not effective from an energy savings view
point (Krzyczkowski etaZ,lr:JT4J. It has been suggested
that dramatic increases in the use of plastics may
create supply problems as these are petroleum based
products and a large escalation in demand could also
stress industrial

capac~ty.

(Reitze, 1977).

This

point requires close examination particularly from
an Australian standpoint.

Other important considerations related to
large scale substitution of aluminium and plastics
i

~lude

the environmental impact of expanded bauxite

mining and the non-recyclability of most plastics.
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These are beyond the scope of this study.

Conclusions to Vehicle Weiqht Reductions

In summary it. is feasible through rna terials
substitution, design change, engineering innovation and
marketing to produce greater numbers of smaller,
lighter commercially acceptable vehicles; to
substantially reduce the weight of large vehicles;
and to change the vehicle weight mix distribution by
cutting back ·the production

of large heavy vehicles.

The major drawbacks in these methods are the time
lags involved in substantially altering the character
of a vehicle population and the relatively slow response
of the vehicle manufacturing industry to changes which
involve disruption of established mass produ6tion
patterns, profit structure and selling.

The speed

with which changes are adopted are also related to
historical precendent.

In Europe smaller cars have

been dominant for some years and some European
manufacturers such as British Leyland and Volkswagen
are aiming to produce a "50-50" car.

This vehicle

will have a cruising speed of 50 m.p.h.
and achieve 50 m.p.g.

(17.7 km/1).

(80 km/hr)

There is also

considerable developrnent of "city cars" which weigh
between 180kg and 545kg and have a fuel economy
up to 24.8km/l (70 m.p.g.)

American and Austalian

manufacturers are not prepared to design vehicles
which approach such values (Krzyczkowski

et

al~1974)
I
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This is possibly due to an envisaged lack of
consumer acceptability of the type of vehicles
such low fuel economy would necessitate.

'
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Aerodynamic drag reduction

(3)

A variable proportion of the energy used
in keeping a vehicle in motion results from aerodynamic
drag.

Aerodynamic drag differs according to the profile

of a vehicle and in particular with the protuberances
such as tyres, rear vision mirrors, roof "gutters"
and other accessories such as "roof racks" ,

et

(Borcherts

az, 1978).
The drag force FD on a vehicle is primarily

determined by the drag co-efficient CD and can be
calculated according to the following equation.

F

D

=

Where

s

( ~)

s

CD

AV 2

( 1)

is the air density (kgm -3)

V is the velocity of the vehicle

(m.s -1 )
and

A is the frontal area (m

-2

)

(Borcherts et alJ1978)
Similarly the horsepower (H.P.) necessary
to overcome aerodynamic drag can be calculated using

(1)
HP

=
56855

Where V

=

( 2)

air speed relative to the vehicle
(km/hr)
(Product Engineering, 1967)

..

,(1)

The original equation had a constant derived to
obtain Imperial Units. The constant shown is for
metric units.
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~

Equation (2) shows that as the air
speed relative to the vehicle is doubled the
horsepower requirement to overcome aerodynamic drag
increases eightfold.

Hence the relative contribution

of aerodynamic drag to fuel consumption increases
as vehicle speed increases.

Figure 3.12

shows

how the horsepower needed to overcome rolling
resistance (discussed later) and aerodynamic drag
varies according to vehicle speed.
l;igure3·!!
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The relationship of aerodynamic drag to
vehicle speed means that the fuel economy of a given
vehicle may improve up to a

maximum speed of between

56 krn/hr and 65 km/hr and then will decline as
speed increases.

In the range between 72 km/hr

and 105 km/l1r each a.ddi tional 16 km/hr decreases

'
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fuel economy between 0.64 km/1 (1.8 m.p.g) and
0 • 8 5 km/ l

( 2 . 4 m.· p • g . )

(Pierce, 1975).

This relationship can be shown for vehicles
with different drag co-efficients.

Figure3.J3

below shows this for vehicles with CD values of
0.25, 0.50 and 0.70.

The average family car has

a drag co-efficient of about 0.45 (Advisory Council
on Energy Conservation, 1977).

Figure 3.1;3 The effect of aerodynamic drag on fuel economy.
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A reduction in aerodynamic drag is obtained
by reducing the drag co-efficient.

The limits on the

magnitude of this reduction in passenger cars is about
0.3 - 0.35 tor reasons associated with safety and
performance standards such as the size of interior
volumes and consumer accept:ability ( Borcherts et al 1 1978).

The resultant improvement in fuel economy
depends on the operation speed of the vehicle and
its size'')

e.g. for a small car used in city driving

the impact of aerodynamic on fuel economy may be
negligible.

In the case of a larger car operated for

long distances at high speeds a 20 per cent saving may
be possible (Advisory Council on Energy Conservation,
1977) .

In general if CD values are lowered from the 0.4

to 0.5 range to the 0.3 to 0.4 range an improvement
of between 1.6 and 2.4 km/1 (4-6 m.p.g.) may be
realised for individual vehicles (Friedman, 1978)

A fundamental way of reducing aerodynamic
drag is to design cars whose profiles at the points
of inflection correspond to portions of cubic curves
i.e. curves which have the general equation

c = x3

+ Y3 where C is a constant.

This equation

yields a curve with a continuously varying radius
which promotes

smooth flows of air over the body.

This principle is being used in the design of "bubble"
shaped electric vehicles (Product Engineering, 1967).
Designing cars upon this principle can result in more

-
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sweeping changes by requiring the relocation or redesign of existing engines (Advisory Council on
Energy Conservation 71977).

Numerous other changes

promote a reduction in the drag co-efficient of a
vehicle.

(1)
hood.

Some of these include!

Enclosing the underbody in a streamlined
This has the potential to reduce the

c 0 by

17 per cent.

( 2)

Redesigning or eliminating all protuberances

to give a completely smooth outer surface.

e.g. steam-

lined headlamp doors, and elimination of roof "gutters".

( 3)

Blending all glass areas with the body contour

to obtain a flush glass silhouette.

( 4)

Placing air dams below the front and rear

bumpers.

( 5)

Adding on devices to improve present

vehicles.

(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation,
Borcherts et

aZ 1 l978~

1977~

Product Engineering, 1967).

Conclusions to Aeroydnamic Drag Reduction

In general improved aerodynamic characteristics
can lead to improved fuel consumption.

In.some cases
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however,

lo~ering

aerodynamic drag may lead to

increases in weight depending on the design changes
necessary to meet other criteria particularly safety.
In such cases it is necessary to trade-off the fuel
consumption penalty due to increased weight against
improvements due to a lowered CD

(Borcherts et

al~

1978),

In warm climates such as in most Australian cities,
the reduced interior space brought about by better
aerodynamics, might nece?sitate the use of airi

i.
I

conditioning (Energy Advisory Council, 1979).
Aerodynamic drag improvements alone offer relatively
minor fuel consumption savings in urban areas because
of the speed relationship shown by figure3.12.
and the possible trade-offs indicated above.
They need to be viewed as one factor amongst a range
of other factors which together may improve the energy
efficiency of motor v-ehicles.

The human.factor

of consumer acceptability might also be important
in determining the extent to which vehicle shape,
and thus the interior space relations, can be changed.
More radical departures from present vehicle shape and
size to achieve large aerodynamic improvement could
embrace considerable time lags,for human as well
as technological reasons.

'
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(4)

Reduction of Rolling Resistance

Rolling resistance occurs between the
tyres of a vehicle and the road surface.

By

definition it is caused when:

"
distortion of the contact surfaces due to
the normal force between them destroys the ideal
line of contact. This introduces a force with a
component called the rolling resistance oppoaing
the motion" (Collocott and Dobson, 1974).
Rolling losses are highly significant at low average
speeds (see figure 3.12

in previous section)

characteristic of urban driving innovations which
subtstantially reduce rolling resistance will have
a greater effect on fuel economy in urban driving
than will aerodynamic improvements.

Tyre losses or tyre drag accounts for
85-90 per cent of the rolling resistance of a vehicle.
( Bm::'cherts e t al 1 1978; Product Engineering, 1967).

The remainder

of rolling resistance is accounted for by friction
in bearings, lubricants and seals.

As tyre drag is the major source of rolling
resistance, a simplified expression for rolling
resistance may be written as:

----]

'
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Where

pR

(t) is the powered required to overcome

rolling resistance.

CR is the co-efficient of rolling resistance
(generally in the range 0.01-0.02)

W is the vehicle weight.

y

(t) is the vehicle profile.
(Borcherts et

al~

1978)

Where weight is an important factor in determining
rolling resitance but tyre characteristics are of
prime importance in determining CR.

The energy loss

in tyres is caused by hysteresis(l)during flexing of
the tyre on the road surface.

In simple terms the

tyre does not give back all the energy used to deform it.

The amount of energy lost through tyres
depends upon a number of factors.

(1)

tyre pressure

(2)

the basic material

(3)

the tread pattern

(4)

the cord material

(1) Hysteresis is a retardation or lagging of an
effect behind the cause of the effect.
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and

( 5)

the construction (crossyply or radial)

(6)

the tyre geometry.

(Advisory Council

on Energy Conservation, 1977).

Rolling resistance also depmds upon:

(1)

ambient temperature; colder temperatures
lead to greater losses.

(2)

condition of .road surfaces; rough roads
increase friction.

(3)

wheel alignment and corner characteristics.

(4)

lubricants
(Borcherts et al; 1978)
The reduction of rolling resistance depends

largelyupon tyre design.

In general

steel belted

radials offer the minimum rolling resistance (up to
25 per cent less than crossply tyres)

and textile

cased radials offer a reduction of about 20 per cent
over crossply tyres (Advisory Council on Energy
Conservation, 1977).

In mixed City and country

driving (Pierce, 1975) claims existing cars with
steel belted radials travel about 25 per cent
farther on a litre of petrol than a car with crossply tyres.

With a view to further improving fuel
consumption, entirely new designs for tyres are
being investigated.

The elliptic tyre being

-
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developed by Goodyear in the U.S.A. is capable of
substantial reductions in rolling resistance.

A

vehicle fitted with elliptic tyres travelled 13.8 per
cent farther than an identical vehicle fitted with
standard radials and 23.2 per cent farther than one
with crossply tyres.

This test was achieved by

shifting the three vehicles simultaneously into
neutral at 40km/hr and allo·wing each to roll to rest:.
(Shuldiner, 1977) .

Translated into fuel economy benefits

these tyres have realised' fuel economies 3 to 7.5
per cent higher than radial tyres.

This benefit

deminishes rapidly above BOkm/hr.

The elliptic tyre has an aspect ratio

of

65 compared to 78 for a standard radial (l) and is
termed a low aspect tyre

(Shuldiner,

1977).

The

advantage of low aspect tyres is shown in figure314
which compares the horsepower loss due to ·tyre
rolling effects of a 1134kg (2500 lb) vehicle as a
function of vehicle speed.

Although horsepower

losses due to rolling resistance are shown to increase
with vehicle speed, their relative contribution
diminishes above about 80km/hr.
(1)

Aspect ratio is defined as the section height
divided by the section width.

- zn . . .
Figure J .14 Horsepowc"r los:-; due to tyre

rolling effec-ts
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The elliptic tyre allows inflation to
241 kN/M 2 (35 p.s.i) compared to 166 kN/M 2 (24 p.s.i)
for an average conventional radial, which may give
a reduction in rolling resistance of up to 34 per
cent

(Shuldiner, 1977) .

Preliminary tests also

indicate that the tyre gives a smoother ride and
better handling due to its basic design and
circumferential tread pattern.

A disadvantage of

elliptic tyres however is that they cannot be used
on existing wheels.

It is expected that elliptic

tyres will be fitted to mass produced cars in the
U.S.A. in the 1980's but a considerable period of
time will be required before significant aggregate
fuel savings could be reaped from this innovation.
In general, the use of lighter wheels and suspension
systems carrying less unsprung weight permits smaller,
lower loss tyres to be used

(i.e. tyres with lower

'
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hysteresis under most conditions)

(Pierce, 1975).

Conclusions to Reduction of Rolling
Resistance

In general, lower fuel consumption from
reduced rolling resistance can be best and most
widely achieved through design innovations in new
vehicles.

The magnitude and significance of the

aggregate fuel savings likely from this method alone,
will depend upon the comprehensiveness and swiftness
of the changes.

In the short term, efforts by owners

to reduce the fuel consumption of existing vehicles
by considering better tyres are likely to be tradedoff against the capital cost of the decision.

The

option to buy radial tyres may not, for economic
reasons, be available to all car owners.

The removal

of any excess weight from present vehicles may achieve
only small savings in fuel but be cost effective.
Reduced fuel consumption from less rolling resistance
is only one contributing factor in the total fuel
savings resulting from wider improvement in vehicle
weight, lubricants and frictional power lossses.

Without

computer analyses which take all factors into consideration
it is impossible to state precisely the benefits to be
gained in this area.

Clearly it is one important area in

the design of more fuel efficient vehicles.

'

-
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Transmission Improvements

( 5)

The characteristics of tramsission systems
are key determinants of the fuel consumption pa·tterns
and possibilities in present and future motor vehicles.
An insight into the fundamental importance of the
transmission system is demonstrated by the well known
fact that a car with an automatic transmission consumes
more fuel to perform a gi':en task than the same car
with a manual transmission (all other factors being
equal) .

Examination of some basic engineering concepts
explains the importance of the transmission in the
vehicle system.

The transmission determines the manner

in which power is transmitted from the engine to the
road.

At low load factors increasing amounts of energy

are used in

overcoming mechaniali and fluid friction,

in pumping losses from drawing fuel i:t:·to cylinders with
a partly closed throttle, and in running auxilliaries.
These conditions cause the road load curves of most
present cars to lie in regions of low thermal efficiency
through most urban operating conditions.

At idle,

efficiency is zero and good efficiency is generally
only achieved when accelerating or cruising at high
speeds

(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation, 1977)

Automatic transmissions add to this poor
performance by introducing factors such as torque

--

--------~-

-------,ll
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converter slip, oil pump consumption,
of lower gears, higher idling
a high cruising ratio.

greater use

speeds and lack of

These factors result in poor

fuel economy compared to the corresponding manual car.
Up to 20 to 30% more fuel can be consumed by a vehicle
fitted v,ri th an automatic transmission compared ·to a
(Environment Protection

manual transmission.
Authority of Victoria,

undated).

sho'ws the magnitude of the

Table 3,16

differences between Ford cars fitted with the two
types of transmissions over a range of driving cylces
in the U.S.A.

~-

""~~-

I

Type of Driving

CITY CYCLE

t.:<m/:=rm.p.

g.

..=

CITY/HIGHh1AY
CYCLE *
km/1 m.p.g.

HIGHWAY CYCLE
km/1

m.p.g.

-

Manual transmissio n

9. 8

27.6

11.5

32.4

14. 4

40.8

Automatic trans-

8.9

25.2

10.2

28.8

12.8

36.0

:::s:::t
l
l

I

differenc e

8.7%

I

----..-.LSource:

l

11.1%

I

after Advisory Council on Energy conservation,

(1977).

Table

3.lb

Comparative fuel
-------

economy of vehicles

·-------

with manual and automatic transmissions.
-----~-----·

*

City/Highway rating based on a mix of 55 per
cent cityand.45 per cent highway driving.

I

11.8%

.

I

I
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These differences can be very significant if a
high proportion of the vehicle population has automatic
transmissions.

This is true in the U.S.A. where 85% of

all cars being sold have automatic transmissions (Coan,
1977).

There is thus considerable potential for reducing

fuel demand by either cutting back the production of automatic vehicles or improving the performance of these transmissions.

Similarly, entirely new concepts in transmissions

can improve the performance of these transmissions.

Firstly, existing automatic transmissions may be
improved in the short term by introducing converter lockups which prevent slippage in high gear.

In conjunction

with this, four or five speed designs could give higher top
gear ratios and thus improve fuel economy (Advisory Council
on Energy Conservation,

1977)~

It has been estimated in the

U.S.A. that four speed automatic transmission with converter
lock-up could improve the fuel economy of each size class of
vehicle by 9%

(Pierce, 1975).

Another study estimated gains

of between 9 and 13% (Little, 1974).

One study concluded ·that

this improvement would result in low additional costs to the
customer and low technical risk (Hurter and Lee, 1975).

---~----

---

-----~,,

-
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Manual transmissions do not offer the
same scope for improvement.

Hi <;Per final drive

gearing 1 five-speed gear boxes and overdrives offer
some potential.

Manual and automatic transmissions may be
replaced in the future by continuously or infinitely
variable transmissions

(C.V.T. or I.V.T.).

fundamental types exists;
hydromechanical drive.

Two

traction drive and

This type of system is capable

of matching the engine operation with the load on a
continuous basis so that the engine can be kept in
a region of high thermal efficiency.

In this way

the vehicle speed and engine speed are not directly
related as in,. conventional transmissions
Wood,

(Coon and

19 7 4) .

With C.V.T. it has been estimated that between
25 and 30% better fuel economy relative to a three speed
automatic could be achieved (McGillivray, 1976 ;
Advisory Council on Energy Conservation, 1977).
Another study estimated a 23% gain (Hurter and Lee,
1975). A C.V.T. could offer 30-50% better acceleration
compared to a 4 speed manual car capable of equal
horsepower.

Noise output would also be lowered because

engine r.p.m. and accessory drive speeds would be
lowered

(Little,

1974).
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Continuously variable transmissions
could therefore greatly improve the efficiency
of operation of present engines, but periods of
inefficient operation would still occur.

Still further

improvements might be possible to remedy ·this problem.
These could include intermittent use of the engine,
an energy storage system and regenerative braking.
Such technological advances could conceivably halve

-present

fuel consumption ' in urban driving but would
.

involve great expense, extra weight and highly complex
control systems

(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation,

1977) .

Some qualifications have been made in a number
of studies regarding the improvements outlined above.
These can be surrunarised as foLLows, based upon studies
by Little

(1974) 1 Hurter and Lee (1975) and the U.K.

Advisory Council on Energy Conservation (1977).

(1)

torque converter lock-ups may involve drive-

ability problems.

(2)

the addition of a fourth gear to automatic

transmissions would require substantial changes in
design and tooling.

(3)

when emissions requirements and driveability

are taken into consideration fuel economy benefits
between 9 and 14% may be sribstantially reduced.
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This appears to depend highly upon the particular
dynamometer test procedure used to measure the
emissions.

(4)

C.V.T. has not yet been proven commercially viable.

Problems in terms of cost durability, reliability and
control still need to be solved.

High technical

risks are involved.

Conclusions to transmission improvements

Overall there is scope for very s·ubstantial
improvements in motor vehicle efficiency through
improving transmissions.

It may be possible to do this

with only marginal increases in cost over present
systems.

It is also significant that no other single

change to the current,

bas~c

vehicle is capable of

producing as large benefits in terms of fuel economy
(exclusive of introducing an alternative power system)
(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation,

1977~

Alternatively a shift away from automatic transmissions
to manual transmissions would engender considerable fuel
savings without technological innovation.

However such

a shift may be undesirable in terms of consumer acceptability.

This applies to the U.S.A. where a major

study on automobile improvements concluded that manual
transmissions do not offer the same convenience and
based upon empirical observatiop would probably be
unacceptable to·customers

(Little, 1974).

Major changes

in either the technology of transmissions or shifts to

-

--------

------~,

-
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more efficient manual transmissions would embrace large
time lags to achieve aggregate fuel savings in transport.
Currently no vehicle manufactures have made any firm
commitment to new transmission systems or to changing
their mix of vehicles in favour of manual transmissions.
Nevertheless the long term potential for success of
new transmission systems is high and a large research
effort is occurring in this area
1975).

(Hurter and Lee,

It is impossible at present to predict
I

precisely which of the options outlined here will
ultimately bring about the fuel savings possible
by changing transmissions.

In the U.S.A. at

least,

there appears to be a significant lifestyle factor to
be contended with before manual transmissions could
become more acceptable.

The aversion to manual

transmissions observed by Little,

(1974) may start

to soften as fuel economy becomes an increasingly
important factor in choosing a motor vehicle.

New

transmission systems could only be considered for mass
production after all driveability problems were
eliminated.

This would be essential for consumer

acceptability.
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( 6)

Accessories

Accessories or auxilliary drives consist
of generaJcors 1 radiator fans
pumps,

1

water pumps, air

power steering and air condi. tioning compressors.

These devices consume horsepower

in excess of that

used to propel the vehicle.

Currently most auxiliary drives are designed
and coupled to the engine, in such a way that they
operate at sufficient capacity at low engine speeds.
At times the accessory drive functions at a higher
speed than the engine.

Therefore at higher engine

speeds they operate at surplus capacity and at both
low and high engine speeds they engender a substantial
power drain.

It has been calculated that for a large

car, the generator, fan, air conditioning compressor
and power steering pump consume 5 brake horsepower
(b.h.p.) at 1000 r.p.m. and 20 b.h.p. at 4500 r.p.m.
(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation, 1977) .
In standard American cars air conditioning, power
brakes, and power steering consume 10% of rated engine
power

(A.T.A.C., 1978).

In most cases no attempt

is made to avoid unnecessary power losses at higher
speeds although the technology appears to be available.

A reduction in fuel penalties due to
accessories can be achieved through use of a continuously
variable drive or variable ratio auxilliary drive, which
couples the accessories to the engine.

These systems
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vary the operation of the accessory to suit the speed
and operating condition of the vehicle thus eliminating
some of the excess power consumption.

A constant

speed drive has a similar effect (Advisory Council
on Energy Conservation, 1977) .

It is more costly and

complicated to fit such systems and this may be a
reason why they have not yet experienced widespread
acceptance (Pierce, 1975).

Other systems are also under development.

These consist

of:

{1)

Viscous drive with temperature controL

(2)

Viscous drive with torque limited speed.

(3)

Gear or pulley changes to obtain two
or more speeds.

and

(4)

Hydrostatic drives.

(5)

Friction drives with temperature control.

( 6)

Speed limited friction drives.
(Coon and Wood,

1974) .

The cost and complexity of these and other
systems which are available may not warrant the fuel
savings.

It has been reported, for example, that a

constant speed drive for accessories without air
conditioning would only save approximately 1% in fuel
consumption whilst with
save about 3%.

air conditioning it may

Benefits might be marginally higher with

a continuously variable accessory drive

(Little,

1974).

-
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The specific fuel consumption penalties
of different combinations of auxiliary drives
depends upon the individual vehicle and its operating
condition.

One report states that air conditioning

can be responsible on average for a 17% fuel loss and
power steering for a 14% loss (Environment Protection
Authority of Victoria, undated).
to different degrees.

These values vary

One study gives an average

penalty of 9% for air conditioning which may rise to
20% in hot weather city driving

(Orski, 1974).

According to another study power steering results in
a penalty in urban driving of only 1% and 3% in longer,
high speed driving.

It states an average fuel loss

for air conditioning of 10-15% (Shinnar, 1975) .

It is clear that the losses in fuel economy
due to accessories vary widely and are highly dependent
upon the assessment method and conditions.

Table3.17

summarises some variations which have been found
in fuel penalties due to various accessories and
highlights the problem of

placing strict values on

such items.

--

----------

---1
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TYPE OF ACCESSORY

FUEL ECONOMY
PENhLTY, URKl\N
OPERATION

Fan

about 1%

Power Steering

about 1%

Alternator

7-8%

Automatic Transmission

14-15.5%

Automatic Transmission

5-6%

Automatic Transmission

0-6%

0

Air conditioning 29 c

13%

hir Conditioning 21°C

9%

Power Steering, Air Conditioning
Generator

7.7%

Source:

l

After (Austin and Hillman, 1973)

Table 3.17

--

Effect of Engine Accessories and

Convenience Devices.

Power consuming extras have become more
common over the past ten years.
1975 75% of all new cars
ing, (Pierce, 1975) .

wer~

In the U.S.A. in

fitted with air condition-

The higher incidence of auxilliary

drives has been cited as a major reason for the
general deterioration in fuel economy of automobiles
in the U.S.h. and Australia

(Harbeson,

1974.~

Environment Protection Authority of Victoria, undated),

Conclusions to Accessories

In summary it is possible to reduce the fuel
penalty resulting from accessories by the technological
methods discussed.

On the other hand, some powBr
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consuming extras such as power steering may disapp.ear
over a period of time if vehicles are gradually
reduced in weight (A.T.A.C., 1978).

However, the

optimal and most effective way is to manufacture
fewer cars wi·th power consuming extras but the
problem associated with doing this is difficult to
solve.

If cars are manufactured with such conveniences

over a sufficiently long period of time it becomes hard
to reverse the trend because consumer expectations
rise coincidentally.

In the case of a car population

with a high incidence of accessories subject to the
control of the driver,

(e.g. air conditioning)

it

may be possible through an energy conservation
programme, to encourage prudence in their usage.
Al ternat.:i vely a programme which sought to encourage a
more utilitarian, even ascetic attitude towards motor
vehicles might assist in discouraging the general trend
towards greater luxury at the expense of fuel economy.
This approach however is essentially one of trying to
change livestyles and perceptions and might be
politically less acceptable than a purely technological
one.

In the final analysis the price of petrol may cause

a trend away from accessories which cause significant
fuel penalties.

-
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Large Scale Techoloqical Changes

(i)

Alternative Combustion Systems

(1)

Introduction

Research is being undertaken around the world
into developing propulsion systems for motor vehicles
which do not necessarily rely on high-octane gasoline
and which are more efficient than the conventional
I

I.C.E.

This research has been encouraged by the

rising price and diminishing supplies of oil and the
consequent enactment in some countries (e.g. U.S.A.)
of legislation requiring that car manufacturers meet
specified fuel economy goals for the vehicles they
produce.

However the major impetus has been the legal

requirement to simultaneously meet fuel economy
standards and more stringent emissions standards.

As

has been already shown this is becoming more and more
difficult by simply modifying the existing internal
comvustion engine.

In the U.S.A. legislation has been passed
which states that in 1978 each car manufacturer within
the U.S.A. must have had a minimum production weighted
average(l) fuel economy of 21.6 m.p.g.

(1)

(7.7 km 1- 1 ) and

Production weighted average takes into account the
number of vehicles manufactured with specific fuel
economy ratings to determine the average fuel economy for each firm.

,

_________

~
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by 1985 an average of 33.0 m.p.g.

(11.6 km 1- 1 ).

1977 the overall fleet average was 22.3 m.p.g.
km 1- 1 ) but this included foreign cars.

In

(7.9

Because the.

method of assessment here is production-weighted this
still allows car manufacturers to produce large cars
with lower fuel economy than the required average
(Borcherts et al 1 1978).

The fuel economy ratings of a car manufacturer's various m.~fs_ - are determined
I

Test Procedure (E.P.A.

U~ban/highway

by the Federal
driving cvcle)

and the limitations and inadequacies of this are discussed
in Chapter 4,!

Non--compliance carries substantial fines

of $5 for each tenth of a mile that the firm's weighted
average fuel economy falls below the required standard,
multiplied by the number of new cars it makes in a
model year (Coan, 1977) .

The existence of this fine

might become a substantial impetus to innovation
because:
"During this period (1978-1985) emission
standards, which limit_ the options for
increases in fuel economy, are to be tightened, making the achievement of the required
improvement in fuel economy even more
difficult".
(Borcherts et al, 1978).

In Australia no legislation has yet been
passed requird.ng fuel economy standards to be met py
car manufacturers.

However the Federal Chamber of

Automotive Industries has voluntarily adopted a
schedule of self-regulation .whereby it plans to meet
certain fuel economy goals by specific dates as shown

---------

------~--

--- - - 4
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in Figure 3.15

The Federal Government views this as

a direction which is highly preferable to Government
regulation (Endersbee, 1979).

15

14
U.S.A. -

L~tgi~i!ted

r0quirementt

13
. · "correc-ted to SAA PtoC%'".>dur.s

1985
12

tar~t

projected to 1987'"

. Aunrutia- FCAI propot.al to SA/,., Procedure

~·

11

E

"'

0
0

.."',

10

------------ -- --=--~

0:

>-

_,

9

.FIGURE 3.15

Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries
proposals for new passenger car average
fuel consumption and comparalble U.S.
legislated requirements.
SOURCE:

Endersbee,

(1979)

The aim of developing alternative propulsion
systems is

id~ally

to perfect a unit which (a)

is

capable of being mass produced and fitted to some form
of motor vehicle,

(b)

is versatile in its primary fuel

requirement and relies on fuel types which will not be
in short supply in the foreseeable future,

(c)

is

inherently efficient in the combustion process it
employs and thus is a very low emitter of harmful
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substances,

(d) has acceptable performance ability

as an urban and rural vehicle and (e) is not
prohibitively expensive to produce.

This type of system obviously circumvents

!~ ...

the need for complicated emissions control technology
by either not producing the pollutants in the first
instance, by burning them in the engine or by producing them ·in low quantities.

The type of fuel which

the system uses is obviously of critical importance in
I

terms of emissions characteristics.

This section examines the most important
alternative combustion systems being considered as
potential replacements for the internal combustion
engine, with a major emphasis on the fuel economy and
emissions characteristics of each.

The major options for providing alternative
combustion systems in motor vehicles are;

Brayton-cy~le

engines

Rankine-cycle engines
Stirling-cycle engines

Peripheral to these major options are a number
of less widely pursued developments including the solar
powered vehicle and the orbital engine.
do

These however

not constitute major options at present and are

therefore not dealt with in this study.
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Before

discussing fuel economy and emissions

characteristics of each type of power system, a brief
resume is given of the fundamental operating principles
of each.

Two types of engines may be distinguished by
thermodynamic analysis of the way each derives its
motive power.

If the energy in the fuel must first be

converted to heat to provide power for the engine then
the engine may be terms a ,"Q-engine"or heat engine
(Lauck, Uyehara, and Myers, 1963).
engines include Rankine-cycle
engines.

Examples of Q-

and Stirling-cycle

If the internal energy of the fuel need not

be converted to heat then t:his may be termed an "Eengine" of which the conven·tional I. C. E. and diesel
engines are examples.

Other examples of E engines

include gas turbines and electric cars based on
chemical cells.

electro~

Other classification schemes involve

distinctions between combus·tion engj_nes and direct
energy conversion devices such as elect.ric motors.
Combustion engines are classified as internal where
the fuel is burned in the "expander" or external where
fuel is burned externally to the expander which provides
the engine's useful work (Ayres and McKenna, 1972).
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(2)

Brayton-Cycle Engines

A Brayton cycle is a constant pressure cycle
of operations and is used in gas turbines.

Brayton-

cycle engine and gas turbine are often used

inter~

changeably (Collocott and Dobson, 1974; Reitze, 1977).

The automotive gas turbine is one of the simplest
engines.

It is lighter than· the conventional I.C.E., runs

smoother and can use a variety of gaseous and low grade
liquid fuels.

Successful versions can have as few as

four major moving parts, compared t'o eighty three in a
VB otto-cycle engine( 1 ).

There are no reciprocating

parts or cooling system, few frictional contacts and
minimal lubrication requirements.

Operating Principles

In its simplest form the gas turbine
a centrifugal

compresser~

compr~ses

a combustor and a turbine

wheeZ which is linked to the compressor by a shaft.
(Reitze~

19??~

Fletcher~

19?4).

This

~s

termed the

simple cycle gas turbine and is shown in Figure

(1)

;s./6

Otto-cycle is the name given to the combustion cycle
of conventional reciprocating internal combustion
engines.
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__

.__

PFIDJCTS
OUT

FIGURE·, 3 .lb

Simple cycle gas turbine
SOURCE:

;fir

Fletcher,

(1974).

enters the compressor and -its kinetic

energy is increased by

compress~on

to about four

atmospheres which results in heating of the air.

The

heated air enters the combustion chamber where fuel
is injected and ignited in a high pressure high
velocity~

.continuous combustion process.

The combustion

products expant rapidly and drive the turbine wheel
which spins the shaft.

The power generated is used to

drive the compressor and the surplus energy

~s

used to

perform mechanical work in the form of power output.

In automotive applications it is necessary to
increase the thermodynamic efficiency which is achieved
by adding a power turbine on the same axis as the original
shaft but on a separate shaft.

The exhaust gas

temperatures normally exceed the combustor inlet temperatures so that heat can be recovered from the burning
by addition of a regenerator or heat exchanger to heat
in take air as shown in Figure 3.17 be low.
termed R.F.T.C.

This cycle is

(Regenerative free power turbine cycle).

~---------

- - - - ----

--

--------

------~--

----

-

--------

---------,
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compressor turbine

I-EAT EXffi<\NGER

P~TS~~-

/__

7

r-ld---rr-r.
1____

?

.,_J

Power to rear wheels

Pov1er Turbine

FIGURE

3.1?_

Regenerativ_e

cyc:_~~ga~urbine

wi th~E-~~

power turbine.
SOURCE: Fletcher,

(1974).

Not shown in the diagram is the reduction gear
required to reduce the output shaft speed to approximately
one-tenth of the power turbine speed.

Th-is is required

because at idle the first stage or compressor turbine
rotates at about

20~000

r.p.m. as the vehicle

r.p.m. which increases to 50 000

accel~rates.

3

The burning gases

pass through this turbine to drive the second stage or
power turbine which at maximum vehicle speed rotates at
about the same speed as the first stage turbine.

Reduc-

tion gear is needed to reduce this speed for transmission
pu.rposes (Reitze)

197?).
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Fuel economy and emissions

The Brayton-cycle engine has a number of
advantages with regard to its emissions and fuel economy.
Different types of gas turbines tested to date have
shown a wide range of fuel economy performance,a few of
which compare favourably on specific test cycles with a
conventional U.S. reciprocating engine of equivalent
power output.

Figure 3.18

I

shows some of these results.

FEDERAL DRlVINC: CYCLE

UARL-HEAVY DUTY CYCLE
UARL-TYP 1 CAL CYCLE

10·6

Fi~ure

RFT-4
SSS-12

4:1
12:1

SFT-12

12:1

REGENERATIVE, FREE TURB lNE CYCLE
SIMPLE CYCLE
SIMPLE CYCLE WITH FREE TURBINE

RSS-7
OC-70

7:1
1970

REGENERATIVE, SIMPLE CYCLE
U.S. PISTON ENGINE - 250 HP

3, IS Brayton-cycle engines
Fuel economy compared with engine-cycle characteristics.
Source: Wright, GreeilwBld & Davison (undated)

-------------

-

---

----------,

-
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In general however, fuel economy as shown by
Figure 3.18, is a fundamental problem of gas turbines.
At full throttle or high speeds the gas turbine consumes
fuel at a lower rate than the conventional I.C.E. but
at idle or low power operating conditions, fuel consumption is much higher (Fletcher, 1974; McGillivray, 1976).
This is a result of the engine's operating characteristics.
The engine runs at very high speeds over the entire
operating range of the car, but much of this range does
not require high power {Crossland, 1974).

Consequently

road tests of gas turbine experimental vehitles have
yielded very poor fuel economy.

For example, the General

Motork AGT-1 which was fitted to a Cutlass Coupe gave
3.7km l -1

(10,4 m.p.g.)

in the city and 6.8 km l -1

(19.2

m.p.g.) on the highway (Reitze, 1977).

Considerable research is being carried out
around the world to remedy these problems.

Chrysler,

Ford, General Hotors,. American Motors, Caterpillar
tractors, International Harvester, Rover Daimler-Benz,
Citroen, Fiat, Volkswagen and six Japanese car manufacturers are all involved in research; the U.S. Federal
Government with N.A.S.A. provide technical support to
Chrysler.

It is expected that engines developed in

this program.me may produce fuel economies equivalent to
a conventional vehicle with a six cylinder engine
(Brogan, 1976).

The Brayton-cycle engine has been ranked second
only to the Stirling-cycle engine in terms of fuel economy
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pate ntial,and possibly superior in an advanced stage
of development (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 1975) .
Other studies have been less optimistic about the gas
turbine's overall performance.

They conclude that it

may offer some potential as a replacement for large
truck diesel motors but not for widespread automotive
use (Advisory Council on Energy Conservation, 1977).

Emissions performance of the gas turbine is
favourable for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons approaching full throttle but poor for nitrogen oxides.

This

can be partly explained by its operating characteristics
and the conditions needed to satisfy fuel economy
criteria.

Carbon monoxide is formed in the gas turbine
by any combination of ·the following (a) inadequa·te mixing
qualities around the primary zone (the volume immediately
surrounding the igniter, (b)

too rapid cooling of the post-

flame product.s by quenching on the cool combuster walls,
(c) too rapid cooling by the addition of air in the
intermediate and dilution zones (zones progressively
further from the igniter in the direction of the turbine
...
outlet).
In general CO formation is highest during part
load conditions because of low efficiency and low
temperatures (Fletcher, 1974).

Hydrocarbon emissions result from similar
inadequacies of the combustion process but are further
exacerbated by oversized fuel droplets and by temperatures
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much lower than the s-toichiometric temperature.

Despite these limitations the gas turbine
is in general a lower emitter of CO and HC than the
I.C.E. bacause;
(a) large amounts of air are injected in the compressor
and fed to the burner which results in a lean fuel-air
ratio and (b) the combustion process is continuous and
takes place at high temperatures.

This avoids the rapid

cyclic heating and coolin~ in the cylinder of the I.C.E.
Experiments have proven that it if possible to reduce HC
and CO

to levels well below 1976 U.S. standards over

the full operating range of the gas turbine (Crossland,
19 7 4) .

No data wer-e supplied to support this claim.

Nitrogen oxide formation results from the high
temperatures associated. wi t.h combustion in the gas
turbine.

These substantially increase as full throttle

is approached.

Research into reducing fuel consumption

is considerably dependent
temperatures even further.

upon raising combustion
The use and further develop-

ment of ceramics technology to produce high temperature
components is achieving this objective (Reitze,
Howarth et al, 1975).

So far gas turbines have been

unable to meet 1976 U.S.
1974) .

1977~

standards for NO

The dual goals of low NO

X

X

(Crossland,

emissions and low fuel

consumption are thus particularly antagonistic in this
system.

_I

'
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Table 3.18 below shows typical emission results of a
number of gas turbine systems which have been tested,
compared to typical values for a conventional uncontrolled engine.
of NO

X

These results highlight the problem

emissions and suggest that CO and HC emissions

would be a. problem at idle in the gas. turbine.

They

do however show a marked improvement over the conventional engine.

TYPICAL ENGINE EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS THE 1976
U.S. AUTOMOBILE STANDARD (g/kg of fuel)

Spark ignition (uncontrolled)
(fixed operating cycle)
Gas turbine (uncontrolled)
Idle
Full power
1976

u.s.

TABLE 3.18

Auto standard (approx)

co

HC

NO (As N0 2 )

350

50

25

100
1

10
<1

15

12

1.5

1.5

2

Comparative emissions of a gas turbine and
conventional engine.
SOURCE:

After Fletcher,

(1974).

Research is being directed towards lowering
NO

X

levels but most systems tested have manifested

performance and combustion stability problems.

Briefly

the main methods being considered are (1) modified
conventional combustors such as pre-mixed combustors
and water injection prior to combustion,~2) Advanced
·combustors.

These include variable geometry combustors

and staged combustion

employing a small primary system
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which feeds aseries of secondary combustion zones.

The

variable geometry combustor which.modifies the fraction
of air that enters the combustor primary zone as the
engine operating conditions change, has been used with
some success.

Figure319

below demonstrates this

concept and Table 3.R gives some emissions test results
which have been obtained.

The results in this table

suggest an improvement in emissions performance over the
ordinary gas turbine.given, in Table

~18

It is

important however to note that the results in both these
tables are not based on a driving-cycle but on steadystate operation.

They may not therefore be indicative

of emissions in real urban driving.

VARIABLE

FIGURE 3.19

GEOMETRY COMBUSTOR

A variable geometry combustor
SOURCE:

Fletcher

(1974).
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EMISSIONS LEVELS MEASURED FROM A VARIABLE GEDMETRY COMBUSTOR
(g/kg fuel)
NO
1976

u.s.

Federal Standards

Variable Geometry combuster

co

HC

11.8

1.5

X

1. 39
2.5

7. 1

0

TABLE~~Emissions

from a gas turbine employing a variable
geometry c0mbustor.
SOURCE:

After Fletcher

(1974).

~

)

,,

Conclusions to Brayton-Cycle Engines

According to Ayres and McKenna

(1972), the

gas turbine offers substantial promise as an alternative
engine for commercial production despite uncertainties
about manufacturing costs and suitability of the engine
to mass production techniques.
ations

For automotive applic-

(e.g. 100 h.p. and under) the best system so

far developed employs differential turbine configuration which interconnects the input compressor with
output turbine via a differential gear.

This system

-
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gives up to a 65 per cent reduction in fuel usage over
other gas turbines with decreasing load but still keeps
maximum torque on the output shaft (Ayres and McKenna,
1972) .

The major attractions of this type of system

as a potential alternative to the I.C.E. are its fuel
adaptability in a period of oil $Carcity, lower
and HC emissions than

co

the I.C.E., the potential for

reducing fuel consump·tion, and the progress which has
been made in reducing NO

X

emissions.

However a gas

turbine powered car would be very expensive to manufacture (NEAC, 1979).

Considerable experience by General Electric,
has been gained in Brayton-cycle technology, U.S.
research having com;·uenced in 1903.

Automotive applic--

ations have been under development since 1945.

However,

most manufacturers seem likely to aim for long haul
truck, bus and off-highway earth moving machinery
markets in the near future (Ayres and McKenna, 1972)
Due to present NOx and fuel consumption problems, plus
technological changeover lag times it is unlikely that
the gas turbine could be put into mass production prior
to 1987* (Reitze, 1977).

On the other hand the Energy

Research and Development Administration in the U.S.A.
evaluated the gas turbine for possible introduction durihj

r
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1980-1990.

-

They concluded that it offers the promise

of eliminating the automobile as a significant source
of urban air pollution, dramatically reducing fuel
consumption and being saleable (Chen, 1977).
these

u.s.

All of

assessments would appear somewhat optimistic

in the light of the most recent appraisal from Australia
which states that although experimental vehicles have
been successfully powered

py

gas turbines they are ess-

entially unsuitable for normal road use (NEAC, 1979).
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( 3)

Rankine-Cycle Engines

The Rankine-cycle vapour engine or steam
engine is an external combustion engine which employs a
working fluid in a closed cycle.
heat engine.

It is a classical

Unlike in a regular steam engine, no vapour

escapes to the atmosphere (Crossland, 1974; Reitze,
1977) .

Rankine cycle engines use a continuous combustion process which takes place at comparatively low
temperatures (100°-550°C) and pressures.

This has

marked benefits with regard to pollutant emission levels
including noise.

The vapour engine overcomes a fundamental
problem of gas turbines.

Gas turbines divert a large

proportion of the turbine work into operating the.
compressor.

In the vapour engine the work ratio 1 is

high because the feed pump is required to pump only
liquid of a small volume compared with the vapour, hence
little of the expander work is lost in compression.
The cycle in the vapour engine is capable of achieving
efficiencies close to ideal over a range of loads and
sizes (Wilson, 1974).

(1)

The work ratio is the ratio of net work done in the
cycle to positive expander work.

-
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Considerable development and sophistication of the
Rankine--cycle engine for automotive purposes
occured during the last two decades as a result of
large private and government investment projects
especially in the U.S.A.

These included the Californ-

ian Steam Bus Project, California Clean Car Project,
1972, and projects by Energy System Corporation, Lear
Motors, Thermo Electron Corporation and Aerojet Liquid
Rocket Company.

Pritchard Steam Power Pty. Ltd., an

Australian Company,converted a 1963 Ford Falcon which
achieved 6.0-7.5 km l

-1

(~7-21

m.p.g.) in city driving

(Reitze, 1977).

Operating Principles

A Rankine-cycle by definition is
"A composite steam plant cycle used as a standard
of efficiency~ comprising adiabatic expansion to
condenser pressure and condensation to the initial
point"
(Collocott and Dobson~ 1974)
It is an idealised cycle used to explain the operation of
a vapour plant by eliminating the complicating factors
such as
(1)

Acceleration and turbulence caused by pressure

{2)

Friction

{3)

Conduction of heat through the walls and

{4)

Irreversible heat transfer
(Zemansky., 1968)

It is used as a standard of efficiency because it represents the theoretical maximum efficiency achievable from
a

vapou~

engine

(Zemansky~

1968).
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The fluid in a vapour eng1-ne uJhich may be water or
any o f . a num b er o f'
boiled~

.

organ~c

vapourised 3

1.

·a s (1J

&~qu~

superheated

.

~s

1

7

a~ternate~y

and condensed with

heat being provided by an external flame .

The power

is produced while the fluid is in the vapour phase by
adiabatic expansion against either pistons or turbine
blades until its pressure and temperature drop to
that of the condenser
1968).

Figu1•e 3 ..?0

(Crossland~

1974 and ZemanskyJ

below shows schematically the

basic principle of operation of a Rankine-cycle power
plant.

Figure 3.20

.~lementa~

SOURCE:

(1)

Steam Power Plant

Zemansky,

(1968).

e.g. {a) Fluorinal 85 (a mixture of 85 per cent
Trifluoromethanol and 15% water
{b) A mixture of 5?.5 percent pentafluorobenzene
and 42.5 percent hexafluorobenzene
(c) Monochlorobenzene
(d) Benzene hexafluoride

-
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Fuel Economv and Emissions

Rankine-cycle automotive engines have to date
achieved a .wide range of fuel economy performance.

For

example in the California Steam Bus project, the fuel
consumption of the steam bus was six times that of the
diesel bus at idle and three to four times higher overall
(Reitze, 1977).

However the primary aim of this project

was to identify technical problems and to educate the
public about the need for alternative engines (Crossland,
1974).

Similarly in the U.K., Rankine cycle engines are

cited as having about double the fuel consumption of a
conventional piston engine (Advisory
Conservation, 1977) .

Count~l

on Energy

However Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(1975) ranked the Rankine cycle engine below the Stirlingcycle and Brayton-cycle engines because of its poor fuel
economy.

Other studies have given favourable fuel
economy reports.

Figure 3.21

below shows the fuel

economy performance of a Chevelle car for a range of
average speeds.

It shows that at average speeds typical

of city driving up to (40 km/hr (25 m.p.h.)) the steam
engine version achieved better fuel economy than the
petrol engine vehicle.

This is because the recipro-

cating steam engine has some degree of thermal energy
storage and a torque-speed curve suitable to stop-start
operations of city driving.

Above about 48 km hr

-1

(30 m.p.h.) fuel economy deteriorates (Wilson, 1974).

-
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Fi;3W'I 3.21

Comparative fuel consumptions of petrol and
steam-engined Chevelle cars at steady speeds.
Source : Palmerp(l969--70).

The U.S. E.P.A. considers that criticism of the
Rankine-cycle engine for its poor fuel economy is no
longer valid.

They predict that with planned modifica-

tions the vapour engine will show better fuel economy
than the I.C.E.

(Crossland, 1974).

As with other

external combustion engines its adaptability to inexpensive hydrocarbon fuels such as kerosene and diesel oil,
make it particularly attractive in a period of unstable
oil supplies.

Pritchard Steam Power Pty. Ltd., has pro-

duced a 6 passenger steam car in Australia capable of
between 8.8 and 10.6 km 1
as a fuel.

-1

(25-30 m.p.g.) using kerosene

The bottom range of this consumption was at

97 km/hr while the best fuel economy was achieved at an
average speed of about 45 km/hr which is closer to urban
values (Pritchard Steam Power, 1979).
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Rankine-cycle engines are characterised by very low
emissions.

At present this is their major advantage

over other engines.

In laboratory testing of engines

they have recorded emissions levels well below the 1976
U.S. Federal Standards.

Table320 below shows the

average emissions results for the four major U.S.E.P.A.
funded projects.

Data are in grams per kilometre with

grams per mile equivalents in brackets underneath.

It

must be noted that these data are from laboratory based
engine testing not vehicle dynamometer testing based on
road conditions.

··---,

PRELIMINARY EMISSIONS DATA FOR RANKINE CYCLE ENGINES
··-~------r

-----------~---

1976

POLLUTM'T

FEDERi'\L

g/k\111

Aerojet

STANDARDS (g/mile)

!
-

-Nitrogen oxides

0. 25

Scientific

1 Energy

Lear

SystEmS

I

TheDTD
Electron
Corp.

(0 .40)

0.093
(0.149)

0.24
(0.38)

0.11
( 0 .18)

0.171
(0.275)

Hydrocarbons

0.25
(0.41)

0.033
(0.053)

0.13
(0.21)

0.11
(0.18)

0.11
( 0 .1 7)

Cartx;n monoxide

2.11
(3.40)

0.197
(0.317)

0.43
( 0. 70)

0.27
(0.43

0.13
(0.21)

l,_______

-

~-,.,_

TABLE 3. zc, Emissions perfonna.nce of four experimental Rankine-cycle
e...1gines .
SOURCE:

Af·ter Crossland (1974).·

Similarly in the California Steam Bus Project
the average steam bus emitted 83 percent
less NO X , 36
.
percent less HC and 37 percent less
diesel bus tested (Reitze,

1977).

co

than the average

l
j
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The steam car tested by Pr:it:::hard Steam
Power Pty. Ltd. achieved emissions performance well
within Australian 1976 idle standards.

Table 321

shmvs the results of idle tests compared to the average
for a number of uncontrolled petrol driven cars under
the same conditions.

This however does not give a true

indication of the vehicle's on road performance in
various traffic conditions.
-~-""""

PETROL CAR

r=,UTANT

·----·-----

-----------~

Carbon monoxide 0.5 -

Hydrocarbons
(ppm)

0.79%

200 - 3000

Nitrogen oxides
(ppm)
500 - 1000

TABLE 3.21

" . -. ,......

~--

PRITCHl\RD STEAM CAR
0.013%
< 1

115

Idle emissions test results for the
Pritchard Stearn Car.
SOURCE After: Pritchard Stearn Power (1979).

The Steam Engine Systems Corporation also
developed a reciprocating steam automotive plant in
conjvnction with the U.S.E.P.A. which also produced
substantially lower emissions than 1976 U.S. Federal
Standards.

'rable ::.3. 2~

below shows these results.

Data are in grams per km with grams per mile equivalents
in brackets underneath.

These results further confirm

the low emissions for Rankine-cycle engines shown in
Table 3 . .20

-

POLLUTANT

309 --

1976
g/km
FEDERAL STANDARD (g/mile)

~TEAM~~
SYSTEMS

-------~-------,-~~---·--+-------

NO

0.25
(0.40)

X

co

0.09
(0.14)

2.11

0.11

(3.40)

(0.17)

0.25

0.02

I

-=~~--,i~~~~
TABLE 3.2.2

~

~utomot~ve

SOURCE:

resul t_§_~f- a
plant

After

reci_12_~9cating_steam

~ilson, ~974)

Lead emissions from vapour engines may be
eliminated entirely because the system is versatile
in its fuel requirements and does not need leaded
fuels.

Conclusions to Rankine--Cycle Enqi:Qes

On the grounds of very low emissions levels
(including noise), the proven potential to lower fuel
consumption and fuel adaptability, the vapour engine
could prove to be a desirable substitute for current
engines.

Reitze (1977)

suggests that the Rankine-cycle

engine is still a leading candidate as an alternative
to the I.C.E.
of development,

Steam engines have had over 200 years
innovation and modifitation and there

seems to be few insurmountable technical problems facing
their widespread use in motor vehicles.

Economic obsta-

cles appear to be the major impediment. At the moment
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the production cost of a steam engine is about double that
of an I.C.E.
1977) .

(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation,

Pritchard Steam Power Pty. Ltd.

estimate that

the steam engine will not be produced in quantity inside
four years (Pritchard Steam Power, 1979).

The

National Energy Advisory Committee assessment of Rankinecycle engines suggests that this is an optimistic
prediction because at present levels of development they
cannot compete with either liquid or gaseous hydrocarbon
fuelled conventional

engi~es

(NEAC, 1979) .

The cost
-

factor is a particularly large drawback.

I

I
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( 4)

Stirling-cycle Engines

The Stirling-cycle engine is one of the most
efficient combustion systems known.
I

/~

''

Tested engines have

achieved approximately 50 percent efficiency compared to
about 10 to 15 percent for an I.C.E.

Their inherently

high efficiency gives them potential for very high fuel
economy (Reitze, 1977j Advisory Council on Energy Conservation, 1977).

Operating Principles

The Stirling-cycle engine
combustion~

~s

an external

closed cycle reciprocating piston power plant

which utilises a gaseous internal working fluid.
most commonly used fluid is hydrogen.
of the so-called "air engines"
Reitze~

The

It was the first

(Ayres and

McKenna~

1972j

1977).

By classical definition it is a heat

eng~ne

because it derives its work output from the difference

~n

heat supplied from a reservoir at high temperature (QH}
.·.·.

·<.;:

and the heat rejected at a lower temperature (QC)
1974).

Work

output~

W~

is equal to QH-QC

(Rice~

(Zemansky~

1968).

.The basic sequences of its cyclic operation are
shown by figure 3. ZZ.

----------------- ------- --------------"'1

'
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Figure 3.12 Cyclic operation of the
Stirling-cycle engine.
Source:
Zem~r:_:_~J
1 ~-~!2_- -~---------~---

i

3--4

The explanation of these sequences is best understood with
reference to a pressure-volume diagram which shows the
ideal theoretical operation of the Stirling-cycle engine
based upon the simplifying assumptions of:

,.;.

--

(1)

an ideal . gas_,

{2)

no leakage of

{3)

no heat loss or ga-z,n through cylinder

{4)

no heat conduction through the regene.rator _, and

{5)

no friction.

gas~

This -z,s shown by figure

.3,2;3

walls~
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p

eH

I

Ideal-as surning
discontinuot)S rnovement
PROCESS:

3
Ideal-for continuous
of pistons

1--2

ISOTHERHAL COl'lPRESSION

2-·3

REGENERATION

3-4

ISOTHER.Hl;.L EXPANSION

4-1

REGENERATION

-l ec

------··
v
Figure 3 .2.3 Pressure/volume diagram of Stir~g engl,_r:-e
Source: Rice (l9"l4) and Zemansky (1968)

An extract from Zemansky (1968) explains the processes
shown by this diagram.
11

1-r2

2+3

While the left piston rema~ns at the
top_, the right piston moves halfway up_,
compressing cold gas while in contact
with the cold reservoir and therefore
causing heat Q to leave.
This is
an approximateiy isothermal compression
and is depicted as a rigorously isothermal process at the temperature 8 ,·
The left piston moves down and the 0
right piston up_, so that there is no
change in volume_, but gas is forced
through the regenerator from the cold
side to the hot side and enters the lefthand side at the higher temperature GH.
To accomplish this_, the regenerator
supplied heat QR to the gas.
Note that
the process 2+3 is at constant volume.
The right piston now remains stationary
as the left piston continues moving down
while in contact with the hot reservoir_,
causing the gas to undergo an aproximately
isothermal expansion during which heat QH
is.abs~r~ed at the.tempera~ure ~H·
.
Bo~h p~s~ons move ~n oppos~te d~~ect~ons_,
thereby forcing gas through the regenerator
from the hot to the cold side and giving
up approximately the sam~ am?unt o~ ~eat QR
to the regenerator that ~t absorbea ~n the
process 2+3.
Th1:s process takes place at
practically constant volume. 11
3
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The regenerator acts as a thermal storage device

(Rice~

1974).

Stirling

eng~nes

for automotive purposes have

an engine configuration shown by figure
a Beta type Stirling

engine~

~2~

This shows

distinct from the Alpha

type used above to describe the basic operating cycle
which is the same for all Stirling engines.

Gamma type

engine configurations also exist but explanations of the
differences between these t,ypes is not necessary.
f'ieat lopyt from lllurner

REGENERATORCOOLER

Heat out

ll

--+.;- HOT SPACE

llllll-

OOSPLACER "'TON

COLO SPACE

POWER PISTON

MECHANISM

Figure 3.£4- Beta type Stirling Engine
Source: Reitze
(1977)

The rhombic drive mechanism shown in this diagram converts
the reciprocating piston and displaces motion into a rotary
output for a single cylinder thus avoiding the need for
an unbalanced crankshaft (Ayres and

McKenna~

1972).

-----~--------,
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Fuel Economy and Emissions

G.V. Phillips Company of Holland have worked on
the Stirling engine since 1938 and have produced a car
which achieved 6.2 krns per litre (17.6 m.p.g.)

in a test

with a comparable conventional American, emission controlled
car which achieved 4.6 kms per litre (12.8 m.p.g.)
(Crossland, 1974) .

Ford and Phillips ,entered an agreement in 1972
to further develop a swash-plate drive(l) four-cylinder
double acting Stirling engine for automotive application.
The test engine was rated at 170 horsepower and installed
in a 1975 Ford Torino.

It achieved 25 percent better

fuel economy than the standard Torino over a transient
city-suburban test route (Reitze, 1977).

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California has
made some tentative calculations of the fuel conservation
potential of the widespread introduction of Stirling-cycle
engines.

They concluded that at an investment cost of

U.S.$8 billion, the Stirling engine could be expected to
save 2 million barrels of petroleum per day by the year
2000.

To increase petroleum supply by this amount would

require about U.S.$20 billion investment (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, 1975).

(1)

A swash~plate replaces the crankshaft.an~ permits
a four-cylinder Stirling engine to give four powerstrokes.for every rotation of the swash-plate compared
to two for every rotation of the crankshaft.
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In these terms such an investment
appears favourable but to generate capital of $8 billion
for a sweeping change in engine technology would require
intense political pressure upon automotive industries.
Such an investment might not be justified in terms of
energy conservation and emissions reduction alone .

.The high efficiency of the combustion process
in the Stirling engine yields generally low emissions
'

levels.

The combustion process is easily controlled and

can be pre-set to an optimum air-fuel ratio.

i

The United Stirling Company of Sweden has

i.

published emissions results from a number of their test
engines.

These results are summarised in Table3.Z3

In general the Stirling-cycle engine has met CO and HC
standards butNOx levels have been slightly over in
a number of tests.

These tests have also shown that

this can be reduced by exhaust gas recirculation.

Table.3.23 Emissions results for Stirling-cycle Engines.
Pollutant

1976 US Federal Stirling Engine
Limit
(Crossland,1974)

Stirling Engine
(Rice 1974)

co

2.11(0.2%) 03.40).

0.6

( 0. 9)

0.007-0.03%

HC

0.25

(0.4lj

0.1

( 0 .1)

0.01(0.01--0.02)

0.25

(0.40)

0.4

( 0. 6)

0. 6-1. 2 ( 1. 02.0)

NO

X

Source:
Note:

After Crossland (1974); Rice
(1)
(2)

(1974).

Data in brackets are in grams per mile.
All other data not shown as percentages are
in grams per km.

--- - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~-----11
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Emissions characteristics including noise and
vibration are generally satisfactory for present standards but it is not yet conclusively known whether low
gaseous emissions will be maintained over 50,000km of
operation.

Conclusions to Stirling-cycle Engines

overall assessment of the Stirling-cycle engine
as a replacement for the I.C.E. in the U.S.A. is favourable despite a number of technical and cost problems
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 1975; Committee on Motor
Vehicle Emissions, 1973).

It is feasible that production

models may be available in the U.S.A. as early as the
1980s (Crossland, 1974; Reitze, 1977).

However in

Australia Stirling-cycle engines are not even considered
in a major assessment of alternative engines (N.E.A.C.,
1979).

Much of the more recent work is being directed
towards production of smaller versions (80-100 horsepower
range) and to overcoming problems related to air-fuel
ratio control, sealing, the swash-plate drive

mechanism,

noise, high temperature technology, durability and mass
production suitability (Rice, 1974; Reitze, 1977;
Crossland, 1974).

At the moment however, cost and overall economic
impact appear to be the major impediments to its introduction.

At present the cost of a mass produced Stirling
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engine is in the vicinity of

1~

to 2 times that of

an equivalent diesel engine and several times that of
a conventional I.C.E.

(Rice, 1974; Advisory Council on

Energy Conservation, 1977).

The large capital costs of

a changeover are also a serious drawback.

An attraction

of the Stirling engine which may lead to a different
direction in its development is its suitability to
a hybrid vehicle.

Hybrid vehicles are discussed in depth

in the next section.

G.M. has carried out considerable

research and experimentation with Stirling-cycle engines
'

in hybrid vehicles (Reitze, 1977; Ayres and McKenna, 1972)

,.

___

-~----------~~·-------

--

----,
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(ii)

(i)

New Vehicle Systems
Electric Vehicles

So far all the potential vehicle propulsion
systems which have been discussed have involved some
form of combustion process in the vehicle.
sense electric

In this

powered vehicles constitute by far

the most radical alternative to current private
transport

~methods,

deriving their motive power from

an on-board electrohemical reaction.

They constitute a radical departure from the
current situation for a number of other important
reasons.

(a)

These may be considered as follows:

electric vehicles offer the greatest potential for

overcoming the liquid fuels dilemma in motorised
transport.

Their primary energy supply may be

bas~d

upon any form of centralised electricity production
whether it be coal, nuclear, hydroelectric; geothermal,
wind, solar or any other source which may appear in the
future.

In this way they can offer security from the

vicissitudes of the world oil situation plus future
flexibili·ty in their primary energy requirements with
the advantage of a homogenous end product - electricity.

!

.·C--

(b)

they virtually eliminate all emissions from the

vehicle itself.

This includes air pollutants and noise.

----------~--

-- ----

-------;--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----,

-
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It has been suggested however, that electric vehicles
in large quantities haVe the potential to pollute or
smother radio communications networks i.e. electronic
pollution (Darke, 1975).

The pollution which may be

attributed indirectly to the electric vehicle orginates
at the primary power source in the process of generating
electricity.

The need for mobile source control is

thus eliminated and replaced with the fundamentally
easier problem of

station~ry

source control, though

this is not entirely without problems e.g.

so2

from

coal combustion and nuclear waste disposal.

(c)

present commitment to the internal combustion

engine is immense both in financial and human terms.
The widespread manufacture, operation and servicing
of electric vehicles

v-1

o uld involve huge changes in

present industrial and commercial infrastructure,
raw-materials requirements, capital investment,
production techniques and workforce skills.

Electric

vehicles would in general require considerably more
adaptation, at all levels of society, than each of the
alternatives considered so far.

Upon brief

examination the potential

contribution of electric vehicles to alleviating the
two basic problems of transport energy supply and
emissions control is great.

It is necessary however

to examine this potential in the light of the most
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recent achievements in electric vehicle technology
and with due consideration to the time factor implicit
in any assumptions about the future role of electric
private transport.

It is impossible to attempt to revie>v all the
multifarious detail of electric vehicle technology.
Unlike the propulsion systems reviewed to this point,
the variations in electric vehicle design and operating
principles are huge.

'
Inmumerable
companies around the

world, small and large are involved in electric vehicle
development and testing (Shacket, 1979).

It is therefore

only feasible to give a broad state-of-the-art summary,
pointing to the major osbtacles, major directions and
above all the major unknowns of electric vehicle
technology.

From this it is possible to gain some

insight into the near and long term potential of
electric vehicles for reducing oil dependence and urban
air pollution.

The major obstacle confronting the use of
electric vehicles is the inability of current batteries
to meet a number of important criter.ia, the most
important of w·hich are energy density and power
density.

Enerc:;y density is the amount of power a
battery can produce for a specified length of time
relative t.o its own weight. This is expressed in

-

Whr/kg.
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Energy density essentially determines how

far the vehicle may travel after the batteries are
charged.

Power density is the amount of power

available at any one time and is expressed as W/kg.
Power density affects peak output and determines the
vehicle's top speed and acceleration (Shacket, 1979).

The lead - acid battery in most cases has
demonstrated inadequate performance in both these
-

parameters.

I

Considerable research into improving
I

this situation is being undertaken in many places
including Australia and advances are being made.
In general lead - acid batteries are capable of
energy densities in the range 30-35 Whr/kg with a
theoretical capability of 171 Whr/kg (CSIRO,

1979)

In contrast petrol, at 20% thermal efficiency has an
energy density of 2600 Whr/kg (Graves, 1978).

Reports

of advances in lead - acid technology are revealing
values of up to 60 Wh/kg (NEAC, 1978) .

Although

entirely new battery concepts

offer greater improvements in energy and power density,
the lead - acid battery appears to offer an attractive
shorter term option.

The reasons for this are related

to the 120 years of development already invested in
lead - acid batteries, their cheapness and reliability,
the availability of lead on a world wide basis and
the proven recyling potential of lead (CSIRO,

1979)
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In the longer term alternative battery
systems of which there are over 30 being investigated,
offer better performance characteristics for private
vehicles and other heavier

duty purposes.

summarises the energy and
power density specifications which these systems will
need to meet to provide adequate performance for the
different classes of vehicles.

Vehicle TyJ2e

Energy Density
(Whr/kg)

Power Density
(H/kg)

Small car

30-70

60-80

City car

50-100

70-110

Delivery Van

60-120

80-130

Delivery Truck

60-100

60-120

City Bus

60-180

60-90

Family Car

150-300

140-250

Table 3.24Source:

Note:

Battery performance Standards.
After CSIRO (1979).

All batteries should attain a minimum

cycle life of 1000.

One cycle or operating cycle

.is defined as the number of times the fully charged
battery system can be completely drained of energy
(Shacket, 1979) .

-
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The major batteries being considered for these
purposes are:

( 1)

Lead -· acid (improved)

(2)

Nickel - zinc.

(3)

Nickel - iron.

(4)

Zinc - chlorine (cl 2 ).

(5)

Lithium - titanium disulphide.

(6)

Lithium - sulpher.

(7)

Sodium - sulpher.

(8)

Iron -- air.

( 9)

Zinc - air.

These are not listed in any order of advancement.

Of these systems the U.S. Department of
Energy cites the nickel-iron, nickel-zinc and leadacid systems as warranting research and development
as near term options.

(Edison

Electric Institute,

1979).

The current performance standards of each
system and an indication of the potential of each
has been summarised in Table 3.25

The column

headed "depth of discharge" indicates the extent to
which the battery is normally drained of energy under
urban driving conditions.
to as "depth of cylce"

This is also referred

(CSIRO, 1979; Shacket, 1979)

The energy density shown in this table also depends
upon the discharge rate e.g. a lead - acid battery
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discharged over 5 hours driving might yield up to
35 Whr/kg but over 1 hour it will yield 22 Whr/kg.
Neither source stated what discharge rate these
data apply to.

The 5 hour rate is most likely.

The values shown are the most common values currently
achieved by each system.

Isolated cases of break-

throughs occur around the world at various timesy
e.g. Japan claims it has developed a nickel-iron
system capable of 84 Whr/kg (Shacket, 1979) .

'I£~

PERFORMANCE TO DATE
~attery

System

Theoretical
Energy
Energy Density Density
(Whr/kg)
(Whr/kg)

Peak Power
Density
(W/kg)

Life
!Depth of
(number
Discharge
%
of cycles

Cost
$/kWhr

Lead - acid (improved)

171

35

50-150

500

60

45

Nickel - zinc

321

66

150

400

65

150

Nickel - iron

267

55

50-100

1500

90

400

w
N

en

Zinc - chlorine (Cl 2 )

-

-

95

250

-

200

I

/

Lithium - titanium
disulphide

480

132

132

120

-

-

Lithium - sulphur

625

70

50

250

-

-

Sodium - sulphur

664

180

220

300

-

-

Iron - air

918

81

30-40

200

90

Zinc - air

1347

110

550

90

!

80

-----·---- - - - - - - - - - - L_---~--------~

Table .::3.25
Source:

current performance of prominent battery systems

(After C.S.I.R.O. 1979; Loder, 1979)

I
I

~·~·~
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It is apparent that some of these systems
are approaching energy density values appropriate for
the family car and other heavier duty use.
as is shown by the table the
severe limitations at present.

However,

length of life suffers
Each system has a

number of other developmental problems not shown by the
table.

These must be solved before the majority of these

-

I

systems could be considered for use in private vehicles.
I

_I

Some of the major problems can be summarised
as foll(y,-.rs:

(1)

With nickel-zinc the main problems relate to

its recharging inefficiency, its short life cycle
and the tendency for the formation of zinc denrites
or fronds between the separators in the cell
( CSIRO,

19 79),

Zinc formations have tended to short-

circuit the cells.

Nevertheless some sources indicate

that a commercially available version of this cell
will be available in the 1980's (Shacket, 1979).

(2)

Nickel-iron systems have low recharging

efficiencies, poor power delivery, require better
venting to remove excess hydrogen which is given
off during charging and they require cooling.
(Shacket, 1979).

(3)

The iron-air and zinc-air systems need

more development to improve their peak power output

-
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and low recharging efficiency

(4)

(CSIRO, 1979).

Zinc-chlorine systems require a safe but

practical method of storing chlorine (Shacket,
1979) .

(5)

Sodium-sulphur batteries suffer from

extremely high temperatures (300°C) which are
required to keep the metals molten and the battery
'

operational.

They also experience leakage, corrosion

and self-discharge problems.

Safety and complexity

are a problem in private car applications

(Graves,

1978; CSIRO, 1979; Shacket, 1979).

(6)

Lithium-sulphur is another high-temperature

battery which has similar problems to the sodiumsulphur battery but with the added disadvantage that
lithium is a relatively scarce and costly element.
(CSIRO, 1979).

Each of these battery systems has its
peculiar advantages a:nd disadvantages as partly
shown by table 3. 25

and the points listed above.

Each of the large number and variety of companies and
research organisations have a preference to one or
two of these systems.

Great amounts of time, energy

and funds are expended all over the world in improving
testing and developing complete vehicle systems to
further the possibilities of each type of battery.
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In this atmosphere of diverse research and development
i·t is highly improbable that reliable or meaningful
prognosis can be offered concerning the likely outcome
of these efforts.

New batteries such as the zinc-chlorine

system which have promising potential,

(eg. projected

energy density of 165 Whr/kg (Shacket, 1979) )

7

but which

seem to be a longer term option might suddenly experience
an important breakthrough.

It is therefore of little value

to review specifically the achievements of each
particular system at this point.

It is of value however to consider in general
terms some of the objectives in electric vehicle
transport.

Table

3 2b

shows the legislated

standards for demonstration vehicles in the U.S.A.
(1978) and table

shows the near term electric

vehicle performance objectives as a comparison
(1979).

;.
TABLE .3.2b

SUMMARY-PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLES

Parameter

Conditions

Personal Use
(Note 1)

Commercial
(Note 1)

Acceleration

0..,.50 km/h

15 sec

15 sec

Gradeability

@ 25 km/k

10%

10%

Gradeability Limit

for 20 sec

20%

20%

Forward Speed

for 5 min

80 km/h

70 km/h

Range (SAE 227a)

EV

50 km-Cycle.

50 km-B cyle

HV

200 km-Cycle

200 kkm-B cycle

Energy
Consumption

Battery
Recharge Time

EV
Hv (Note 2)

from 80%
discharge
(100 or 220
vac)

*

w

w
0

*

1.3 MJ/km
(non-elec)

9.8 kj/km kg
(non-elec)
10 hours

'

.'.i'

NHTSA Stds + others

Safety
Emissions

FED. Stds

Recharge Control

YES

State-of-Charge Meter

YES

Odometer

YES

Heater

Available as Option
w

Documentation

Notes 1)
2)

SAE

YES

227 a Test Procedure apply

Non-Electrical

SOURCE: EDISON ELECTRIC

Cons~mption

must be 75% of total energy consumed.

INSTITUTE~(l979j

w

1-'

,".

TABLE 3.27

NEAR-TERM ELECTRIC VEHICLE OBJECTIVES

Min. Passenger Capacity

4 Adults

Max. Curb Weight

Open

Min. Urban Range-Kilometres (miles)

121 (75)

Max. Initial Cost (1975 dollars)

5,000

Min. Life-Kilometres (miles)

161,ooo (loo,ooo)

w
w

N

0.09 (0.15)

Max. Life Cycle Cost - 1975 $/km ($/mile)
Max. Electric Recharge Energy in Urban

0.32 (0.5)

Driving - KWh/km (KWh/mile)
Max. Recharge Time-Hours

6

Safety Features

Meet Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards

Min. Unserviced Park Duration-Days

7

Min. Ambient Temperature Range-C (F)

-29 to + 52 (-20 to + 125)

Min. Top Speed-km/hr (mi/hr)

97 (60)

Min. Acceleration-Seconds for 0.48 km/hr (0.30 mph)

9

Min. Merging Time-Seconds for 40-89 km/hr (25-55 mph)

18

SOURCE:

Edison Electric Institute

(1979).

'

-
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Similarly, i t is possible to identify in
general terms some of the broader problems which
electric vehicle technology faces.

Unlike much of

the discussion so far concerning presently available
technological improvements to automobiles, electric
vehicles primarily require significant
technological
systems.

advances, particularly in the battery

If it is assumed however that these

advances in power supply do occur other substantial
changes in society must be made before electric
vehicles can penetrate the market sufficiently to
have an observable effect on energy and emissions
in cities.

For the U.S.A. a Public Law has been enacted
(Section 13, Public Law 94-413) which states four
specific areas which require further study (Edison
Elec·tric Inst.i tute _,19 79) .

(a)

Institutional factors

- these are

primarily concerned with identifying and finding
solutions to the major economic and political factors
which confront the introduction and spread of electric
vehicles.

The most importan-t of these is the massive

impact on the present motor vehicle industry and CJll
the subsidiary and ancillary activities which depend
upon it.

Most assessments in this

area conclude by

-

considering
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the very substantial rol.e which governments

will have to play

~n

effecting a smooth transition.

This aspect has been considered in some detail in
Australia (McMahon, 1975) .

(b)

Long ra_nqe materi.als demands and

.];2Q_llu·U.on effects
vehicles

stemming from the use of electric

the range of materials required, including

energy sources and the type of pollution which
electric vehicles might

ul~imately

engender are

different to the present situation with the ICE and
require long range planning to adequately appreciate.

I'

(c)

Sa_fetv standards and regulations

electric vehicle technology introduces vastly different
safety requirements and standards which need to be
thoroughly examined and planned for in advance of any
move towards electric vehicles,e.g. working with
high voltages, sealing from water, fuse systems,
electronics contr6ls etc (Edison Electric Institute,
1979).

(d)

~egenerative

braking

this technological

innovation essentially involves using the force of the
slo~ing

vehicle to turn the motor into a generator

and feed current back to charge the batteries.
system takes the stress off

This

conventional braking

systems, extends the range of the vehicle and allows
between 10 and 40% energy retrieval.
and efficiency are improved

Battery life

(Shacket, 1979).
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Considerations under item (b) above are of
the most direct relevance to this study and so have
been considered in some detail.

Calculations have been made in many countries
to assess the ability of the electricity generating
capacity to cope with the demands of an electified
vehicle population.

At present in Australia electric

vehicles could be operated at an overall energy
efficiency(l) of 15-20 per' cent compared to 10-15
per cent for petrol driven vehicles.

However,

presently available battery cars operating in urban
conditions have an overall energy efficiency of 0.66
km/kWh

compared to 0.83 km/kWh for ICE vehicles

(!Tyor, Curtin and Giazebroo};:, 1975).

Considerable

scope exists for raising the energy efficiency of
the electric vehicle because the efficiency of
electricity generation and battery performance have
the potential to be improved.

e.g.

Current

Australian power plant efficiencies are about

~

per cent (CSIRO, 1979).

On the bas1Ls of current efficiencies several
studies have reported that a large changeover to
electric.vehicles would notpose any electricity
supply problem.

The Association of Consulting Engineers,

Australia reports that between 1.5 and 7 per cent
extra electricity would be required to .su_pply electric

(1)

This refers to the percentage of energy used which
is actually converted to motive power.

'
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car loads (NEAC,

1978).

The South East Queensland

Electricity Board estimated that if 50 per cent of
the local road transport were made electric about
7 per cent extra electricity would be required.
is roughly equivalent to a
demand

(C.S.I.R~0.

1 1979).

year'~

This

growth in electricity

An Australia wide analysis

indicated that if half the total passenger kilometres
in Australian capital cities were shared equally
between cars and electric trains and trams

, an increase

of only 7 per cent over 1972/3 total electricity
consumption would be required

(Chapman, 1975).

It

also estimated that 25 per cent of the petrol consumed
in Australia in 1972/3 could be saved by this method.

Other overseas studies have revealed a similar
situation i.e. that in most cases the impact of an
electric vehicle current load would be roughly
equivalent to one year's growth in electricity supply
(NEAC,

1978).

Additional exercises using more

ambitious assumptions have also been carried out.
For example 1 in Britain,it was assumed that all existing
transport could be electrified.

This resulted in an

estimate of 25 per cent more electricity being required
(CSIRO,

1979).

In assessing these estimates it is

necessary to keep in mind that the actual length of
time which would be required to build up this load
is very large and inthis sense the impact of electric
vehicles on generating capacity would be minimal
( NEAC, 1 9 7 8) .
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In assessing the feasibility of introducing
electric vehicles on a large scale it is not sufficient
to only consider the amount of extra electricity
required but also how this electricity will ultimately
be supplied to the vehicles.

The two major options

are at home recharging or a battery exchange system
operated on a similar principle to that of today's
service stations.

Other support systems would also

be important such as parking meter recharging points
in streets and car parks.

One study in the U.K. indicated that a
battery exchange infrastructure for lead-acid batteries
would be impractical and expensive in comparison
to the present petrol system.
exchange points for

~

A network of battery

sodium-sulphur or zinc-air

batteries would be similarly expensive and inconvenient.
A battery exchange system, it calculated would become
attractive only if petrol prices rose dramatically
An equivalent amount of energy from a battery exchange
system would cost twice that of petrol and require
large capital investments and a large labour force
to procure.

On this basis the study suggested that

the home recharging option might ultimately be
more attractive because it avoids heavy capital
outlays. the need to keep an expensive stock of
batteries and it does not require a large labour
force

(Weeks, 1978).
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Given this comparatively favourable
energy situation, electric vehicles are being
specifically assessed in terms of their potential
to reduce oil demand.

To achieve this in the U.S.A.?

the U.S. Department of Energy has set a number of
goals for electric transport, for which they are
progressively increasing their research and
development support.

This has risen from a value of

U.S. $5m in 1977, to U.S. $30m in 1978 with a proposed
amount of U.S. $37.5; (A.~.A.C.,

1978).

By 1986

the aim is to have a battery system with an energy
density of 90 Whr/kg, a cycle life of 1000 and which
will be capable of powering a vehicle for 322km
(200 miles)

(ATAC,

1978).

By setting these progressive targets the
U.S.A. hopes to replace a significant proportion of
its oil demand with electricity.

The ultimate u.s.

goal as it stands now 1 is to assist in commercj_alising
a competitive electric vehicle industry capable of
placing 10 million vehicles (approximately 10% of the
current U.S. vehicle population) on the road by
2000 with an annual saving of 100 million barrels of
oil

(Edison Electric Jnstitute,

1979).

It is worth

noting however that if common estimates of U... S.
automotive oil demand by the year 2000
barrels, Gillis, Pangborn and vyas,

(5375 million

1975) prove correct

then this goal, if achieved will represent a 2.0%
saving in oil.

In fact 1975 automotive

~nergy

demand

'
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in the U.S.A. was equivalent to about 2580 million
barrels;

100 million barrels represents only 4.0%

of this demand (GilLis, Pangborn

and Vyas.

1975).

If on the other hand it was possible to substitute
electric vehicles for all second and third vehicles
in the U.S.A.

(26 million in 1978) ,this would save

400 million barrels of oil per year by 2000; an
8% saving in oil by 2000.

(Jackson', 1978).

It is clear thai electric vehicles developed
to a satisfactory level of performance and used on a very
large scale have the potential to help eliminate the
extreme dependence on oil which characterises
current transport systems.

The time required to do

this is however very great as shown by the U.S.A.
analysis.

Electric vehicles would achieve this

goal by substituting oil with presently more abundant
sources of energy such as coal and nuclear energy,
which are themselves exhaustable resources.

The use

of coal and nuclear energy also involves significant
environmental

impact.

In the longer term the use of

solar, wind or geothermal power may be possible for
electric vehicle purposes

(Pryor, Curtin, and

Glazebrook , 1975).

As suggested in the introduction to this
section the use of electric vehicles does however offer
potential environmental advantages over present urban
transport systems.

A study by the Southern California
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Edison Co exemplifies these advantages by a comparison
between the total air pollution characteristics of the
present petrol vehicle with that of the electric
vehicle.

This is surmnarised in table 3.28

TOTAL POLLUTION CONTRIBUTION

i---·----------- ____ ,_______________________
Electric Vehicle

HC

~bx

co

I so2

Part.

- - ; - - -;----- ~---r~---

ve hi_c_l_e____
Power Plant

.12s

.0~4

Refinery

.007

.002

'I'otal

.135

.026

Vehicle

.41

9.00

1.50

Power Plant

0

0

Refinery

.99

~I

.696

o

.752

o.oso

_:•:_::(::_:)6::_:1!o.__-!--"-" 1 9 8

. 010

.950

.090

.757

--

I

I

Gasoline Vehicle

Tot a 1 _..____

Table 3. 2.8

.01

0.12

0.13

0

o .1 n

.~..._1_._4_o_ 9_._o_l_L~o-~~--8_4___~~-_j
_t__

Estimated comparative
--------·-

from electric and gasoline

air Eollution

- -

powe~~~-- vehicles

in

California in 1980.
Source:

Edison Electric Institut~ ~979)

( 1)

The data in this table were given in grams

per mile equivalent.

As it is for comparative

purposes only, it has not been converted to grams per

km.

~

( 2)
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The data for power plant and refinery have

been obtained by considering gross emissions resulting
from these sources in the course of producing the
energy to power each vehicle type and converting
them to a gram per mile equivalent to facilitate
comparisons.

( 3)

Refinery and power plant emissions are

based on the characteristics of oil refinery and oil
fired plants in Southern California.

As can be seen, overall emissions for the
electric vehicle are markedly less than for the petrol
vehicle.

The study concluded that automobile contributions

to ground level pollutant concentrations (except 50 2 )
could be reduced by over 90% in the Los Angeles
Basin, if electric vehicles replaced conventional
automobiles.

It points out that the degree and

effectiveness of control over elevated stack
emissions is currently much greater than that possible
over mobile sources (tdison Electric Institute, 1979) .

In general the widespread use of electric
vehicles could make a substantial contribution towards
mitigating urban atmospheric emissions though the total
environmental impact of such a sweeping change would
require a much deeper and broader analysis.

The Federal

Government of Australia in 1975 pointed out that any

-
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environmental assessment of electric cars would need
to include:
· ... social and-economic factors as well
as physical environment factors such as air
pollution 1 noise and energy use.
Overall the available evidence suggests
a limited role for electric Vehicles in Australian
cities before 2000.

This evidence can be summarised

as follows:

I --

The introduction of electric vehicles for

( 1)

large scale private use depends on a range of
unkowns the mos·t important of which relates to
technological breakthrough.

The actual market penetration process,

( 2)

assuming performance problems are overcome will be
slow.

This is related to:

(a)

the limited ability of manufacmrers to

rapidly change production techniques,(b) the speed
with which an entire urban infrastructure can be
changed to cater for electric traction 7
and

(c)

the number of p9tential buyers of

electric vehicles.

A recent comprehensive survey of

some Melbourne households revealed that only 11 per
cent of the surveyed vehicles could be replaced by
electric vehicles under present socio-economic
and travel patterns

(nraves,

1978) .

Another study
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by the Bureau of Transport Economics, using a
realistic set of assumptions for the current
situation/ estimated that only about 10 per cent
of the total stock of cars and station wagons .in
Australia could be substituted for electric vehicles.
Electric vehicles it gauged,would also need to
compete with conventional vehicles for that 10%
(NEAC, 1978).

Unlike the U.K. 'and other European countries

( 3)

where electric vehicles have been used for commercial
purposes for many years, Australia has had little onroad experience with electric traction.

In the U.K.

about 50 000 commercial electric ·vehicles are in
1

operation, primarily as delivery vans for bakers and
milk vendors

(CSIRO, 1979).

has about twenty (NEAC,

By comparison Australia

1978).

The reason for this

discrepancy and the general opinion that electric
vehicles offer a more promising nearer term solution
to transport problems in European cities lies in a
land use difference;

European _cities are less

sprawled and so are better suited to the limited range
and power of electric vehicles in comparison to I.C.E.
cars.

Noise reduction benefits in these more compact

and densely settled cities might also be more attractive.
This is partly supported by the conclusions of a study
in the U.S.A. concerning electric vehicle potential.
It is stated "Land use patterns in the U.S.A.
make the limited range and slow speed of Ev's
significant drawbacks."
(Barron' 1978).

'
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In general there is an observable difference

( 4)

in the perception of the electric vehicle in
Australia compared to the U.K.

This is demonstrated

by the conclusions of a number of comparable studies
of on-road electric traction in these two countries.

Firstly in Australia a major report to the
Federal Government stated that;

"Given the uncertainty concerning when such
batteries (capable'of + 320km)will become available, it
is impossible to say when a marketable electric
car will appear. Market penetration might
initially be limited to urban light delivery
vans followed by urban vehicles for the twocar household, but the penetration necessary
to make a significant impact on total petroleum
fuel consumption will require vehicles having
favourable purchase prices and running costs
compared with those of the IC engined vehicle".
(ATAC, 1978).
In W.A. an advisory report to the State
Energy Commission was si.milary reserved in i·ts
assessment of the potential of electric vehicles.
It stated;

"The economic and practical electric car
has yet to be developed but overseas ma~s
production of electric vehicles is likely
to start in the period 1982-1985 and high
volume production may well bring the costs
down to a level which the private motorist
can affQrd"
(Energy Aavisory Council, 1979).
It also pointed out the need for testing
vehicles in W.A. and improving their performance
characteristics for Australian cities.
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In spite of the vehicle's short range and
the higher initial cost of the total vehicle,
there is evidence to suggest that on economic
grounds because of the low operating cost, there
will be markets where the vehicle will find
significant sales .
(.AdvisorY Council on
Energy Conservation, 1977).
( 5)

The possible future role of the electric

vehicre in Australia is outlined in a report by the
Association of Consulting Engineers.

They calculate

that the electric car could not have a significant
impact on the nation until about 1993.
i
I

By the year

2000 electric vehicles could constitute between 18.5
and 42.0 per cent of all cars and station wagons in
Australia.

In cities they estimated that the portions

might rise to between 24 and 54 per cent (NEAC, 1978).
The range of these estimates indicates that there
is a considerable uncertainty about the use of electric
vehicles in Australia.

All estima·tes are at this

time largely speculative.

Conclusions to Electric Vehicles

In conclusion, it is difficult to predict
when, to what extent and under what circumstances
private electric vehicles will be used.

Certainly

the electric vehicle seems to offer the most decisive
contribution to reducing oil dependence and emissions.
In turn however it requires the greatest overall
change plus a developmental and phasing-in period
commensurate with what it has to offer.

To the costs

problems found in the previous advanced technologies
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must be added the questions surrounding technological
breakthrough, and a complete re-orientation of a
m~jor

_ section of the economy.

-

(2)
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___

___..__
Hvbrid

,
V(~hicles

As the term implies hybrid vehicle systems
employ a combination of power sources.

The rationale

for these systems is to maximise the desirable
characteristics and avoid the drawbacks of each type
of povver source in an interactive and complementary
way.

Hybrid vehicles are comparatively uncommon and

have received the least development and testing of all
the systems discussed to

~his

point.

Hybrid vehicles

are omitted from many reports on potential transport
options
Counc.t1_,

(e.g

ArrAC, 1978; NEAC, 1978; Snergy Pldvisory

1979).

However,in terms of the possibility

of creating a radically different propulsion system,
hybrid.vehicles appear to offer the greatest scope.

Currently the mosJ. commonly investigated
system involves some form of combustion engine,
(internal or heat)
system.

linked with a battery-electric

The aim of this system is to allow additional

power for rapid acceleration and for cruising at higher
speeds.

The electric system provides peak power

demands, while the comparatively small combustion engine
is used to

~ttain

higher speeds

(Shacket, 1979).

Hybrid systems which use a battery in
conjunction with a heat engine may be divided into
two classes;

( 1) series and ( 2) parallel.
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The series system has t.he engine operating
at a control speed and load close to the average power
level of the vehicle.

An engine which operates at a

nearly constant load can be both simpler and more
efficient, than one which has to meet rapid and
variable load changes

(Ayres and McKenna, 1972).

The

available power from the heat engine is converted to
electricity via a generating scheme.

When the heat

engine power output is_ greater than the vehicle's
requirements the net
l _.

I,

the

batteries~

powe~

output is used to charge

This stored electrical power is

converted to mechanical power via an electric motor
connected to the drive wheels.

Regenerative braking

is also used to store normally wasted kinetic energy
as electric energy (Shacket, 1979).

In contrast the parallel system delivers
power directly from the heat engine to the wheels via
a transmission.

In this system excess power is used to

charge the batteries and the electric motor is driven
by the heat engine to become a genera tor .

\'Jhen

stopping, the electric motor is used for regenerative
braking.

By using this method it is possible to run

entirely on one or the other system e.g. petrol in
higher speed urban or country driving and electric
use in the city or peak-hour travelling.

The two hybrid systems have received
considerable attention to date because of their

•
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potential fpr combini?g two already well developed
techniques; the I.C.E. and the lead-acid battery.
However, an innumerable range of combinations and
permutations are possible.

For example the primary

energy conversion mechanism may be an I.C.E., an
external combustion engine (e.g. Stirling or Rankine
cycle enaine),a. gas turbine (Brayton-cycle engine) or
a fuel cell.

The secondary system or power storage

method may be an electrical storage battery, thermal
storage battery of flywheel (Ayres and McKenna, 1972).

Some examples serve to clarify the possibilities.

(a)

"Minicar", developed by the University of

Pennsylvania and Minicars Inc., as a commuting vehicle,
utilises

an I.C.E. and a DC electric motor with a

small lead-acid battery.

It has the capacity for

conversion to a small steam engine as the prime
mover (Ayres and HcKenna, 1972).

(b)
as

General Motors have developed a system known
11

Stir-lec" which employs an 8 h.p. Stirling

engine as a battery charger and a 20 h.p. AC induction
motor as a drive unit.

It achieved performance

comparable to that of a small conventional vehicle
(Ayres and ·McKenna, 1972) .

(c)

Daiha tsu of Japan have developed a lightv1eight

passenger automobile based upon a hybrid configuration

i \
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of zinc-air or iron-air batteries with high-powered
lead-acid batteries.
260km at 40km/hr.

The iron-air system travelled

The zinc-air system achieved

distances between 455 and 496km at 40km/hr depending
on the vehicle size

(d)

(Shacket, 1979).

Electric passenger Cars Inc., San Diego, have

developed a system called the Hummingbird Hybrid Mk I
which uses advanced batteries (unspecified type) and
an on-board gasoline

gene~ator

to extend range.

Performance is suitable for urban travel:

Top speed,

lOSkm/hr; 0-48km/hr in 10 s; range up to 24lkm at
56km/hr; stop-start range 16lkm (Shacket, 1979).

(e)

Volkswagen have developed an advanced hybrid

system using a 1600 cc petrol engine and DC shunt
motor.

It has been developed for use as a taxi and

is f i t·ted to a Volksv1agen "Kombi ' ' van.

Its performance

in the hybrid mode is less than a conventional van
with a maximum speed of l04km/hr and acceleration of
0-lOOkm/hr in 31 seconds.
(24 m.p.g.)

Fuel economy is B.Skm/1

(Shacket., 1979).

Other types which have been tested include
a diesel/lead-acid battery system by Mazda and a
lead-acid/nickel-cadmium battery system by General
Electric.

(Shacket, 1979).

Petrol engine/flywheel

sys·tems have also been tested but these are more
suited to larger applications such as public transport.
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(T-his is discussed in the following section on public
transport technology~

The major advantages of hybrid systems can be
listed as followsi

(1)

They are

rega~ded

as unlimited range

when a combustion engine is employed.

vehicl~s

Electric/electric

systems however .suffer from similar range limitations as
ordinary electric vehicles

(2)

(Shacket, 1979).

Performance characteristics approach more closely

these of the conventional vehicle, acceleration and high
speed capabilities being the most important parameters.

(3)

Some alternative combustion systems are more

suitable to hybrid vehicle operation than as sole
power plants,

e:g. Stirling engine.

This gives

added potential for improved fuel economy and
emissions.

(4)

Hybrid.vehicles offer potential for considerably

improving fuel economy over that of ordinary

vehicles~

i.e. fuel economy in terms of liquid fuel energy
expended in travelling a. given distance.
the associated electric energy use.

This excludes

In this way they

offer some liquid fuel conservation potential.

(5)

Hybrids normally use small internal combustion
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engines including 4iesels, or other alternative power
systems such as Stirling engines.

These are frequently

operated at constant speed and load.

The potential to

reduce emissions using these systems is thus greater
than in a conventional system.

The energy use and emissions characteristics
of hybrid vehicles are not widely documented although
the envisioned improvements in these two areas are the
prime motivation for their' development
.
Engineering, 1976).

(Automotive

Available data does indicate that

some improvements are being realised but the literature
suggests that more work is probably required to reap
large fuel savings.

The Hybricon Centaur developed by Hybricon
Inc., California uses a normal 32 h.p. ICE and a
battery-electric system.

I·t has achieved a combined

range of 257km on 15 litres of petrol which is
equivalent to a liquid fuel economy of 17.lkm/l
(48.3 m.p.g.).

However the vehicle is mini-sized

(the original vehicle was a Honda 600 sedan) and weighs
only 990kg.

Some conventional small cars are capable

of similar or better performance and fuel economy,
(Shacket, 1979).

Other heat/engine electric systems have
reported fuel economy gains in the range of 30-100
per cent compared to conventional systems of identical
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weight and performance.

The

m~gnitude

of the

improvement tends to increase with larger vehicles
such as delivery vans, large passenger cars and
buses.

These improvements have been found to occur

while meeting 1976 U.S. Federal emissions standards
with the use of catalytic converters

(Automotive

Engineering, 1976).

Despite these advances there are a number of
important technological problems which require solving
before most hybrid systems could be considered for
. general production.

Some of these relate to drivetrain

performance during regenerative braking, design of
the entire drivetrain network to fit a commercial
vehicle,

(with due consideration to access, servicing

and safety) engine lifetime under operating conditions
peculiar to hybrids and supplying power to vehicle
auxilliaries (Automotive Engineering, 1976).

The most important technological problem
however, which bears upon the hybrid vehicle's
con~ercial

system.

competitiveness, is its complex control

This determines the vehicle's driveability

and its consumer acceptability.

In.general private

vehicle applications of hybrid systems have been
found to offer insufficient improvements in fuel
economy over the comparable conventional system to
warrant their added cost and complexity.

Hybrid

systems would in general,be significantly more
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expensive to produce than pure combustion or electric
systems

(Automotive EngineeringJ1976).

Conclusions to Hybrid Vehicles

In conclusion, hybrid vehicles are farther
from achieving \,ridespread acceptance and usage in
urban transport than are pure electric or alternative
pure combustion sys·tems. J:t:' is impossible to forecast
to what extent they might eventually be used in private
transport.

At present they appear to be better suited

to innovative public transport systems are are achieving
greater acceptance in this field.

In an advisory report

to the U.K. Department of Energy hybrid vehicles were
summarised thus;
Some development has been attempted of Hybrid
Battery Electric Vehicles.
However cost, weight
and formidable engineering problems make it unlikely
that this type of vehicle will be further developed
despite its potential advantages."
11

(Advisory Council on Energy Conservation, 1977) .

In Australia the potential advantages of hybrid
vehicles in terms of energy savings and air pollution
control have been recognised (NEAC, 1979).

However in

their present state of development the National Energy
Advisory Council (1979)

concluded that hybrid vehicles

could not compete economically with conventional
engines mainly because they require complete engine
systems with the associated complex controls.

~
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3.2.3

PUBLIC TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY

3.2.3(a) Introduction

To this point the discussion has been centred
upon improvements and changes in private transport with a
view to reducing energy consumption and emissions.

The

considerable attention given to advances in private
transport technology in the literature reflects the very
large contribution this sector makes to urban energy
demand and air pollution problems.

Very much less

attention is given to ways of improving the energy
efficiency and emissions characteristics of public transport partly because in most cases its total energy demand
and emissions contribution in cities is comparatively small
and partly because its energy efficiency is relatively
high especially if well patronised.

Most current improve-

ments to public transport are nevertheless geared to
improving its inherent energy efficiency.

This is

especially true of electrified systems.

It is also significant that the potential of
public transport improvements to make impor-tant contributions
to energy savings and air pollution abatement, is usually
considered low.

In Australia a Federal Government advisory

report suggested that in the next 5 years, modal shifts
from cars to public ·transport could only be expected to
save 0.7 percent of total transport energy, and in 15 years
only about 0.8 percent (ATAC, 1978).

This issue however,

relates to more than just modal efficiencies and is therefore discussed more fully in Chapter 5.
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The technological improvements in public
transport modes appear to be directed more to improving
the attractiveness of public transport by making it faster,
more convenient and comfortable; essentially, in making it a
more glowing competit.or to the private car.

One study

suiumarises the situation succinctly when it states;
... if the public transport faci~ities are to be
used ... then a "solutionu -approach demands
that these facilities give a quality of service
which will be as nearly compatible as is
possible, with that provided by the private
vehicles they are intended to replace ... - hence
the need for new improved transport techniques
(O'Flaherty, 1972).
In this way public transport's major potential to reduce
energy use and emissions lies not so much in its own
inherent advances in energy efficiency and emissions
characteristics, but in its ability to replace some private
vehicle travel.

To this end research is being carried out in
many parts of the world especially Japan, Europe and the
U.S.A. into upgrading existing conventional public transport services such as buses and trains, and into producing
more technologically ambitious and sophisticated systems
such as the Bay Area Rapid Transit system (B.A.R.T).

Examination of the reported material on this
subject suggests two distinct types of development•
(l) variations on conventional public transport systems near term options, and (2) entirely new concepts in public
transport - long term options.

The first type are those

-
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which tend to invoke the conclusion that important
improvements or additions to established public transport
systems can be made without great technical, economic,
social or political obstacles, e.g. Light Rail Transit
(L.R.T.) developments or alternative bus systems.

The

second type of developments are characterised by tecl.l.nological feasibility, but engender a more reserved, appraisal
because of their "space--age" image and the immense social,
economic and political barriers which would accompany their
implementation, e.g. a complex net\vork of personalised
rapid transit (P.R.T.).

This section is a brief overview of some of the
current endeavours in the field of public transport
technology, based upon near and long term options.
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3.2.3(b) Variations on conventional systems -Near term
pptions._·_.· - - - - - - - - - - ( i)

In tro due tion

A wide range of options for upgrading conventional systems of public ·transport are being pursued
throughout the vwrld.

The immense variation in detail of
I

the individual systems is not considered in this overview,
but rather£ the fundamental approaches are examined with
particular reference to their likely impacts upon energy

_I

and emissions.

Experimentation is occuring in most modes of
public transpor-t in an effort to perfec·t more competitive
systems than are presently operating.
be the notable exception.

Ferries appear to

The introduction of the

hydrofoil and hovercraft in various parts of the world to
improve speed and comfort for commuters seems to be the
only major advance to date.

In contrast, buses and more

particularly electric rapid rail transit are receiving
much attention.

Electric rail transit has received a great

development impulse not only from the rising price and
scarcity of oil, bu·t also from administrative anxiety in
many parts of the world over probable congestion levels if
road traffic continues to grow as projected (Pole, 1973).

The major developments ln conventional bus and
rail transport can be summarised as follows:

I
• I
I

i

-
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Buses

*

Dial-a-ride bus schemes {demand responsive systems)

*

Battery operated buses

* Battery-trolley buses

*

Electric busways

*

Increased capacity buses,(e.g. articulated buses)

Rail

*

Electrification and upgrading of duo-rail systems

*

Heavy Rail Systems e.g,. BART and The British Rail
Advanced Passenger Train (A.P.T.)

*

Light rail transit and trams

'
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Buses
(ii) Dial-A-Ride bus schemes

Dial-a-ride or dial-a-bus schemes have been
examined in a number of cities, including Adelaide, as a
means of providing a sui table public transport service ·to
very low density suburban areas (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1977).
Regular fixed route bus services

i~

such areas tend to be

wasteful of energy and other resources because total
demand for mobility per hectare of urban land is too low
and spread irregularly throughout the day.

These schemes involve a relatively small degree
of technological innovation, the major changes being most
often limited to a reduction in the size of the vehicle
used (vans are commonly employed)

(Fels, 1974), the

addi·tion of radio communications similar to that of a taxi
service and in some instances computer controlled despatching may be considered (Arrillaga, 1975).

The aim of dial-a-bus schemes in the context of
this study is three fold.

Firstly, they are intended to

provide an al terna ti ve to the pri va·te car in areas where
conventional bus systems are inappropriate.

Secondly, by

providing this service, dial-a-bus schemes offer the
potential for energy conservation and emissions reduction
by replacing some private car travel in areas \vhere car
dependency is high.

The provision of public transport ser-

vices in fringe areas where they are unlikely to be well
patronised is also based upon some notion of social equity.
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Thirdly, by using a smaller, more energy efficient
technology (e.g. vans) on a demand-activated basis, diala-bus schemes have been seen as offering the potential
for improving the inherently poor fuel efficiency of
public transport services in low density areas.

In practise these schemes have generally fallen
short of their original objectives.

Examination of some

relevant data shmvs what has occur red.

In a comprehensive energy analysis of various

u.s.

urban transportation systems, two dial-a-bus schemes

were evaluated; one based upon a petrol driven van and one
upon a diesel powered van.

They were compared to two

different weight classes of private vehicle; 1635 kg
(3600 lb) and a 910 kg (2000 lb) vehicle.

Using certain

occupancy assumptions for each system, based upon
empirical evidence, Table ::5. 2<j

compares the results of

this analysis on a seat kilometre and passenger kilometre
basis.

The table shows clearly that on a seat kilometre

basis there is an insignificant difference between the
larger car and the petrol dial-a-ride scheme, whereas the
diesel scheme does offer some energy advantage on this
basis.

This parameter is essentially a measure of the

technical efficiency of the mode, and is insufficient to
describe overall energy efficiency.

When loadings are

taken into consideration the energy efficiency of the
dial-a-ride scheme is found to be generally poorer than
the au-tomobile.

-

Table 3.2cl
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Comparative energy assessment-dial-a-ride
schemes with conventional automobiles in the
U.S.A.

Dial~A-Ride

Automobile·
Parameter

1635 kg

Vehicle Capacity
(seated passengers)
Assumed Average
Occupancy (passengers
per vehicle)

910 kg

Gasoline

Diesel

10

10

6

4

1.9

1.9

2.0

2.0

( 30'%)

(50%)

(20%)

( 2 0%)

Energy (MJ)
Consumed per Passenger
Kilometre

4.25

2.19

6.52

4,00

Energy (MJ)
Consumed per Seat
Kilometre

l. 33

l. 04

l. 30

0. 79

Source: After Fels (197

The fundamental problem of such schemes is not
the technical efficiency of the vehicles used, but of the
loadings attained.

Fe1s

(1974) concluded that,

In spite of the personalized service which these
systems offer, they simply do not guarantee
energy savings over the automobile unless their
average occupancy is considerably higher.

A further study from the U.S.A. based upon data
from ten different cases, shows this low occupancy problem
more clearly by comparing dial-a-ride schemes with three
other modes of transport.
results.

Table 3.30

summarises these

This table shows that on average, Dial-a-ride
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schemes are about 2.4 times less efficient than the
automobile in terms of energy expenditure per passenger
kilometre.

However, they have the potential to be 2.6

times more efficient if high loadings could be achieved.
It should be noted that it is not valid to compare the
energy efficiency of a conventional bus operating in areas
of high public transport patronage (as shown here) with
that of dial-a-ride operating in marginal areas.

It has

been included to demonstrate that dial-a-ride schemes have
been unable to match typical bus efficiencies.

Table 3.30

Mode

Automobile

Taxi

Dial-1\.-Ride

Conventional Bus

Energy efficiency of Dial-A-Ride compared to
other modes of Passenger Transport.

Seating OccupCapacity ancy

Fuel
Economy
km/1
(m.p.g.)

Passenger
KM' s per
Litre (per
gallon)

Maximum
Efficiency
Passenger KM's
per li·tre (per
gallon)
24.5
(69.1)

5

2.2

4. 9
(13.8)

10.8
(30.5)

4

0.7

4.9
(13.8)

( 7. 8)

19.6
(55.2)

2.8

19

1.47

3.3
(9.4)

4.6
(13.0}

63.0
(178.0)

50

15.00

1.7
( 4. 8)

25.5
( 72. 1)

87.2
(246.2)

Source: After Arrilaga, 1975.
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Another factor which must be considered in
assessing the energy conservation potential of these
schemes is whether the kilometres travelled are actually
replacing car travel or whether the dial-a-ride scheme is
deriving its patronage by inducing demand.

If the latter

applies, there is no net-saving in energy, but rather a
net-increase.

In this case the benefit of the scheme is

in its social role of meeting latent demands for mobility
which would otherwise be unfulfilled.

The ability of demand responsive systems such
as dial-a-bus to reduce gross emissions in urban atmospheres
is inextricably linked to their ability to reduce energy
use which has already been shown to be poor if not
counter-productive.

Similarly for emissions, private

vehicle travel must be reduced to some extent to obtain
meaningful reductions, and for this reason it is unlikely
that such systems will have anything to offer.

A report by the Urban Institute in the U.S.A.
addressed itself to assessing the potential of higher
occupancy travel to simultaneously reduce emissions and
fuel consumption.

It pointed out that although 80 percent

of all kilometres travelled in the U.S.A. are by private
cars, 58 percent of these are for family business,
education, social activities and recreation and that
occupancy ratios for these purposes are already greater
than two.

It concluded that in the future;

It is doubtful that transit or paratransit services
(such as dial-a-ride) can effect savings in
pollution or fuel consumption per passenger trip
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for low density trips; if such trips (in the
categories mentioned) are to be made, the
private automobile may well be the most efficient
mode for the purpose (Krzyczkowski, et aZ, 1974).
Based upon present operating experience in the U.S.A. the
same report disclosed that currently dial·-a-ride systems
produce three times as much congestion, energy l.lSe and
pollution as private cars providing similar services.

In general, dial-a-ride systems in the U.S.A.
have not met with encouraging results.

A report which

dealt w.:j...th the problem of providing viable transit strategies
for suburban communities summarised these systems with the
following statement;
Dial-a-ride cannot generally be justified as a
transit strategy on ei·ther productivity or fuel
efficiency grounds ... Actual performance would
be about ... eight to fifteen passenger miles per
gallon. This range is typical of that by automobiles on short trips (Hirst, 1974). Given
that not all dial-a-ride passengers are
displaced from automobiles, one must conclude
from a narrow fuel conservation standpoint that
dial-a-ride buses are best left parked in the
garage (Piper, 1977).

An overview of dial-a-ride systems in Great

Britain concluded that in some cases, under British
conditions, they can provide a superior service to conventional buses.

In terms of costs however, they cannot

compete with fixed route services, and for this reason are
unlikely to become widespread (Grimmer, 1978).

A comparative

assessment of demand and fixed route bus services in the
U.K. found that both types are equally attractive to
passengers but that demand responsive systems operated at
lower overall efficiency (Tunbridge, 1978).
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Conclusions to Dial--:A-'Ride Schemes
In conclusion, it appears unlikely that
technological improvements to bus services in the form of
dial-a-ride systems will make any significant contribution
to energy conservation or lower emissions.

The develop-

ment of more advanced methods of control such as
computerised despatching are

bein~

considered for both

conventional bus systems and dial-a-ride systems in an
effort to reduce energy usage and overall costs (Knox, 1979;
Arrillaga, 1979).

The for~going evidence however would

suggest that the fundamental problem of providing public
transport in suburban areas is not technological.

Rather,

it indicates that the low density nat.ure of most suburban
areas makes the private car an indispensable part of
behaviour and lifestyle, and precludes the success of any
alternative transport methods.
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(iii) Battery ·operated Buses
The use of battery powered vehicles in public
transport suffers from many of the technological limitations outlined in the discussion on electric vehicles,
although performance standards are not as stringent.
Similarly the rationale for their development is linked to
the need to move away from a system of transport wholly
dependent upon oil and to avoid the noise and air
pollutants emitted by diesel buses particularly in city
centres.

Battery buses are particularly suited to inner
area or C.B.D. use where rapid acceleration and range
limitations are not severe problems, and where significant
environmental advantages could be reaped from a reduction
of noise, aromatic emissions and smoke.

Currently in France, there are a number of
battery bus systems operating.

One system in Tours has

met with considerable success.

It operates on a 7.2 km

route through the central city with a terminus at the
railway station where battery recharging occurs.

Maximum

speed is between 45 and 50 km/hr but this is not a problem
in city use.
energy
km •._

The system operates at a comparatively high

efficiency of approxirnately 0. 3 0 EJ per passenger
( 1)

(Edison Electric Institute, 1979) (See Table

{1) Calculated from data given in the reference.

-

in previous section) .
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Its major drawbacks are related

to low battery life (high operational costs) and
maintenance problems.

Lowering operational costs for

electric buses is primarily dependent upon improving
batteries which represent 20-25 percent of the total cost
of this French system, compared to 5 percent for electricity.

Electric buses are also being experimented with
and used on specific transit lines in the U.S.A. and
Germany.

The systems used, to date have been successful in

satisfactorily providing replacement services for diesel
buses on short haul, feeder and shuttle operations.

Range

limitation is currently about 80 km (Shacket, 1979). In
Japan two 80 passenger battery buses have been in commercial
operation for some time.

The City of Osaka in which they

operate reports however that they cost about three times
as much to run as a diesel powered bus (Chartered
Institute of Transport, 1974) .

Britain is also experiment-

ing with battery operated buses, and expects to be able to
match the operating costs of diesel services.

Buses range

from 50 passenger capacity in Manchester (Chartered
Institute of Transportr 1974) to 26 passengers in Crompton
(Pole, 1973).

Conclusions to Battery-Operated Buses
The technology and operational efficiency of
battery operated buses has been largely proven.

It remains

for technological and production advances in battery
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systems to make battery buses suitable to a wider range
of operations at a competitive price compared to diesel
systems.

However, it is unlikely that the substitution

of battery buses for diesel buses will effect significant
reductions in overall energy use and emissions by attracting people from their cars.

The major benefits will

probably be seen in cost savings and in making the public
transport system less vulnerable to any sudden dramatic
cuts in oil supply.

City centres would benefit

environmentally from a swLtch to battery buses.

The total

fuel savings and emissions reductions in Australian cities
from a widespread switch to battery buses would however
be comparatively small.

If such a shift included replac-

ing trains a net fuel penalty could be incurred.

This is

developed further in Chapter 5.

The Director General of Transport in Perth points
to the fundamental limitation of technological changes in
buses at the present time when he states:
Possibly different forms of power unit will
also be used (for example, electric with a
mixture of overhead powerlines and batteries)
but these will have absolutely no influence
on the usefulness of buses to passengers as a
means of getting around (Knox, 1979).

'
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(iv) Battery-Trolley Buses
The advantages and limitations of battery
operated vehicles have been discussed.

Trolley bus systems

which operate entirely off electric current supplied by
overhead wires provide a small degree of freedom from oil
constraints and price rises and generally produce less
environmental impact than diesel buses.

However, their

major disadvantage is route inflexibility in being constrained to an unsightly network of overhead wires and for this
reason they have generally been removed in favour of
l

i

I

-~

.

diesel buses.

Combination battery and trolley bus systems have
been investigated to simultaneously overcome the limitations
of both systems.

The principle of this method is to

provide a limited network of strategically placed overhead
wires (about 15% of the route) which serve to power the
vehicle and recharge the batteries at predetermined
intervals.

For the remainder of the route, the bus is free

to operate on battery power which overcomes the route
flexibility problem (Weeks, 1978).

The feasibility of such a system for 80 passenger
double-decked buses was investigated in the U.K.

The

study concluded that this type of system could be made to
operate in most towns \llhich currently have an urban bus
system.

This could be done with minor changes to service

characteris·tics, and with significant environmental benefits
in terms of noise, smoke and vibration reduction (Weeks,
19 7 8) •
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The major drawbacks of the systems investigated
were their high capital costs and running costs and high
primary energy consumption.

Compared to a system based

on conventional oil, the battery-trolley bus system would
consume twice as much primary energy.

It concluded that

the battery-trolley bus system would have the same primary
energy consumption as that of a comparable diesel bus
system based on "syncrude", although the fuel cost for the
battery-t.rolley bus would be about half.

The major

advantage of the system would be its avoidance of oil
scarcity and price rises, and hence, its potential as an
investment in the future security of public transport (Weeks,
19 7 8) •

Similar conclusions can be drawn regarding the
energy conservation and emissions reduction potential of
this system as those concerning battery operated buses.
In addition it is also significant to note that the
introduction and widespread use of either a battery, a
battery-·trolley or a pure trolley bus system >·Tould embody
considerable time lags while conventional systems were
replaced.

-
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{v) Electric Busways (Dual-mode operation).
The concept of electric busways as a form of
dual-mode transport has been investigated in detail in
Perth (Elliott, 1979).

Dual-mode transport (D.M.T.) seeks

to combine the flexibility characteristic of present
diesel bus services with the advantages of segregated
corridors used by railway services.

In its most advanced

form, a dual-mode bus would pick-up and set down
passengers on ordinary streets, and then link-up with an
Automated Guideway Transit' system (A.G.T.) where the
driver would leave the bus and allow it to continue its
journey under automatic control.

Such a system could be

propelled by batteries or a conventional diesel engine
in the free-mode and electricity in the guided mode.

If

batteries 'Vvere used, recharging in the A. G. T. mode could be
facilitated.

A more modest system which has been suggested
for Perth (Elliott, 1979) would involve essentially the
same principle except that manual control would be
maintained in the segregated right-of-way during electric
operation.

One of the most important features of the

proposed system is seen to be the elimination of steps
and thus boarding difficulties for those who are in some
way physically disadvan·taged (e.g. handicapped persons,
elderly people, mothers with prams etc.).

This would be

achieved by designing buses and bus platforms (as opposed
to bus stops) with matched heights plus laterally guided
control and air-bag suspension, to ensure a perfect
alignment between the bus floor level and platform level.

'
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It is difficult to assess the impact of such
systems in terms of energy and emissions, because
virtually none exist.

Consequently no definitive state-

ment of energy usage was given, but it was suggested that
an electric busway compared to an equivalent train system
would be better for station spacings less than 2.81 km,
but worse above this distance.

In Perth, average station

spacing is 1.2 km, so that energy savings might be
expected if electric busways replaced train services.

In terms of total energy

u~e,

the difference

between an electric busway and electric rail may be small.
The most significant factor in both these systems is that
they would not be dependent. upon oil.

In the case of the

electric busway this would only be completely true if the
buses used in street running were battery operated.

Conclusions to Electric Busways
As with the other systems discussed, the energy
conservation and emissions reduction potential of this
concept would depend upon its attractiveness to the public
and thus ultimately upon its patronage levels.

The author

of the studies in Perth points out that the advantages of
the electric busway concept over a comparable rail system
are largely theoretical.

It is also pointed out that

experience around the world has shown that proposals for
busways in favour of rapid rail have been unanimously
rejected by the public at large.

Whether such aversions

~-----~

~--~~--

----~----

~--~---~----~~·

'
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are justifiable or fallacious is largely a matter of
conjecture because there are no operational schemes to
testify to the performance of the busway concept.

In view

of the already immense problems involved in initiating
modal splits in favour of public transport and the already
proven performance of electric rail systems, Governments
would be justified in viewing with caution any proposal
for new systems which could further alienate people from
public transport.

This would be especially true if only

minor differences in the overall energy use of the systems
being considered could be expected.

'
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(vi) Increased Capacity Buses
For heavily used routes during peak hour
operation, where access to a railway service is not
available, it is desirable to increase the capacity of
individual buses.

This both saves on operating costs in

terms of drivers and on energy consumption and emissions.

Only two options exist for increasing the
capacity of buses operating on public roads, and these
both have well defined limits.

Firstly, double-decked

buses can be used as in London and Sydney and secondly,
articulated buses which are used in overseas cities
(Chartered Institute of Transport, 1974) and which have
been recently introduced in Perth.

The ability of such technical innovations to
effect significant fuel

savings and emissions reductions

depends almost entirely on the intensity of their usage
over a limited period of the day (usually morning and
evening peak periods) .

In turn, the degree to which such

systems are patronised depends largely upon the speed and
quality of service which they provide.

Unless provided

with separate lanes on highways or entirely segregated
busways 1 such increased capacity buses still suffer from
being unable to avoid the congestion characteristic of
peak periods.

The degree to which the presence of segregated
corridors for public transport affects patronage is
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demons'trated by data from Perth.

The data show

that

in those corridors with railway and bus services a
significantly higher percentage of C.B.D. oriented
journeys-to-work are by puplic transport e.g. the figures
for Midland, Fremantle and Armadale are 54, 45 and 52
percent respectively compared to an average of 39 percent
for the whole of Perth (Wildermuth, 1977).

It is also worthwhile to note that a survey
carried out by the Western Australian Institute of
'
Technology pending closure of the railway service in the
Fremantle Corridor suggested that 73 percent of railway
patrons would use the replacement articulated bus service
all the time.

The rest would partly or completely change

to private transport.

Such estimates would need to be

verified by actual survey work.

Thuswhere energy conservation and emissions
reduction are a primary objective, and where these depend
upon attracting private car users, the use of L.R.T. or
conventional electric trains should also be investigated.
These systems have been shown to be more energy efficient.,
(see Chapter 5) 1 offer a high level of service in peak hours
where increased capacity is required, and are free of
congestion problems, which makes them attractive to
commuters.
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Rail
(vii) Electrification and Upgrading of Duo-Rail
§Jf.!l t e'--m-'-"-s-'-·-------The major near term options for developing the
energy conservation and emissions reduction potential of
urban rail systems can be discussed under this single
heading.

Duo-rail systems can be approached by dividing

them into two main categories;
(1) Heavy rail systems, and
(2) Light rail transit (L.R.T.) and trams.
The first category consists of conventional train systems
and the second category comprises conventional tram
systems, together \d_ th the comparatively new concept of
L.R.T. which constitutes a transitional or 'intermediate
technology' between the two.

Honorial systems which have been considered and
introduced in some countries (e.g·. J·apan and Germany) as
a means of improving rail services, are not generally
regarded as an important near or long term option in rail
transport.

This is chiefly because innovations in light

weight duo-rail systems make the latter more attractive,
par-t:icularly 1 from the point of view of switching and
safety arrangements (O'Flaherty, 1972; Hebert, 1976).
Monorails generally offer no advantages over duo-rail from
a construction or environmental standpoint (O'Flaherty,
1972).

This section reviews the potential of duo-rail

systems for conserving energy and reducing emissions and
attemp·ts to highlight some of the important technological
developments in both categories.
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( 1)

Heavy Rail Systems
Electrifying and upgrading conventional heavy

rail systems involves a minimal amount of technological
innovation and is a commonly employed method for
maximising the utility of existing public transport
facilities or extending them.

Within this general approach

there exists a considerable range _in the quality and
sophistication of electric rail systems.

The choice of

system largely depends upon how much capital is available
for investment in public transport.
: 1':

The technology of electric rail systems is
already proven and no detailed discussion is given here
of the technical differences between the systems available.
The major difference is seen in how the power is provided
and whether the system is automated.

The two major forms

of power supply are overhead wire systems or third rail
systems.

There is some debate about the relative merits

of these systems in economic and energy terms (Ogilvie,
1978).

The aim here is to provide an overall view of the

possibilities of these systems in contributing to energy
conservation and air pollution abatement.

As with all the improvements discussed so far,
the fundamental aim of rail electrification or extension
is to provide an attractive alternative to the private car
by providing a modern image to an old type system (Loder,
1979).

Its success or failure in this regard largely

determines its contribution to energy conservation and
emissions reduction.

Many new systems are designed

-
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expressly to do this.

For example Tyneside in Britain

has designed a new rapid transit project expressly to
attract the urban motorist away from the car in an effort
to reduce congestion and pollution (Pole, 1973).

This

involves the use of interchange complexes at rapid
transit stations to provide easy access from one form of
transport to another.

This is designed to encourage the

development of a fully integrated city-wide public
transport system.

This modern image must however provide more
tangible benefits.

In competing with the private car,

rail, like other public transport systems is benefited by
any time advantages it may offer over private vehicles.
It has been suggested that on the whole, passengers will
not be diverted from car to train unless travel time is
saved (O'Flaherty, 1972).

The time factor in terms of actual train speed
and frequency of service, was particularly important in
designing the Bay Area Rapid Transit system (B.A&R.T.)
which operates in San Francisco, California.
., ..
>< .

This system

is one of the most advanced heavy rail systems in use and
was introduced to reduce traffic congestion and pollution
(Pole, 1973).

It derives its power from a third rail

and so has no overhead wire network.

It is operated

automatically from a central computer, but has manual
override facilities on board if required (Shacket, 1979).
BART is designed to maintain schedule speeds of between
70 and 80 km/hr, station stops of 20 seconds, and with a

---·---d
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maximum speed of 130 km/hr.

In peak periods, service

frequency is 90 seconds, and during the remainder of the
day does not exceed 20 minutes (O'Flaherty, 1972).

In general, electric trains offer time savings
over their diesel counterparts, and when either is
operated on a full or part express basis during peak hours,
they usually offer time savings over comparable road
based systems.

However, time savings also depend

considerably on land use as in most public transport
questions.

The time factor alone has in most cases proven
inadequate to explain sustained increases in patronage
which have occured after conventional railways have been
electrified.
effect 11

Instead the phenomenom is termed

11

the spark

(Personal Communication, Commissioner for

Electrification, Qld. Railways) and is probably attributable
to a combination of improved commuting time and greater
comfort which usually accompanies electrification.

The

human factor in electric trains is a substantial consideration in their greater patronage, more so than any other
form of public transpor·t.

The attractiveness of rapid rail as a means of
encouraging greater public transport use is partly attested
to by the number of cities around the world which are
considering some form of electric duo-rail system.

In

1972 this stood at sixty-two including Brisbane (O'Flaherty,
1972).

In 1979 in excess of fifty cities had recently

-
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upgraded or planned to upgrade their urban rail systems
(F.O.R.

I

1979).

The effectiveness of electrified and upgraded
railway systems as has been said, depends on how well they
can attract car patrons away from their vehicles.

The

magnitude of this change is the main determinant of the
energy conservation potential of such systems.

However,

energy savings also depend on the system's inherent energy
efficiency which is reflected by the amount of energy
expended per passenger kilometre.

Because of the wide

range of different systems and operating conditions including land-use patterns, it is not possible to give a
definitive statement of energy efficiency which will be
true in every instance.

Each particular system must be

analysed separately as has been done for Australian cities
(in Chapter 5).

All the assumptions used in calculating

such efficiences must also be clearly stated.

The importance

of this is also explained in Chapter 4.

Similar studies in other countries show considerable variation according to how the data are derived.
In the U.K., one report shows that a 12 coach electric
train se·t operat.es at an average of 0. 20 MJ per passenger
kilometre, whilst its diesel counterpart operates at 0.45
MJ per passenger kilometre.

Diesel buses are shown to

operate at about 0.65 MJ per passenger kilometre (Chartered
Institute of Transport, 1974).

This however conflicts

markedly with other values which show that diesel buses in
the U.K. operate at 1.10 MJ per passenger kilometre with
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diesel and electric trains operating at 2.62 and 2.35
MJ per passenger kilometre respectively (Maltby, 1978).
This latter data includes inter-city trains which are
inherently more energy consuming, because of their higher
speeds.

In the U.S.A. diesel buses are shown to be less
energy intensive than diesel trains,

{Ross and McGmva.n,

1972; Rice, 1972) which is considered to be the general
·trend in those Australian cities where diesel bus and
rail services operate.

The literature indicates that there is some
variation in the relative efficiencies of diesel trains
versus buses, and in some cases electric trains may be
less energy efficient than buses.

For example, in the

case of BART an energy efficiency of 1.6 MJ per passenger
kilometre has been estimated, whereas for urban buses an
average of 1. 5 MJ per passenger kilometre is likely (Fels,
1974).

Considering however that these estimates are

based on fairly broad occupancy assumptions, this difference may not be significant.

These examples highlig·ht the problems of
comparing modal efficiencies.

Precise knowledge of how

these calculations have been performed and e.xactly what
they refer to is required before specific comments can be
made.

Often such informab.on is not supplied.

i

1

-
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Despite the express limitations of these modal
efficiency comparisons 1 it can be concluded wi·th reasonable certainty that electric trains are less energy intensive than their diesel counterparts in performing an
identical task.

All the efficiencies given so far
existing systems using current

tec~hnology

~re

based upon

but. ·there is

further scope for reducing energy consumption in electric
rail systems, and this is being actively persued especially
in the U.S.A.

Some of

thi~

research revolves around the use

of fly-v;heels vJhich store a portion of the vehicle 1 s
kinetic energy during braking which would othenJise be
lost as heat.

The stored energy is used to supplement

energy requirements during acceleration.

Testing of

conventional electric rail cars in New York City fitted
with flywheels has shown a 30 percent reduction in energy
consumption, and it has been estimated ·that if all 7, 000
cars were fitted with flywheels, U.S. $20 million per annum
could be saved in electricity consumption {Environmental
Science and Technology, 1976).

The U.S. Urban Mass Transpor·tation Administration
is also developing two new rapid transit cars which will
employ an advanced energy storage/flywheel propulsion
system.
(ACT-1) .

These have been termed Advanced Concept Trains
It is believed that the state-of-the-art in

rapid rail transit could be significantly forwarded by
these developments which are designed to substantially
reduce power consumption and operating costs.

By

substantially reducing energy usage and costs, transport

;

1

'
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authorities might gain the necessary lee-way to put
more trains in service, and to air-condition existing non
air-conditioned cars without significant increases in
operating costs (Environmental Science and Technology,
1976).

This in turn might improve service attractiveness

and result in higher patronage.

Other technological innovations being
investigated to improve the energy efficiency of electric
trains include the application of thyristors,

(Foley,

1974) and regenerative choppers (Environmental Science and
Technology, 1976).

The latter concept is similar to

regenerative braking which puts energy back into the
batteries in an electric vehicle, as the vehicle is
slowing down.

Regenerative choppers put energy back into

the third rail, but ·this is only advantageous if a second
train is in close proximity or when a load is on the line.

It is clear that the energy efficiency factor
in electric train systems is an important criterion,
particularly in considering plans for new developments
when i·t is desirable to use the most up-to-date technology
available.

It has been suggested however, that energy

efficiency alone is perhaps of less importance than the
question of fuel supply per se.

This is based upon the

premise that overall, there is little difference in total
energy consumption between electric rail traction and
diesel traction (Advisory Council on Energy Conservation,
1977), although the potential exists to improve electric
rail performance by more efficient power generation and
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the methods described.

Foley (l974) suggests, that in

pure energy terms the diesel engine has a conversion
efficiency from 25 to 35 percent, and that if one takes
into account power station efficiency, the overall
efficiency of electric traction is only 15 to 25 percent,
thus giving the diesel an apparent advantage.

However,

he further points out that diesel fuel will be subject to

-

world oil price juinps or supply cuts in the case of
import dependence, whereas electricity which can be
generated from a number of, sources within most countries,
is not subject to the same disadvantages.

This security

and substainability advantage of electricity applies not
only to rail systems, but equally to all forms of electric
transport.

The idea of electrifying transport systems as

an insurance policy against the vicissi tu ces

of the world

oil situation has been widely expressed(~Advisory Council
on Energy Conservation, 1977; Hendry, 1974; Pole, 1973).
With specific reference to railways however, Foley makes
the following statement:
Finally there is the long-term future.
We will
be moving out of the oil era before the turn of
the century. We will face during the coming
decades the increasingly difficult problems
which will occur as world oil supplies become
tighter.
A rail network capable of operating
without dependence on oil would seem a necessity
for this time.
In the face of this one overriding consideration - that there should be a
transport network which could service the whole
country in the case of interruption of oil
supplies - there is an unanswerable case for the
electrification of all but the most lightlyused branch lines.
The point about such a decision is that it plays
safe with the country's future.
If those
optimists who still deny any possibility of oil
scarcities are right, there will be no waste of
oil; we will be able to burn it in the power
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stations to power an electrified network.
If the pessimists (who call themselves
realists) are right, there is going to be
nothing we can do with our diesel locomotives
in the absence of fuel to drive them. A
fully-electrified rail network in the end is
a question of national security (Faley, 1974).

In Australia however, recognition of this idea
has not yet fully permeated transport planning thinking
despite the decision by Brisbane to electrify its rail
system and the recent Eastern Suburbs electric rail extension in Sydney.

For example, Knox (1979) states that:

It is extraordinarily unlikely that there will
be so little oil and it will be so expensive,
that rail cannot run on it.
Instead, studies in Australia refer to the problems of
assessing the relative efficiency of diesel and electric
systems as a major issue and overlook the energy security
aspects (ATAC, 1978).

The possibility that diesel systems

with technological improvements might be as efficient as
electric systems is suggested (Knox, 1979).

It is also

stated that the capital costs of electrification schemes
are a large disincentive, and that on economic grounds
they could only be considered justifiable in metropolitan
and suburban areas (ATAC, 1978).

In Perth, the case for

electrification is seen as being particularly weak in
financial and energy terms,

(Knox, 1979) although there is

some disagreement over this judgement (F.O.R., 1979;
Chartered Institute of Transport, 1974).
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Conclus_ions to Heavy Rail Systems
In conclusion a number of points can be made
concerning the potential of electric and upgraded heavy
rail systems to conserve energy and reduce emissions.

(1)

The main determinant of this potential is their
patronage levels, particularly how many drivers can
be attracted from their vehicles.

Widespread

technological developmen·ts designed to improve
conventional rail systems in the fields of comfort,
noise, speed, safety and economy of operation are
directed towards making rail travel still more
attractive to the motorist.
(2)

In considering technological innovations in electric
rail systems, human facJcors such as comfor-t and
convenience which make rail travel attractive, are
perhaps of more importance than those designed
specifically to improve technical efficiency.

(3)

As energy conservation depends mostly upon maintaining or increasin<J the passenger task, the role of
land use which facilitates rail travel also becomes
highly relevant; this will be pursued later.

(4)

Electric rail systems employ proven technology and
further technological innovations are available now.

(5)

In the event of greatly increased demand for public
transport, the ability of rail sys·tems to quickly
move large nu.rnbers of people is well documented.
Loading flexibility is an important element in an
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uncertain future.

For example, recent oil shortages

such as those in California meant that BART was
packed to capacity.

Hendry (1974) concludes that because rail based
public transport has these features, it is the only
possible solution to the transport problem in large cities.

Pole (1973) in speaking of British cities
states4
... rail rapid transit should form the backbone
of all new urban passenger transport plans,
and it should be firmly backed up by bus, taxibus and internal combustion engine or electric
car loan schemes to provide the necessary
flexibility for outlying low-density areas.

-

(2)
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Light Rail Transit ·(LRT). and Trams

Light Rail Transi ·t.
Light rail transit or light rapid transit as it
I.

is jointly known is an electrically propelled medium to
high capacity duo-rail system.

Light rail transit is

grouped with trams because both systems are designed for
on-street use.

Trams are generally exclusive in their

on-street operation, while LRT systems usually have a
combination of on-street anp. separate right-of-way operation.
In this sense LRT systems incorporate the characteristics
and advantages of trams with the capabilities of
conventional train systems in a single mode of transport.
'

f

L.R.T. has a number of other advantages.
operating in city traffic,

In

pedestrian malls (as is done

in Europe) and residential streets, LRT must conform to
higher performance and environmental standards than
conventional trains.

In general LRT systems have greater

acceleration and braking capabilities and lower vibration
and noise characteristics.

For example, in Adelaide an

environmental impact assessment of noise for various
transport options in the city's north east area revealed
that the L.R.T. system had an "acceptable distance'' (l) in
residential areas of 75m.

(l)

A diesel busway, freeway and

"acceptance distance" is defined as the distance from
the centre of the transport corridor where the predicted
noise is no more than 5 dB(A).
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electric heavy rail system by contrast had values of
210m, 375-450m and 340m respectively (Department for the
Environment, 1979).

In general LRT systems can meet high standards
of environmental amenity.

In Europe they have been

integrated with pedestrian malls and city parks with
minimal environmental impact (Department for The Environment, 1979).

Systems which employ overhead wiring in

urban areas are often

crit~cised

visually intrusive nature.

on the grounds of their

However, L.R.T. systems

which employ the simple single wire can be easily
integrated into city and suburban areas, especially where
tree planting is used to screen the wiring (Department for
The Environment, 1979).

With regard to overhead wiring,

it has been stressed that ;
All motor traffic requires overhead.lighting
in addition to a multitude of traffic signs
and it can be argued that the inconspicuous
presence of properly designed overhead wiring
is a small price to pay for the other
environmental advantages of the semi-metro
concept ( l) (Walker, 19 7 3) .

No L.R.T. systems currently operate in Australia.
Consequently no empirical data are available on L.R.T.
energy use in Australian cities.

Adelaide was to have

commenced construction of a 15.6 km L.R.T. line in its
north east area but this proposal was revoked in

(l) Semi-metro or stadtbahn are other names for light
rapid transit.
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September, 19 79 by t.he new Government.

However, the

environmental impact assessment which analysed the various
options made some simple estimates of air pollution and
energy impac·ts for 19 9 6.

It concluded that the L.R.T.

option would have little overall impact on air quality
although it was also admi·tted that ·the lack of data on air
quality made meaningful predictions impossible.

It

predicted that with no public transport improvements in
the study area, emissions of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide might be 4 to 5 percent higher in 1996 than with
these improvements

(Department for T'he Environment, 19 79)

Similarly with regard to energy, the study
estimated that because of the preponderance of private car
travel, the impact on total transport energy use in the
area under any public transport op-tion would be minimal.
It did however conclude that the light rail option would
result in marginally less overall energy consumption and
the freev1ay option in marginally more overall consumption
·than the ot.her options.

'I'able .3.31

summarises some of

the data used to arrive at these conclusions.

The energy

efficiency values have been calculated for this study from
the other data in the table.

-

Table 3 ..31
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Relative energy efficiencies of each public
transport option in the North East of
Adelaide (1996).

Parameter

Busway

Light Rail

Heavy Rail

Freeway

Vehicle kilometres 12er
dax
Cars
Public Transport

9,471,000

9,471,000

9,471,000

9,646,000

54,900

42,900

40,900

50,400

38,900,000 38,900,000

38,900,000

39,600,000

602,000

840,000

782,000

39,800,000 39,500,000

39,800,000

40,400,000

20.5

15.5

Total Energy
use (MJ/dax_)
Cars
Public Transport
TOTAL
Ener9:y
Efficiency of
Public Trans2ort MJ/Vehicle km

851,000

15.5

14.0

Source: Department for the Environment (1979).

A number of points can be noted from this table.
(i)

Under the light rail and heavy

~ail

options, the

total kilometres of public transport are significantly
less than under the busway or freeway options.

This

is due to the role of buses being limited mainly to
feeder operations.
(ii) The light rail option offers the most energy efficient
total public transport system and heavy rail requires
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the highest overall input of energy on a vehicle
kilometre basis.
(iii) The difference in energy efficiencies between the
public transport options is due purely to technological factors.

The light rail system is the most

technologically efficient of all the public transport
systems.·
(iv)

The greater total transport energy use under the
freeway option is due mainly to envisaged additional
car travel.

(v)

The analysis does not permit calculation of the
energy efficiency per passenger km.

However, it is

significant to note that in 1996 it is expected that
the L.R.T. system and Glenelg tram will perform
15.1% of all public transport passenger kilometres
compared to 2.1% in 1977.

The role of buses in

this regard is expected to drop from 69.0% to 54%
(D.G.T., South Australia, l97B).

It is important to note that the predictions
shown in Table3.31

are based upon a fundamental assumption

which may or may not prove correct; that is, that travel
patterns in the study area in 1996 will not vary from the
present observed patterns which show 92% of total kilometres
being travelled by private passenger car and less than l%
of public transport.

In addition, it assumes that the

total kilometres of private car travel will increase by
between 24 and 26 percent above 1977 levels and that under
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all public transport options the same amount of car
travel will occur.

This assumes that all forms of public

transport are equal in their ability to attract motorists.
Evidence generally supports the observation that rail
systems have a superior ability in this regard.

For

example, in a study to determine whether to retain the
Airedale and Wharfedale rail routes in West Yorkshire,
U.K., it was estimated that if the services were replaced
by buses 1 70% of rail patrons would transfer to private
car on weekdays and 50% on Saturdays (Sully, 1978).

The

services were retained.

If car travel patterns outlined above do not
occur, then a substantially different picture in terms of
energy and emissions might emerge.

An important limitation

on the ability of presen·t car travel trends to be
maintained is the oil situation which has been described
in some detail.

In its discussion of energy considerations

the South Australian Department for the Environment (1979)
stated that;
It has been assumed that the price of oil will
increase and that oil supplies will dwindle in
the future.
Those forms of transport which are
not dependent on oil should be adopted to
minimise the effect of these conditions.
In
the case of a sudden oil shortage, systems
using electrical energy from indigenous resources
would be least affected.
It is impossible to predict with any degree of accuracy
what effec·t this situation will have on car travel.

If

however by 1996 it is causing the public transport
alternative to appear more attractive than suggested by
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the Adelaide assessment, then the estimates of energy
and emissions savings potential of the LRT and o·ther
public transport options are probably understated.

In fact

given their own stated limitation on oil supply the basis
for the energy and emissions estimates are questionable.

Conclusions to L.R.T.
In conclusion, a number of points can be made
regarding LRT systems.
(1)

In general L.R.T. systems offer the opportunity to
provide a rapid rail transit system at a lower cost
than heavy rail systems which often involve expensive
underground sections (Department for the Environment,
1979).

It is estimated that subways in the U.S.A.

cost about $31 million per kilometre (Szabo, 1976).
(2)

They combine the advantage of on-street service,
characteristic of trams with the speed capacity and
safety of separate guideway operation characteristic
of trains.

(3)

In medium size cities such as Perth, LRT offers a
potential to expand rapid rail services where heavy
rail systems could not be justified.

The Energy

Advisory Council of the S.E.C. in W.A. has cited LRT
systems as a better financial solution than electrification of existing heavy rail services (Energy
Advisory Council, 1979).

This is then supported by

evidence from cities in North America such as Calgary

i.
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and Edmonton which have approximately 0.5 million
people and .have constructed new LRT lines.

In

addition, in 1976, 212 cities in 34 nations were
developing new light rail systems on the grotmds that
they offer the most cost effective provision for
their transport needs (Szabo, 1976).
( 4)

The technology of LRT syst.:ems is already available
and proven.

This is a

sigificant advantage over

systems which require technological breakthroughs
'

or testing such as some of the bus systems outlined
I,-··

previously.
(5)

As with all p11blic transport options considered so
far, the major energy and emissions benefits from
LRT systems will come from their ability to
substitute for private travel.

Their operating

characteristics and appeal offer the potential for
achieving such substitution and their technological
efficiency suggests minimal total energy requirements
compared to other public transport options.
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'rrams.
Trams are one of the oldest forms of public
transport.

They were so important in the transport

systems of American cities prior to

t~he

arrival of the

automobile ·that the period from 1852 until about 190 8 was
commonly knovm as the streetcar era (Schaeffer and Sclar,

!
I

1975).

They had a similarly

impo~tant

role in Australian

~

cities (Neutze, 1977).

However, after the introduction of Henry Ford 1 s
automobile mass production techniques, the ownership and
use of cars steadily grew, and many cities around the
~vorld,

(including Australian cities) embarked upon a

sys tema·tic programme to abolish ·tram systems.

'rrams were

seen as an obstruction to the free flow of motor vehicles
and their removal was posited by motorists as a way of
improving average traffic speeds.

This envisaged improve-

ment however was never realised (Jay, 1978).

Melbourne is

the only Australian city to ret.ain a comprehensive tram
system.

Adelaide has maintained a single tram line from

the city to the beach suburbs of Glenelg.

It is clear from most analyses that trams
compare very favourably in energy and patronage terms
with other forms of public transport in ,Australia (Chartered Institute of Transport, 1974j' Clar·ke, 1975).

It is

important to note however that ·trams traditionally
operate within inner city and central city areas where
higher than average urban density and work density is
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encountered.

This gives trams a distinct. operational

advantage over bus services which operate in lower density
suburbs, though it does not detract from the evidence that
trams are highly suited and highly successful in their
traditional role.

A number of technological options are available
to improve the attractiveness of trams;
(1)

The simplest and perhaps most effective in terms of
'

attracting passengers is to operate the most modern
and comfortable vehicles available.

Melbourne has

purchased 101 new 'Z' class trams and has 14 more on
order as part of its programme to upgrade tram
r.

services(Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board,
Annual Report, 1978).

These trams are designed to

provide an improved level of comfort and performance.
They also incorporate a more advanced braking system.
(2)

In Europe and North America, many cities have chosen
to retain their tramway systems and upgrade them to
LRT standard (Department for the Environment, 1979).
This, as shown in the discussion of LRT, is designed
to maintain the general characteristics of trams while
expanding their capabilities.

(3)

The use of flywheel technology in public transport
vehicles is being investigated as a means of decreasing
their energy use (Loder, l979j Environmental Science
and Technology, 1976).
to tram systems.

It presumably can be applied
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(4)

Noise levels from trams can be reduced by the use of
lighter weight vehicles, better braking systems and
better track construction.

Conclusions to Trams
In conclusion, the most important technological
improvement which can be made to tram systems is to ensure
that the vehicles in use are as modern and comfortable as
possible; this will ensure'patronage levels do not suffer
due to outdated technology.

It is not possible to quantify the benefits of
trams in terms of emissions.

It would seem intuitively

correct to suggest that emissions of CO, HC and NOx, in
C.B.D.

1

S

would be considerably higher if the travel demands

fulfilled by trams were met by pr1vate cars. (l)

This would

result not only from increased total kilometres of travel
but also from a congestion factor.

Diesel buses in C.B.D.

areas also have disadvantages in terms of noise and
unpleasant aromatic emissions.

As with the other public

transport options discussed, the magnitude of overall
benefits in terms of emissions, depends primarily on how
much private vehicle travel they can eliminate.

(1) Whether this would significantly affect ambient air
concentrations would have to be determined by specific
calculations.
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3.2.3(c}

New Concepts in Urban Public Transport SystemsLong Term Options.
(i)

Introduction

The public transport improvements discussed so
far under bus and rail are essentially variations of
systems which already exist and for the most part involve
proven technologies.

In addition to these efforts, a

great amount of research is occuring around the world
especially in Germany, Japan and the U.S.A., on completely
new ideas for moving people around cities e.g. personal
rapid transport (P.R.T.).

It is important to stress at the outset, that the
majority of these systems are not yet fully developed
technologically.

In most cases, testing procedures are

limited to small scale pilot networks and in this sense
such systems are far from the possibility of integration
into real urban systems.

The aim of this section is to present a broad
overview of the systems being considered and to comment
upon their feasibility and likelihood of acceptance.
Personalised rapid transport is the only system for which
energy data are available and is thus treated in more
depth.

New concepts in urban public transport are
based upon a multitude of variations in tracked vehicle
systems.

In this sense they most closely resemble

conventional tram and train systems.

•rhe major technological
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variations are found in the propulsion method and the
size of the vehicles.

All the new systems are based on

electricity and are generally fully automated.

(ii) Alternative propulsion systems
The major alternative forms of propulsion being
considered are;
(1)

air-cushioned propulsion (e.g. hover trains)
\

(2)

magnetic levitation based either on attraction or
repulsion

(3)

gravity vacuum propulsion in a tube
(Pole, 1973).

The principle of the first two systems is to eliminate
friction between the vehicle and the track by raising the
vehicle off the track during operation.

This greatly

improves performance capabilities especially speed and
ride smoothness.

In the case of air-cushioned vehicles

this is achieved by using air pressure and in the case of
magnetic levitation systems, it is achieved by using an
attractive or repulsive electro-magnetic force created by
a linear induction motor (LIM).

This allows either a

suspended or supported vehicle to be employed.

These two

systems are termed tracked levitated vehicle systems (T.L.V.)
(Hebert, 1976).

The third system is essentially an

advanced version of the pneumatic tube train which operated
as early as the 1840's in Ireland and 1870's in New York
(Pole, 1973).
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'I'he new gravity vacuum tube system works on
basically the sa.111e principle as the earlier systems; that
the train is pushed along a partially evacuated tube by
the air pressure behind it, but with the added assistance
of gravity.

'rubes are sloped down on both sides of each

station so that the train operates in a pendulum-like way
and requires no on-board engine and few controls.
Appropriate air pressures are created by large pumps
within the tube system (Pole, 1973).
suggested by Rand

Corporat~on

In 1972 it was

that an advanced system

based on. this principle could be constructed betv1een
Los Angeles and New York and reach a top speed of 16,100 km
per hour.

Jl!luch less dramatic achievements could be

realised in urban sys·tems using gravity vacuum tubes, and
with the potential of a 70% saving in operating energy.
Pole,

(1973) suggests that they should not be overlooked

when considering new transport plans.

However, such

systems must necessarily be underground which is an
economic drawback.

The first two systems, air cushioning and
magnetic levitation, can be applied to a wide size range
of vehicles serving a variety of purposes from PRT to
high capacity rapid transit; t.he third system, gravity
vacuum tubes, tends

t~o

be restricted to a replacement for

conventional heavy rail systems.

For example, Krauss

Maffei in Germany is developing a system of rapid transit
termed Transrapid based upon magnetic levitation (Pole,
1973) and in Lyon, France, a hovertrain system termed
URBA has been operated for a number of years with some
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success.
I

• ...

It is a high capacity urban rapid transport

system with no moving parts and thus has very low noise
levels (68dB(A)) and no vibration (O'Flaherty, 1972).

(iii) Personal Rapid Transit
At the other extreme, aqvanced linear induction
motors are finding application in P.R.T. systems.

Personal

Rapid Transit involves the use of small automated electric
vehicles operated on a fixed guideway capable of carrying
2 to 20 people - generally the range is 3 to 12 people.
Most of the smaller P.R. T. systems do not involve mag·netic
levitation or air-cushioning, although some experimentation
is occuring in the U.S.A. with larger vehicle P.R.T.
systems (Loder, 1979).

Other P.R.T. systems involve

ordinary DC or AC rotary motors although there is a
marked trend ·towards the new LIM's, because they are
simpler, more efficient, lighter, easier to control and
provide an easy braking system with the potential for
regenerative braking (Loder, 1979).

A variety of P.R.T. systems are being developed
in many parts of the world particularly Germany.

For

example, in Germany extensive testing on the Demag-l1BB
Cabintaxi and Siemens H-Bahn has been carried out on small
test tracks between 1.1 and l. 4 km in length.

Siemens

H-Bahn is capable of operating vehicle modules with a
seating capacity of up to 38.

In Japan, a group enterprise

involving a university and nine major industrial firms has
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be~n

testing on a 6.8 km track, a P.R.T. network involv-

ing 4 seat vehicles known as the CVS system.

The only P.R.T. system actually in operation in
an urban area is at Morgantown in West Virginia U.S.A.
'rhis system runs 45 vehicles each with a 20 passenger
capacity over 8.7 km of guideway.

It has carried up to

20,000 passengers per day (Loder, 1979).

Little data other than of a purely technical
'

nature are available for these systems and thus it is not
possible to discuss their energy and emissions reduction
poten·tial on an empirical basis.

However, one study,

(Fels, 1974) compared the energy usage of two hypothetical
P.R.T. systems with that of other conventional forms of
transport, and this has given some insight into their
likely performance as a public transport mode.

The two P.R.T. systems involved in the
comparison utilise completely different technologies.

The

first, System A is a small car system (6 seats) based
upon an overhead monorail guideway manufactured by
Rohr Industries and System B is a large car system (10 seats)
based on the Transportation Technology Inc.

(T.T.I.) air-

levitated linear induction motor system (Fels, 1974).

The study assumed that the P.R.T. system would
have a slightly lower net average occupancy than the

I

autombbile because of an allowance for the shuttling of
empty vehicles.

Estimates were also made of their average
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occupancy during peak hours.

These assumptions were

based upon the premise that since the P.R.T. systems are
really trying to simulate the personalised service of the
private car, then it is likely that for the majority of
the day, occupancy will be low, as with the private car.
In loH-density areas there is no evidence t.o suggest that
P.R.T. will be better able to attract higher occupancy
rates than the private car.

Other studies have also

predicted low-occupancyrates for P.E.T.

(Pole, 1973).

In

peak hours hm;ever the higher capacity of some P.R. 'I'.
vehicles might result in slightly better loadings analogous
to that achieved by private cars during car-pooling
arrangements (Fels, 1974).

This may result during peak

periods if P.R. T. is viewed as a convenien·t public transport
mode capable of avoiding traffic congestion, rather than.
as a replacement equal to the motor vehicle which is its
ultimate aim .

The results of the analysis show that on the
basis of energy consumption per passenger km, P.R.T. could
be expect.ed to perform generally worse than the private
vehicle and alHays much worse than the conventional bus
and rail systems.

This is shown in Table 3.32.

It can be seen that only in the case of the
heavier private vehicle and only in peak hours could the
P.R.T. systems be expected to perform better on a per
passenger energy basis than private vehicle in the U.S.A.
On the basis of this limited analysis, electric operation

I
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appears to be the only energy advantage of P.R.T. systems
at the moment.

Table 3.32

Estimated comparative energy efficiency of
P.R.T. and other modes of urban transport ..

1635kg
Auto

910kg
Auto

City
Bus

Rapid
Rail

P.R.T.
System

P.R.T.
System
B

A

Energy (MJ)
consumed per
passenger
kilometre.

Source:

4.25

2.19

1. 48

1. 59

5.23
(3.24)
peak
hour

6.44
(4.05)
peak
hour

After Fels, (1974)

There are many problems involved in attempting
to compare systems which have not yet been tested in real
urban situations with systems which already exist and for
which empirical data on operating characteristics are
available.

Nevetheless P.R.T. systems and other new

concepts in public transport can be discussed and compared
with existing systems from an economic standpoint.

P.R.T. systems have not so far demonstrated that
they can compete with conventional systems on a cost basis,
and this seems to be their major drawback.

For example, a

4.7 km extension of single lane guideway involving two
new stations in the Morgantown network will cost $A56
million (Loder, 1979).

Denver, Colorado investigated a
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comprehensive P.R.T. system, but rejected the idea when
the cost estimate of US$1,000 million was made.

Similarly

in Los Angeles a US$1,600 million P.R.T. network has gone
no further than the discussion stage (Hebert, 1976).

A

P.R.T. proposal for Adelaide was rejected on the basis of
similar enormous capital cos·ts.

In the U.K. the high

capital costs of a complex network of P.R.T. guideways has
resulted in a suspension of P.R. 'I'. research in favour of
the Minitram concept (an L.R.T. system)

(Pole, 1973).

Conclusions ·to New Concepts in Urban Public
';i:'ranspor!__?.y_stems =-------In general, new untested and expensive
technologies are being rejected in favour of cheaper
conventional proven ones.

A nmnber of com1uents and

appraisals from the U.S. A. where large arnounts of money
have been spent on new mass transit systems, reflects this
growing aversion:
In this time of limited resources and funds, new
technology is being viewed very cautiously by law
makers and urban planners worldwide.
For example
France has delayed building lines for its aircushioned Aerotrain in favour of a more conventional mode of transportation.
Many ci +-.:.ies now
are choosing less expensive and more reliable
approaches to solving mass transportation problems.
This means small scale and incremental improvements
in existing systems, instead of trying to make a
generation leap with expensive and 1..mcertain ne\v
technologies (Szabo, 1976).

In an interview, the Chairman of ·the American
Public Transit Associa·tion s·tated in ans\ver to a question
concerning breakthrough in transport technologies that;
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People have been looking for something magical
in public transport that will provide all the
comforts and convenience of the private automobile without the problems ... We have to live
pretty much with technical improvements we can
see down the road, not with romantic ideas that
are impractical-economically, politically and
technically (Ronan, 1976).

Similarly in Australia, transport planning
bodies view very skeptically the potential of new transport
technologies to make significant contributions to solving
urban transporta·tion problems.

'l'he Director General of

Transport in W.A. states;
There have been many suggestions for "new
technology" devices claimed to be a panacea
to the transport problems in the city. None
of them would be a panacea.
Most are fundamentally impractical when it comes to fitting
them into real cities. All are very expensive
on present day estimates ... (Knox, 1979).
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3.2.4

TECHNOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES TO TRAVEL

3.2.4(a) rntroduction
In the future, it has been suggested, it may
become feasible and desirable to entirely eliminate the
need for certain types of travel.

A wide range of travel

purposes could conceivably be affected by advances in
technology which make it possible to attain a more
expedient way of linking two places together, than is
currently provided by vehicular movement.

For example, it is possible that heavy freight
movements around urban areas may no longer be required; the
journey-to-work may in some cases become unnecessary if the
I

I

work can be carried out at home; personal and business
travel might be reduced if advances in electronics can
create a suitable replacement for personal contact under
certain circumstances.

In this way, energy use and emissions associated
with these types of travel could be virtually eliminated.
Such substitutions might also yield other benefits.

For

example, in the case of eliminating freight transport,
urban areas could benefit from a reduction in noise, an
improvement in road safety and a reduction in the costs of
road maintenance.

Two major areas of research could provide the
technology needed for travel substitution:

(a) liquid and

solid pipeline technology and (b) cybernetics or electronics
communication technology.

These two approaches have a
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nUJ.Uber of things in corrunon.

They both involve the use of

advanced and costly technology, especially in terms of
capital costs and they would, if implemented on a large
scale, constitute a radical departure from present transport and communications systems.

For ·this latter reason

such technological changes would demand considerable
economic, social, psychological and political adjustment.
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3. 2 . 4 (b)· PiP-eline 'l'echnology_
The use of pipelines to transport solids and
liquids is a well established practice.

Table 3.33 shows

the types of materials which can be transported and the
types of systems which an:) generally used.

Table 3 33

Types of Pipeline Transport

-----------~-----·----------

Nature of the
material i.:o be
t.ransported

Facilities known
as

Conveying
fluid

(l) Oil or water

Oil or water pipeline

( 2)

Gas

( 3)

Solid:

Gas or liquid

Solid pipeline

(a) Bulky
materials

Liquid

Slurry pipeline

(b) All kinds
of materials

Gas (air)

Pneuma·tic pipeline

Liquid or gas

Capsule pipline

(c)

Gas pipeline

Packaged
materials

Source: Zandi and Kim {19 7 4)

------·-----·--Items (l) and (2)

in Table 333

are in cowuon use in

urban areas whereas those under item (3) are generally
used on a small scale within factories and other business
enterprises to expedite the transfer of goods and mail
from one point to another.

However, these systems (solid and liquid) have
the potential for much •.vider application.

For example,
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Slurry pipelines, although most directly applicable to
mining industries, have been investigated as a means of
dealing with municipal solid waste.

For urban functions

the various types of pneumatic systems offer the greatest
potential.

These may be divided into three main sub-groups.

(i)

The pneumatic conveyor

(ii)

The pneumatic despatch system, and

(iii) The pneuma-train system.
Table 3.34 shows a list of items which have been handled by
pneumatic systems of

variou~

types.

It can be seen tha·t

such systems have demonstrat.ed an ability to handle a
versatile range of products, although further investigation
would be needed before this success could be extrapolated to
large scale urban conditions.

Table 3.34- Partial list of typical materials handled
pneumatically.
Alfalfa

Chicken
(4 lbs live
pullets)

Oats

Almonds

Clay

Oyster

Alumina, Powder

Coal

Plastics

Asbestos, Pits

Copper oxides

Rubber

Aspirin

Corn

Seeds

Bentonite

Explosives

Soda ash

Brewers grain

Fertilizers

Talc

Calcium carbonate

Frozen foods

Tobacco

Cereal

Grain

Wheat

Charcoal, ground

Gypsum, calcined

Wire

Cheese

Nitrate

Wood
Whole fish

Source: Zandi and Kim

{1974).
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The pneumatic conveyor is an actual pipeline
system which typically handles solid-air mixtures.

Present

use is restricted to a range of industries such as chemical,
agricultural, mining and steel.

The pneumatic despatch

system usually handles smaller items such as parts,
messages and mail.

Computer control technology offers

the scope to greatly increase the capacity of such systems.
Pneumatic despatch systems have already been used
extensively in England, France, Germany and the U.S.A. for
transporting mail (Zandi

a~d

Kim, 1974).

The pneumo-train system is used to move heavy
weights and employs trains suspended by wheels inside a
pipe.

These systems have the greatest potential for

replacing freight transport although they are uncommon at
the moment.

Extensive testing has been carried out in

Russia and a new town (Etarea)

in Czechoslovakia is

presently being developed with a freight distribution
network based upon an allied principle; the capsule pipeline.

The proposed system is designed to cope with fluids,

packaged materials and other fragile items.

This pneumatic

tube distribution system is intended to give the
inhabitants a choice of remote shopping by providing 19
delivery return pipelines capable of carrying weights of
4 kg at 2 second intervals (Morris, 1970),

A nwnber of energy analyses have been carried
out to compare the overall energy intensiveness of various
conventional systems of transport to suitable pipeline
alternatives (Zandi and Kim, 1974).

These have involved a
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number of assumptions which may or may not be valid for
a specific set of circumstances.

The findings however

indicate a generally lower energy requirement for the
pipeline system in each case.

One comparison involved a capsule pipeline using
spherical and cylindrical capsules and a trucking system
for urban freight transport.
analysis shown in Table '3,35

The results of this energy
reveal that the spherical

capsule system offers considerable savings over the
trucking system, but that the cylindrical capsule system
is not significantly lower in energy requirements.

Table 335

Energy intensiveness in urban traffic of a
capsule pipeline system compared to a trucking
system.
(MJ/Tonne km) .
Mode

Spherical capsule

Energy intensiveness
MJ/Tonne km.
(Btu/Ton mile)

0.32
(436)
3. 9 3

Cylindrical capsule

(5439)

Truck, urban traffic (average value)

4.03
(5583)

Source: Zandi and Kim (1974).

From the work which has been done it appears that the
application of appropriate solid pipelines could offer
net energy savings in freight transport, plus a range of
other advantages which may be listed as follo\vs:
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(1) Reduction of traffic in highways and streets
{ 2)

Lessening of air pollution

( 3)

Reduction of noise levels

( 4)

Reduction of accidents

( 5)

Independence from v.Jea·ther, and

( 6)

Automation.
(Zandi and Kim, 1974).

Before any conclusions can be formed a number of qualifying
remarks need to be made about the potential contribution of
pipelines to reducing energy and emissions.

In practise these ·two concerns might be dwarfed
by other considerations which are of equal or more
importance.

Firstly, a much wider range of demonstration

projects would be needed to eliminate problems in the
areas of;
(a) reliability in day-to-day operation.
(b) long term erosion and corrosion impact (i.e. maintenance
costs) .
(c) the degree to which the system needs to be automated.
(d) possible damage to conveyed freight.
(Zandi and Kim, 1974).
Secondly, the broader question of societal impacts such as
employment and economic implica·tions Hould have to be
resolved before such systems could be introduced as a major
part of modern urban infrastructure.

In this regard it is

worth\vhile to note tha·t the energy consumption factor in
freight transport and certainly the emissions factor, are
of lower importance to commercial interests ·than consider-
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a tions such as cost, reliability, time and da111.age to goods.
It remains to be seen whether pipelines can compete in
these terms (Zandi and Kim, 1974).

Thirdly, the amount of energy ac-tually consu.111.ed
and emissions produced for freight purposes in Australian
cities is small compared to private passenger transport
energy constll:nption and emissions.
significant however.

Noise would be much more

Greater use of pipelines in rural

situations might reap more

~ignificant

energy savings

albeit at a higher capital cost due to the larger distances
involved.

This would need to be investigated however,

before any firm s·tatements could be made.

Conclusions

_!:_\:_R~ine

t~ghnolog_y

Overall it can be concluded that pipeline
alternatives to freight transport are long term options if
at all.

Construction of a significant network of pipes

for various purposes would involve long lag times, high
capital costs and considerable disruption to urban fabric
due to the earthworks or overhead works involved.

In the

Australian context it is likely that strong opposition would
be encountered from those whose livelihood depends upon
truck freight movements, and in ·this sense 1 pipelines would
be politically unpopular.

The feasibility of pipeline

technology in Australian cities would also have to be
examined from the land use standpoint.

In low density

Australian cities the costs of providing a comprehensive
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pipeline system would probably be higher than for more
compact cities such as in Europe.
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3. 2. 4 (c)· Electronic Coromun·ications •rechnology
The past ten years has seen a burgeoning in
the sophistication and application of electronics in the
form of microprocessors and visual transmission devices.
Computers and allied techniques of data handling have
pervaded every aspect of life.

As part of this general

revolution, the suggestion has arisen that advances in
the application of electronics in the fields of person-toperson communication, might serve to reduce a portion of
travel in cities.

Some of the recent technological developments
with a potential for reducing travel demands include:

*
*

the wired city.

*
*
*
*

data transmission.

*

teleconferences.

remote computer terminals.
videophone.
cable television, and
facsimile services - e.g. electronically transmitted
mail and newspapers.
(Knox, 1979; Economic Research
Unit Pty. Ltd., 1975).

The use of these systems is centred around new concepts
such as:

*

the home work centre - work from home with access to
computer and communications.

*

the neighbourhood work centre

walking distance from

home with work space and access to computer and

!

I
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communications.

*

the mobile worker - the use of portable terminals with
appropriate capabilities.

*

remote shopping.

*

remote banking.

*
*
*
*

electronic voting.
electronic education.
consumer information retrieval system.
remote medical systems.

* electronic security services.
(Knox, l979j Economic Research
Unit Pty. Ltd., 1975).
In response to some of the developments outlined above,
The Interplan Corporation of the U.S.A. performed an
analysis of the magnitude of travel savings possible from
substituting electronics communication for various trip
purposes.

Table 3 ..3£

summarizes the resul t:s of this

analysis.

Subsequent analyses of these trip reductions
yielded three estimates of possible reductions in urban
area vehicle-kilometres.

The report stated that

optimistically a reduction of 22% over present levels
could result and pessimistically this might only be 14%.
The study concluded that a value around 18% would be most
likely.

If such prognoses can be relied upon, they

portend considerable savings in fuel and emissions in the
U.S .A.
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Table

3.3~

Percentage of trips susceptible to communications substitution in urban areas in the
U.S.A.

Trip Type

Percentage of Trips which
could be replaced

24%

Earning-A-Living
Family Business
Medical and dental

5%

Shopping

50%

Other

25%

Education, Civic and Religious
Social and Recreational

25%
5%

Source: Interplan Corporation (1974).

However, serious doubts have been voiced, firstly
over the ability of these forms of technology to actually
replace the face-to-face contacts which travel permits,
and secondly, the desirability of such changes even if they
can be effected.

Apprehension over the latter point

revolves around the very nature of human communication and
logically, the fundamental cultural role of the city.
The low density use of land in cities is partly in response
to the desire for privatisation (Pawley, 1975).

However

the almost total isolation of individuals into privatised
units linked only by electronic communication would appear
to be challenging the very nature of urban culture
(Schneider, 1979).
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In a report to the Commonwealth Bureau of Roads,
four major reasons were cited as mitigating the role of
telecommunications in replacing travel (Economic Research
Unit Pty. Ltd,, 1975).
(i)

optimistic forecasts of travel substitution are based
upon a premise of mechanistic human

con~unication

which overlooks important qualitative aspects of
face-to-face contact.

The richness of person-to-person

communication cannot be simulated by any other mode.
(ii) telecommunications are at present economically
unattractive to the majority of households and
businesses.
(iii) an eleborate system of electronic communications
devices in the home are seen as being unable to
generate sufficient benefits to justify the costs
e.g. remote shopping for many suburban housewives would
deprive them of an important social ritual;
who find shopping a chore

(for those

readily given up in

favour of electronic shopping, there would be a range
of other socially meaningful relationships which they
would not be prepared to give up to electronic
communication) .
(iv) the major use of advanced telecommunications facilities
is forecast to come from generated demand rather than
from substitution for other modes.

An additional problem arises when attempting to
assess the impact of telecommunications on physical movement.

-
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Although travel for some purposes may be significantly
reduced, there remains the problem that net travel may
actually increase due to an increase in the scope and
number of contacts which could be made.

A worthwhile way

of testing such a suggestion would be to examine the travel
demand impacts of Citizen Band radios which are currently
in widespread use.

The possibility that electronic

communications might actually bolster travel in cities and
thereby exacerbate energy and emissions problems can be
summarised thus;
In theory, these developments should greatly
reduce the need for many trips in urban areas;
however, whether or not they will cause an
actual reduction in the total number of trips
cannot be said at this time - it may well be,
indeed, that (as with the telephone) the end
result of the introduction of these electronic
aids is an increase in the number of trips,
simply because of the ease with which these aids
enable preliminary contacts to be established
(O'Flaherty, 1972).

Conclusions to electronics communication technology
It remains to be seen if electronics communication can reap the energy and emissions reductions it is
theoretically capable of.

Viewed in purely technological

terms the possible savings are great.

For example, it has

been estimated in Canada that for two people to make a
644 km trip by car for a 3 hour meeting would require a
primary energy input of 1600 kWh.
would be 2500 kWh.

Similarly by plane it

However, by holding a conversation over

a videophone, the energy required would be about 40 kWH.,
or by telephone only 1 kWh {Jackson, 1978).

Taking into
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consideration the hu.rnan factors however, the potential is
viewed with some reservation by many analysts.

Claims of

energy savings by substituting elec·tronics communication
will remain largely speculative until the more advanced
schemes outlined in this discussion become available on a
large scale.

-

3.2.4(d)
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Overall Conclusions to Technological
Alternatives to TraVel.

-----

The ability of two important areas of technological endeavou~ to reduce total travel in urban areas has
been examined.

The evidence suggests that no insurmount-

able technical problems confront developments or applications
in either of these areas, although in many cases greater
refinement is required.

Rather, the major problems

confronting the introduction and widespread use of these
technologies are lifestyle'and cultural factors as well as
land use factors.

'The case of t.elecorrununica tions goes so

far as to threaten the very nature of the city and for this
reason has received a generally pessimistic assessment 1n
most of the literature.

In cases where actual estimates

have been made of the potential for reducing energy
consumption through technological alternatives to travel
the potential has been small.

For example, in Canada it
I

was estimated that if 20% of business travellers on inter
I

city travel used telecorrununications instead, 3% of energy
I

used in transport could be saved or 1.3% of national
consumption (,Jackson, 1978).

It can be concluded that achieving reductions in
urban energy use and emissions by opting for travel
substitutes will not be an easy task, and indeed from a

I

broad perspective such an approach may prove totally at

I

odds with the function and amenity of cities.
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3.2.5

Overall Conclusions - Technological Options

A range of technological options have been
:1-

'

presented and in so doing were assessed using a variety
of criteria.

To provide any possibility of an overview

from such an array of potent.ial changes is a daunting
task.

To assist in this process a table has been pre-

pared which contains the majority of criteria used in,
the assessment.

A simple numerical scale was made up

so that each change could be systematically reviewed.
This table shows several things.
(1)

The assessment of any technology involves the

human values of the assessor who weights not only
the individual values according to his own
background and knowledge but the weight given to one
criteria rather than another is particularly subjective.
This final weighting has not been attempted numerically
and therefore no totals have been obtained.

(2)

Virtually all the changes which could have a sub-

stantial impact on energy and emissions involve at least
one criterion which is classified as a major change or
a serious drawback.

Those which appear desirable using

criteria other than energy and emissions, generally have
a lower potential impact on energy and emissions.

I .··

I.
!

·- 4 27 -

(3)

It highlights the way directions in new technology

must be assessed with a very wide range of criteria in
mind.

Thus although this table does not claim to
..

'

provide any · si::.rict

quanti·tative way of ranking all

these changes it emphasises the potential value of a
multidisciplinary
technologies.

approach to evaluating new transport

'•

•~~•---·~-·__._,

1'-:

•

c·~~~---

,·.·

gj

r

EC'ONJMIC
TECHNOLOGICAL COST IN
FEASIBILITY
COMPARISON
TO PRESENT
SYSTEM:

CHl\L'\JGES II'
INFRAS'IRU

I

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

J .

II

:EMISSIONS '
EFFICIENCY REDUCTION
Hl.Jrv:IAN

ENERGY

RE)JUIRED COM-

SAFEI'Y
COMPARED

COMPARED

PARED TO PRESENT SYSTEM

TO PRES
SYSTEM

TO PRESENT TO PRESENT FACIORS
SYSTEM:
SYSTEM

1

COMPARED

Ruruiing capital
8lterr2tive Fuels
Methanol
Ethanol
L.P.G.
Petroleum fuels from Coal Oil
shales and Tar sands
Methane
Hydrogen
Armonia
Hydrazine

3
2
1

2
2

5
5
5

Motor Vehicle Technolggy
(1) Small scale technolooical chanoes
Post-production changes to the
existing I.C.E.
1
1
Emissions control systems
Vehicle maintenance and durability 1

3 .
3

4
4
1

5
5
2

3
3
3

4
3
4

3
3
3

3
3
4

4
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5

2
4
5
5
5

2
4
5
5
5

3
5
2

4
1
1

5

2

-

-

2
1
2

3
2-4
3

3
2
3

2
3

2-3
4-5

1
4

1

1-2
4-5
1

1-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
4

1-3
3
3
3
4

3
3
1
1
3

-_.1

.

1

1

3
3
2

2
3
1

4
4
4

1
1

1

2
2
2

1
1

3
3
3
4
3

2
2
2
3
1

2
2
2
2
2

1
1

I

1

(2) Medium scale technoloaical changes

New versions of rhe I.C.E.
The stratified charge engine
The rotary engine
The diesel engine
Revision of other components of
Vehicle design
Vehicle weight reduction
Aerodynamic drag reduction
Reduction of rolling resistance
Transmission improve~ents
Accessories
--------------------

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
3

I

j

I

--·~

'

2

5
5
5
5

2
3

'

.t:>

t\.l-

Q)

Cont/ ...
'

--·-

(3) Large scale technolocrical change
Alternative combustion systems
Brayton-cycle engines
Rankine-cycle engines
Stirling-cycle engines
New vehicle systems
Electric vehicles
Hybrid vehicles

4

4
4
5
5

Public transport technoloqy
Variations on conventional svstems
1
Dial-a-ride bus schemes
Battery-operated buses
2-3
4
Batter-z-trolley buses
Electric busways
4-5
Increased capacity buses
1
Electric Heavy-rail systems
Light rail transit
Trams

'

I
I

4
4

4
4
4

5
5

5
5

4

3-4
2-4

i-2

4

2-3
2-3
2-3

2.-3

2.

5
4-5

1-3
1-3

2-3
3

1

1
4

1

4
2-3

4
1

:2-3

1
1

1-2

2
1-2
1-2
J.-2
2-3

1
1
1
1
2

1

3-4
2-3
2-3

1-2
1-2
1-2

1-2
2-3
2-3

4-5
4-5

5
5

5
5

1-3

2-3
1

5
4-5

5
4-5

1
1

...,

3-4
3-4
4
2

1

1

1
1

1

New conce12ts in urban }2ublic transport
Systems
5
Alternative propulsion systems
5
Personal rapid transit
Technolocrical alternatives to travel
4
Pipeline technology
Electronic conmunications technology

I

.:.

I

I
3

4

3
3-4
3-4
4-5
3

I

I

I

4

2-3
3
3-4

1

3

3
3
3

1

1

1
1

1
1

1-3
4

1
1

1-3
1

1-3

1-2

1

1

3-4
4-5

Summary of all technologica] options examined in this study and the range

of criteria used to assess them.

i

2-3
3

I
TABLE 3.37

2.

I

1
1

1

*""
tv

'-!)
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KEY 'lD TABLE 3,37
TechnoJ__~

}'easibility
1. Available now
2. Some further development required
3 . Minor technological advancemants
still neec1ed, '
4. Medium tecbnological advancements
still needed
5. IV!ajor techr:ological b:ceakthroughs
still needed

E<;:onomic Cost _j,n Cq~rison to present system
1. Cheaper
a) Runn.i,_:gg_~qpts
2. Same
3. M:lrginally rrore expensive
4. Al::.out twice as expensive
5. Substantially nY->re e..'<pensive
1. Lower
2 . .Sarre
3. M;a.rginally rrore
4. 1\<rice as big
5, .Substantially ~>re
SafetyS..QDl\2~.reSl_j::Q_J?_:t;:~sent

~ompa._n:C
..

Changes _in Infrastructure ~req
to present system
1. No change
2. Minor changes
3. Medi urn changes
4. IV!ajor changes
5. Totally new system

_0yst81l
1. Improvement
2. No change
3. ~unor problems
4. I<1edium sized problems
5. IV!aj or problerns

Energy Efficien_gy Corrroared to
Present .System
1. Much better (>30?~)
2. ~tter ( 5-303~)
3. .Same or marginally better ( 0-.5%)
4. Worse (5-30%)
5. Jllluch worse ( > 30%)

.Ehlissions Reductions
CompareQ._j:o .12:resent system
1 . Much better
2. Bet-ter
3 . .Same or rna.rginally better
4. Worse
5. Much worse

Human Factors in change compared tQ_l?.resent systsn
1. Attractive change
2. No effect
3 .. .Some negative effects
4. Medium negative effects
5 .. tJ!ajor negative effects

I

I
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3.3

Land Use OptiQn£

Our quest then is- to search for nontransportation solutions to the urban
transportation problem where such solutions
can be expected to a) result in equal or
better individual mobility and b) produce
a better level of environmental quality in
the city.
A non-transportation solution ~s
one that involves no new transportation
facility or service but instead involves
a rearrangement of a particular urban spatial
structure such that some part of the present
transportation requir~ment of the city is
reduced significantly.
(Jerry B. Schneider
and Joseph R. Beck~ 19?4).

This section will review the potential for conserving energy and reducing emissions through changing
urban land use.

The review is not as lengthy as with

the technological options as the literature is not as
extensive, and whilst there is some controversy, there
is also substantial agreement on most of the major factors.

This review will concentrate on three major
areas - the effects of density, centralization and
traffic restraints.

No land use change can alter energy

usage and emissions in the same immediate sense as many
of the technological changes.

Rather, the land use

pattern indirectly has its effect on energy usage and
the production of emissions through the following mechanisms:

(a)

Influencing the level of private vehicle usage as

opposed to public transport, i.e. the modal split.

-

I

I
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(b)

Determining the trip length distribution pattern,

e.g. reducing the length of trips,

especially private

vehicle trips.
(c)

Affecting the overall level of walking, e.g. making

it easier to have no need for a vehicle at all for some
trips

(e.g. social and shopping), i.e. increasing walking

(and bicycling) .
(d)

Influencing the occupancy ratios of public and

private transport, e.g.

ma~ing

higher loadings in public

transport more feasible or car pooling more attractive.

Thus land use change can have an indirect effect
on energy and emissions by making it possible to reduce
private vehicle use per capita.

(a)

Den_e_i tv
The relationship between urban density, (l)

energy and emissions has been examined in a number of
studies.

When questions of environment are being

discussed it is a common reaction to consider high urban
density as one of the evils that should be avoided to
create a clean hE:;al thy city (e.g. American Public Heal t1l
Association, 1946, 1960 and 1974; Brett-Crowther, 1977;
Carr, 1977).

Berry et al

(1974)

initially confirmed

what many suspected in a study of 76

u.s.

cities when

they found that the cities with the worst air, water
and noise pollution, and having the most solid waste

(1)

Urban density is defined as the population resident
in a particular urban agglomeration area - no nonurbanised area is included.

-
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are large, high density, industrial cities, and the
least environmental problems are found in small low
density service-oriented cities.

These basic ideas have in the past been a major
reason why the lowering of urban density has been planned
(Hogan, 1978).

However, although higher urban density

and lower dispersion of total emissions are clearly
linked, the actual production of transportation emissions
and its relationship to urban density is not so obvious.
In any environmental assessment the total production of
transportation emissions must be addressed and urban
density needs to be examined by itself as a planning tool
capable of influencing both emissions and energy.

To examine more closely their original analysis,
Berry et aZ (1974) analysed their 76 cities and statistically controlled for the effects of city size, manufacturing concentration and income levels and found that
the higher density cities were in fact characterised by
better air and water quality.

The lower density cities

had a greater production of emissions.

The reason was,

they concluded, related to the greater usage of motor
vehicles in the lower density city.

A number of other empirical studies have confirmed this finding from actual data on energy and
emissions based on vehicle usage patterns.

I
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The New York Regional Plan Association (1974)
showed how energy use increases as the density decreases
in the New York region.

As the density decreased from

around 150/ha to less than 1/ha the per capita energy
consumption increased some three times..

Darmstadter,

Dunkerley and Alterman (1977) also looked at New York
in terms of energy and density and showed that transport
energy rose steeply and continuously with declining
density from a low of around 9000 BTUs per dollar of income
in the city centre to about 33,000 BTUs at the periphery
of the region.

A study of Mercer county by Fels and Munson
(1974) examined three regions of the urban area - the
old high density central city of Trenton, the low
density middle suburbs surrounding this and the very
low density outer suburbs where a great deal of undeveloped land still exists.

The three regions are

similar to many U.S. and Australian cities in terms of
income and car ownership.

I

The travel patterns of the

three areas were studied and the data are presented in
Table 3.38

The mos·t important difference to no·te is in
energy per capita values, with the higher density
I

central city area using less than half the other areas.
Although no part of the study examined emissions from
transport, it would be expected that a similar per
capita pattern would emerge due to the link between
vehicle usage patterns and emissions.

The reasons for

Table 3.38 Energy and Travel Data for Mercer County in the early 70s with
relevant econcmic and land use data

Middle Suburbs

Central City

Outer Suburbs
I

Density

54 per ha

Auto ownership per household

0.8

Income

Low
Work

7 per ha

2 per ha

1.4

1.4·

Medium
Other

High

Work

Other

Work

Other
,:,.

w

0.83

Trips per person
(no. per day)

0.77

0.85

1.45

Trip length

8.1

4.3

by auto

0.74

0.59

0.92

0.88

0.84

0.61

by bus

0.13

0.05

0.04

0.01

0.02

0.00

by walking

0.13

0.36

0.04

0.11

0.14

0.39

0.83

1.77

'

ll.l

6.1

12.2

9.3

Portion of trips

Trans,IX)rt energy per capita
(x

l06J per av. work day)

Source:

l

Fels and Munson (1974)

40.7

94.0

105.2

lJ1
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the observed difference between the three areas were
considered to be due to:

(a)

The

middl~

~ilometres

suburbs residents travel twice as many

per day as central .city residents and outer

suburbs residents another 50 percent more; this is due
to both a larger number of trips and a longer average
distance for each trip as the density declines.
(b)

The only significant public transport usage occurs

in the central city journey to work (13 percent of trips)
(c)

Walking is 31 percent of work trips and 36 percent

of other trips in the central city.

Although there is

also high walking in the outer suburbs, they are minor
in length compared to the longer vehicle journeys needed
in this region.
(d)

The number of "other trips" per per'son per day is

correlated with increasing income, and perhaps reflects
an affluence factor.

There is a possibility however

that some walking trips in the complex central city area
could be overlooked.

In the study area overall,_it was shown that
98 percent of the transport energy use was due to the
automobile, though it was responsible for only 66 percent
of the trips.

The authors suggest that energy conser-

vation would appear to be in the direction of increasing
public transport and walking trips as well as making the
auto more energy thrifty.

Orski (1974) also points out
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that great potential exists in the U.S.A. for substituting
bicycle trips for auto trips.

This is because 40 percent

of urban work trips made by car are less than 6km.

Safety

problems, he suggests, are the major impediments at the
moment.

An empirical study of 50 cities around the world
was made by Newman and Hogan (1979).

They confirmed the

density-energy relationship and also found that low
density cities (less than 35/ha, but generally 20/ha or
less), had much less public transport utilization than
medium density cities (35 to 135/ha) like those found
most frequently in Europe.

They suggested that the

mechanism for the lower energy usage in these medium
density cities was due to:

(a)

greater use of more efficient public transport,

(b)

shorter trips because land use patterns place

functions closer together, and
(c)

greater use of walking.

Further data ·to support this has been presented by
Cheslow (1978), who found in several U.S. cities that
higher densities decreased the usage of automobiles,
whilst increasing the proportion of public transport,
decreased the distance travelled by cars, and suggested
much greater use of walking.

Pushkarev and Zupan (1977)

also provide supportive data from their U.S. urban land
use and transport study.

It suggests that cities with

5 to 25 people per hectare densities are associated with
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insignificant public transport, and in those with 25 to
90/ha densities, public transport increases sharply so
that more than half the trips are made by public transport in the latter end of this range.

The modal split between private car, public
transport and walking is also clearly seen in its relation
to density by a study of San Francisco by the Bay Area
Transportation Study Commission (1969).

Their results

are summarised in Table 3.39 below.

Table 3.:!1 Relationship of urban density to modal split
in San Francisco
Residential
Density
(dwellings
per acre)
under 10

(Approx.Urban
r::ensity
persons/ha)
under 12

Trips
Distribution of trips by
rrode (%)
per
Person/
Day
Auto Transit Walk I Total

I

2.7

81.9

10-30

12-36

2.5

67.0

over 30

over 36

3.4

41.9

Source:

I

\

4.9

13.2

100

13.8

19.2

100

21.0

. 3 7.1

100

Bay Area Transportation Study Commission (1969),

This table clearly shows how the use of the private
vehicle in San Francisco diminishes with increasing
urban.density and the use of transit and walking rises
to fulfill travel demands.

Apart from empirical studies there have also
been a number of simulation studies which examine the
density, energy and emissions relationship using computer
based models.

The pioneering simulation study in land
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use, urban form and their implications for energy and
emissions \vas The Costs of S.J2£awl __ Study, by the Real
Estate Research Corporation (1974) .

This study was

a simulation of several urban patterns based on data
that was available from urban areas which most resembled
the lay-outs described.

The two extremes in land use

are detailed in Table:340 showing their basic characteristics.
Table 3.~f0 Comparative land use, transport energy and
emissions charaQteristics for two alternative
urban development patterns.

---------·-----Low Density Sprawl

Housing layout

- I

High Density Planned

75%

Single Family Conventional

-

25%

Single Family' Clustered

10~6

Clustered Town Houses

10%

-----------lflaH::~up

Apartments

------------+1------(

High rise Apa rtments

20%
30%

_6_s_t_o_r_e_2_'1__

Densi t)_'_________

_L

37.5/ha

17. 8/ha

4,823 km

9,592 km

Vehicle kms per
capita per year

----------Motor spirit.
consumption per capita
per year (MJ')

I

2,740

5,450

------------------1-------

r---

Emissions, kg per
capita per year

co

20.29

10.20

HC

~.45

l . 23

L~ ·~~------

l . 20

____
N_o_x___

Source:

Real Estate Research Corporation (1974).
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The urban forms are characterised at a neighbourhood level based on 10,000 homes, rather than on overall
patterns of the total city.
pattern is based on the
!

~

The low density sprawl

acre block in grid formation

with some of the homes clustered; the density (17:5 per

r'

!

ha)

is higher than many actual suburbs of this design, as

it is assuming complete development.

The high density

planned option has a density (37.5 per ha) equivalent to
many of the less dense European cities, many central city
areas on the U.S. East Coast and inner areas of Melbourne
and Sydney.

It has a planned clustering of homes with

good access to shops and other community services and a
larger quantity of public open space than in the low
density option.

The results showed a much higher generation of
vehicle kms per capita in the low density sprawl.

Con-

comitant with this was a higher per capita consumption
of transport energy, _and a higher generation of motor
vehicle emissions.

The difference was of the order of

50 percent in each parameter and is lower for each of the
options in between these two extremes.

Thus density

changes were suggested to offer some 50 percent savings
in energy and 50 percent reduction in emissions.

An Australian simulation study found even greater
savings possible.

Four possible future cities were

studied (Maunsell, 1975) and their characteristics are
presented in Table 0.41

_"'-._

_____
"

-_-~-

Table3.41 A simulation of four possible future cities - Travel, Energy
and Emissions character.-=i"-'s"'-t~ic.:::c~s:::.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

Density
Urban Form
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"Compact City" used one sixtieth of the transport
energy and produced one fifteenth of the emissions as in
"Spread City".

However this study was meant to provide

a vision of possible new cities rather than being based
on any actual urban areas and thus the high density
clustered housing of "Compact City" could assume the
majority of travel would be by foot or on rapid shuttle
trains without considering its actual feasibility.
can certainly be criticised on this basis.

It

An assumption

of no private vehicle usage is unlikely to ever be
realised.

Sharpe et aZ

(1974, 1977) on the other hand

considered the actual urban area of Melbourne and
examined a range of potential future urban land uses to
see how much energy was involved.

Each of the options

was a feasible direction that could be taken by Melbourne
including outer fringe development, corridor development,
satellite development all at the same density and inner
area redevelopment at higher density.

Their conclusions

show that increased density would save energy but by
less than 10 percent in the year 2000.

Models such as

these however, have been criticised by Grigg (1974) for
simply "reproducing the status quo".

On the basis of

other studies, variations in energy usage between cities
of different densities offer much greater savings and it
may be that some of the feedback mechanisms of higher
density into travel patterns were not written into
Sharpe ' s model .

It is clear that such simulation studies

can appear to be of great value to planners but they need

I
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essential functions in decentralised urban centres might
appear to provide an opportunity for reducing other trip
.lengths.

A number of simulation studies have examined

this option, for example, Harkness (1973)

suggests that

average commu·ting distances could be. lowered 20 percent
by locating new jobs in twelve satellite centres instead
of the central city.

This result builds on earlier work by

Hemmens (1967) and by Schneider and Beck (1973), vlhich
suggested that shifting l/3 to

~

of the jobs from the

central city will save 50 ?ercent of travel requirements.
The methodology used in these studies has been seriously
questioned by Gilbert and Dajani (1974), but more importantly other simulation studies and most of the empirical
data suggest that in fact,

the effect of centralisation

is to reduce travel demands.

Centralisation is the degree to which a centre
has been allowed to develop where work and all other
forms of urban activity are concentrated.

Centralisation

does not necessarily mean that the central city is all
office blocks, the inner suburbs laced with other work
places and the outer suburbs all houses, as in many
modern Western cities.

It can mean the interspersion

and clustering of houses, jobs, shopping and community
centres throughout the urban area (there is some evidence
that such land use reduces travel requirements
\

1971~;

(Markovitz,

however it does mean that there should be an in-

creasing concentration of all this activity as one moves
toward the centre.

This can also be expressed as

a density gradient of all urban activity which is very

I

I
I
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high in the centre and falls away on all sides.

The

density would also be high on each side of the radial
transport links.

The studies by Edwards and Sc)lofer (1976),
Romanos

(1978) and Sharpe et aZ (1978), all point to the

need for centralisatiofi of urban facilities with radial
transport links, rather than a dispersion or scattering
in numerous directions.

The mechanisms for this can be seen in terms of
journey length and mode of travel.

Zahavi

(1976) makes

the point that urban development based on higher centralisation only leads to longer journeys if density stays the
same.

On the other hand, scattered work and housing or

decentralised patterns, only lead to shorter journeys if
people actually live near their work.

Furthermore, even

if shorter work journeys do occur, other non-work journeys
could be very long as scattered social, school, shopping
or recreational destinations may be a long way from home.

It has been an aim of planning in decentralised
cities to minimise this by providing most facilities in
the suburbs.

Apart from the considerable expense of doing

this (e.g. infrastructure costs), a

'cities in the suburbs'

policy (Carver, 1962) is probably counter to one of the
great reasons for a city; the diversity of urban activities
that is available to its residents.

To adapt the 'cities

in the suburbs' approach seems to suggest that individuals
are just consumers of basic urban services.

The
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centralisation of urban activity allows an intensely
used area to develop where access is provided to the full
range of urban diversity.

Once a second or third centre

is established which attempts to mimic the original
centre, then people may find some of their needs in one
centre and some in another - hence their· journey lengths
may be longer overall.

It could also be suggested that

the character and history associated with many old city
centres could never be replaced by secondary centres.
Thus their attraction may still remain regardless of
whether other centres are available.

Whatever mechanism

is actually applying in a city it is clear that a simplistic model which suggests greater centralisation,
therefore longer distance on a geometric basis, will be
inadequate.

For example, Paterson (1977) discusses

a range of reasons why the location of work near homes
in the suburbs does not lead to shorter travel requirements.
He suggests that as non-work trips account for 3/4 of all
trips over a full week, that people locate for many reasons
other than access to work.

Perhaps of more importance than journey lengths
to energy and emissions, is the mode of travel, and here
it has been shown that the more centralised is urban
activity, then the more public transport will be used.
Public transport requires high volumes to be viable and
a centralised city allows this to occur by gathering
together a range of trip purposes into a single destination.

The importance of high public transport patronage

in determining its effectiveness in reducing energy and
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emissions

~as

discussed earlier.

Conversely, the more dis-

persed are urban activities, the more necessary it is to
have and to use private transport.

A range of trip pur-

poses with a range of destinations cannot be served
efficiently by public transport.

The most important empirical study on centralisation is by Thomson (1978), who examined cities around
the world including thirty cities in detail, in an attempt
to understand their transport characteristics.

Although

not directly seeking to provide information on transport
energy and emissions the study is a major step in understanding the land use patterns which generate high or low
vehicle usage and how it is possible to develop better
public transport utilisation.

The main thrust of Thomson's work is that the
amount of vehicle kms per capita (i.e. ·the degree of
private vehicle usage) , is controlled by the degree of
centralisation in the city.

In Thomson's analysis,

centralisation is the most important transportation
characteristic of a city.

Where urban activity is

concentrated in a centre there are shorter journey
distances; if the city disperses and becomes decentralised
then journey distances are lengthed:

The effectiveness of the sub-centre is as
a location for sub-central (or sector) functionB 3
not for central functions.
The sub centre is
ideal for certain types of organization whose
contacts can be largely confined to one sector
of the city.
These are described as sub-central
functions.
If~ on the other hand 3 central
functions are put 1:n a sub centre) -they will
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generate more traffic (i.e, more personkilometres and ton kilometres) there than
in the city centre and this traffic wiZZ be
difficult to serve as efficiently as city
centre traffic unless the structure of the
transport system is radically changed.
One
must reject therefore the idea that subcentres can provide an easy solution to the
bursting city centre when this condition
arises from genuine central functions.
"Great Cities and Their Traffic"~ J. Michael
Thomson (19?8).

In addition, a range of other factors come into
play when a city is centralised which also affect the
generation of traffic -

th~se

include the availability

of parking facilities, the provision of roads and the
commitment to public transport.

The size of a city is not a primary variable
in Thomson's analysis, but rather more important is the
intensity of land use; the size of a city can help to
intensify land use if the central city is given the
primary role, but if decentralisation is the main aim,
then city size is irrelevant.

The two extremes in this

are London and Los Angeles, which are both large, but
have totally different land use and transport characteristics.

Los Angeles, with 2 percent of journeys by

public transport had an average distance for the journey
to work of 9.7km and an average for all journeys of 9.0km
in 1960; this was predicted to rise to 15.3km and 12.7km
respectively, by 1980.

By comparison London, with 54

percent of its journeys by public transport has an average
of 6.0km for work trips and much less for other trips
(Thomson, 1978).
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Table 3.·4-2 summarises most of the major characteristics considered by Thomson to define a city and
its transport patterns.

Thomson suggests that when the number of jobs in
the city centre exceeds 50,000 to 100,000 then the use of
cars for commuting becomes limited by lack of space.

The

degree to which public transport is actually utilised to
allow the city centre to grow depends then on (a) the
availability of parking spaces
parking prohibition) ,

(b)

(and the enforcement of

the provision of roads to and

in the city centre, and (c) the degree to which public
transport is provided and promoted.

These generalised relationships are given substance by an analysis of several archetypal cities.

They

are briefly sun1marised and the urban land use patterns for
each city type are portrayed in figures 3. 25- .3 . .2 8

Archetype A - Full Motorisation
This urban form has only a small city centre
(no more than 100,000 workers) which is mainly a financial
quarter.

The traditional centre has been abandoned and

the employment, shopping and entertainment has been dispersed into small centres or no centres at all.

There is

therefore no need for a strong radial road system but
instead a grid pattern is dominant.
all on

~

Housing is almost

acre lots with freeways within 6kms of every

house and extensive arterial roads.

The only public

transport available for such a dispersed urban form would
be buses.

Table 3.42

Su~mary of
selected land use and transport characteristics
for 25 cities around the world
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The cities analysed by Thomson with this pattern
are Los Angeles, Detroit, Denver and Salt Lake City.

Archet.y~B

- Weak Centre

Strat~

Historically, these cities have had a strong
centre but it has been weakened by suburbanisation due
to the automobile.

It has a significant but strictly

limited city centre which can reach as many as 250,000
workers.

It has a radial road network with most city

workers travelling by car.

This is supported by a public

transport system which could include a train service.
Most jobs are in the suburbs and are served by high
capacity ring roads, with strategic suburban centres
wherever radial roads cross ring roads.

Cities with

this structure examined by Thomson are Melbourne,
Copenhagen, San Francisco, Chicago and Boston.

All of

these cities are caught between the conflicting pulls of
Archetype A and Archetype C urban forms.

Archet_we C _-

Strong_~entre

S_trate_gy

These ci t.ies have well established important
central cities which have not been diluted by the weak
centre compromise to prtva·te transport.

The city

structure is therefore based on radial roads and public
transport lines.

Ring roads are only provided to divert

through traffic around the centre.

The public transport

service is supplemented often by a central city underground service providing the necessary distribution
function in the city.

The central city workforce can be

greater than 500,000 with strategic sub centres along the
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transport routes.

In these cities public transport is

a major part of the urban transport system.

Cities analysed

wi·th this structure -.:.vere Paris, Tokyo, New York, Athens,
Toronto, Sydney and Hamburg.

Thus Thomson has highlighted the question of
centralisation in urban land use.

This is of course linked

to density as high centralisation implies high density, but
it widens the density concept to include other than the concentration of housing.

The study by Berry

eJo.l (1974) also confirms

the conclusions of Thomson with specific reference to
enviromrtental parameters.

They conclude after their

analysis of 76 U.S. cities that:

(1)

(2)

The core-oriented urban region with
a radial transportation network and
a steep density gradient,
a)
displays greater intensity of
land use, a lower percentage of
land developed and used for residential and commercial purposes
and more open space, and
b)
as a consequence of this land use
mix and pattern, has superior air
and water quality to:The dispersed urban region, which has
a less focussed transport network and
lower, more uniform population densities. This urban form
a)
displays urban sprawl, with a higher
percentage of residential and commercial
land use and less open space than in the
core-oriented case, and
b)
as a consequence of this land use mix,
has inferior air and water quality .
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Figure 3,2'7 Archetype C:

Strong-centre Strategy

Fr""way
- - - - - Arteriall't>lld
f I I I I I I I Railway

8

Figure 3.231ifche·type E:

F'"way
Arterial road
----------- flu• priodty road
~+1 I I I I i
Railway

•

+

Sub-cantre

Sub-centre

Traffic Limitation Strategy
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Thus, on the basis of the two parameters discussed so far - density and centralisation - two urban
forms may be pictured which produce extremes in the
consumption of transport energy and generation of vehicular emissions.
"Tent City".

They may be called "Sprawl Ci t.y" and

A visual impression of these two forms is

shown in figure 3

Figure

3-~'1

"Sprawl

City~'

and "Tent Ci t_y__:_'_

Low density, dispersed, grid-based
"SPR:AWL CITY"
High transport energy and
emissions.

High density, centralised, radial-based
nTEl\JT CITY"dr "Stellar Pyramid City"
Low transport energy and
enli s s ions.

I

I

I

One other matter of relevance concerning these
two basic urban forms is that Voorhees et al

(1971)

in

a study of different urban patterns and their relationship to air quality favoured high density corridor
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development along radial links to a central city as in
the "Tent City".

The reason was that although there were

high residential and industrial concentrations, the large
green areas bordering the development corridors provided
greater opportunities for pollutant dispersion than in
any more sprawled. development.

This urban form also means

the residents have much closer access to the green wedge/
rural area than in a sprawl development.

The other way in which land use changes can be
made to affect energy and emissions. is on a much more
micro-level than the broad urban form patterns discussed
so far 1 this factor is the use of a range of traffic
restraint methods.

!

(c)

Traffic Restraint

From the analysis by Thomson (1978) already
discussed, it is clear that specific methods for restraining traffic are an essential part of achieving a strong
city centre.

In fact he has another archetypal city which

he analyses and its main emphasis is on traffic restraint.

Archetype E* - Traffic Limitation Strategy
These cities have all the characteristics of the
strong centre cities of Archetype C, with the extra. factor

*

Thomson also discussed Archetype D - Low Cost Strategy
which is specifically about cities in developing countries
without the capital to build high capacity transport
networks. As it is not relevant to this study it is not·
pursued.
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of specific traffic restraints.

They have strong

centres, well served by public transport including rail
or some other segregated system, with a hierarchy of
smaller centres that have sectoral, suburban and neighbourhood functions.

The major restraint on private

traffic is that the road system is not designed for high
capacity entry to the centre.

Instead, strong radial

public transport links are supplemented by motorways
which are generally outer ring roads designed to collect
and move people out of the city but not to provide access
into the central city.
consist of (a)

Other specific traffic restraints

low parking availability,

(b) prohibitions

in certain streets, and (c) extensive priorities for
buses, cyclists and pedestrians.

Cities analysed with these characteristics were
London, Singapore, Hong Kong, Stockholm, Vienna, Bremen
and Goteborg.

The major techniques for traffic restraint relate
to the availability of roads (which is rarely quantified) ,
road location, and the availability of central city
parking (Maycock, 1972; May,

1976~

Wigen, 1978).

Thomson

gives a range of parking availability per central city
workforce

(Table-3,43 )

Thomson generates an important rule in understanding urban transport: the quality of peak hour travel
by car tends to equal the quality of public transport.
The worse the quality of public transport the worse will
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Table3.43 Parking spaces per central city workforce

Parking spaces per
central city worker

City

Source:

Athens (1963)

0.027

Stockholm ( - )

0.042

Sydney (1966}

0.101

London (_19711

0.108

Vienna (1971}

0.119

Goteborg (19701

0.123

Melbourne (_19681

0.238

Toronto (1967)

0.251

Washington (1968)

0.268

'I

Thomson (1978).

be the level of congestion before car owners are prepared
to accept public transport.

Thus, he suggests, all

efforts to improve peak hour travel conditions for cars
will generally fail unless public transport is simultaneously improved.

Each time the situation is improved for

cars, it takes more people from the public transport
system and fills the roads to capacity again.

It is not hard to see therefore why Thomson
recommends a strategy to directly restrain traffic so
that public transport may be given a competitive advantage.
In so doing there are likely to be advantages in terms of
energy and emissions.

To go the other way and l. improve

roads to lower congestion appears only to lead to more
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motorists, less public transport support and eventually
a worse system for public transport; hence the congestion
may in fact end up worse and thus also cause a deterioration in terms of energy and emissions.

Many other authors have recognised this principle
in transportation planning, for example:

Cities that have tried to accommodate cars
through ambitious highway building programs
have found that streets remain congested~
commuting becomes inrreasingly difficult and
the quality of the urban environment continues
to el"Ode,
Traditional remedies aimed at
adapting the city to the car have clearly
shown themselves to be ineffectual.
(O.E.C.D.~
19?4).

Thomson (1978) sees many cities in the world
which cannot find the competitive equilibrium between
private and public transport.

This is most noticeable

in cities with dominant radial facilities designed for
public transport but where private cars have been encouraged through new access roads and a lack of any
central city restraints.

Paris for example, he suggests,

is being swamped by private cars which are given too much
competitive advantage in a city structure not designed for
such utilisation.

A study by Cheslow (1978) suggests very strongly
the importance of automobile restraints, public transport
and urban density in the present energy crisis. He states:

I
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If events evolve so that market forces do not
push toward higher densities> then is it
necessary to have new government controls? If
one believes strongly in the nearness of an
energy crisis (as many do) then he probably
would want strong government action to tighten
zoning laws> control or focus new development
within and among cities> introduce auto
restraints and increase transit investment.
These could be necessary as part of national
contingency planning for the crisis.

A study by Watt and Ayers (1974) further confirms
fue theorem

th~t

public transport advantages will lead to

lower energy usage.

They examined the effects on gasoline
'

consumption in 50 U.S. cities of six factors which are
subject to change using feasible urban policies.
factors included:

( 1-)

gasoline price,

transportation efficiency,
area,

These

( 2) commuter

(3) city density,

(4) city

(5) city interspersion, and (6) urban freeway

availability.

They found that the proportion of work

trips by public transport (a proxy for 'commuter transportation efficiency') accounted for 61 percent of the
variance in gasoline consumption per capita.

The: only

other significant factor was freeway availability which
accounted for 12 percent of the variance.

Both these

factors relate to the question of traffic restraint.

To recommend that cities should actively seek
to limit parking in their central city, to build fewer
roads and especially not to build roads into and through
their central regions, to close off many streets from
traffic altogether and so on, is to go against most
traffic engineering principles.

Roads have been built

by traffic engineers to reduce the anticipated growth in
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congestion and to improve speeds.

The way in which

average speeds is seen to effect energy consumption and
emissions is examined in detail in Chapter 5.
an O.E.C.D.

However

(1974) report concluded:

It has become'increasingly apparent that
qualitative origin and destination studies and
. linear-travel-demand projections have become
self fulfilling prophecies.

Schneider (1979) goes even further in his criticism:

Traffic engineering which came into being
solely to solve the development problems of
a deceptive form of mobility~ merely delayed
the stark realisation that the automobile used
as basic transportation is completely incompatible with the good city.
Without traffic
engineers the automobile would have demonstrated
its utter futility between 1920 and 1940 rather
than in the 1970s.

Hensher (1977) expands this and suggests the old
criteria of increasing average speed and reducing congestion should be replaced by the criteria of accessibility and energy conservation.

To do this he recommends

planned congestion:

... there is a good argument to manage
congestion as part of a policy 'of maintaining
levels of accessibility in such a way that
congestion is not necessarily reduced~ but
controlled at a particular level. Land use
plays a major role here~ especially rules on
population density.
(David Hensher 1 19??).

A major empirical investigation of the effects of land
use on urban travel in the U.S.A. by Neels, Cheslow,
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Kirby and Peterson (1977), supports Hensher's basic
contention concerning congestion by reference to average
traffic speeds.

They state:

One of our findings~ for example~ was that
a major opportunity to reduce vehicle miles
travelled was via auto speed> in that trip
length was strongly associated with higher
speeds. Reducing speeds would mean substantially less aggregate travel.

The literature specifically on energy conservation and emissions control which is written by traffic
engineers suggests exactly the opposite to this traffic
restraint approach.

Because

stop~start

motoring is poor

on individual fuel consumption and produces the highest
emission levels theysuggest that part of the answer is to
speed up traffic and reduce congestion (Evans, 1978;
Chang and Herman, 1978).

For example in comparing four U.S. cities Chang
and Herman (1978) concluded that Los Angeles with its
comparatively freer flowing traffic offers opportunities
for fuel savings.

They state:

We expect that improvements in traffic quality
can:reduce traveZ time which in turn> can
directly produce a reduction in fueZ consumption ... Therefore improving the urban traffic
system by increasing its average speed offers
considerable fuel economy benefits.

Such solutions overlook the implication outlined
here of further promoting private vehicle use and making
it even harder for public transport.

Such analyses also
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tend to be confined to considering the individual
vehicle's fuel economy and emissions, rather than the
overall effect of the strategies.

If freer flowing

traffic does save energy and reduce emissions overall
then the evidence should support this.

However the

evidence so far shows that cities with free flowing
traffic have the lowest public transport use, the highest
transport energy consumption (e.g. Watt and Ayers, 1974)
and the worst emissions problems (e.g. Los Angeles,
photochemical smog problem)
-I

It is necessary to further investigate such
findings by an analysis of Australian cities, their
transport, energy and emissions characteristics and how
they correlate with land use patterns.

The methodology

and results of the Australian Capital City analysis are
given in Chapters 4 and 5.

i
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3.3.2 Conclusions to Land Use Review

This review has examined three areas of land
use change that offer potential for saving energy and
lowering emissions.

They will be summarized essentially

by referring to a number of people who have assessed
these particular urban planning strategies.

a.

Densitx_

The use of higher density developments was seen to be
associated with lower vehicle dependence, less energy
and lower emissions.
As prosaic and unattractive as the terms high
density and apartment are today in the United
States, only by these means can the city be
anything but consumptive, wasteful and unstable.
The lesson that America must learn from the last
half century of unfortunate urban experience is
that the city is necessarily and inevitably a fact
of high density
(Schneider, , 197 9 ).
Low population densities and consequent dispersed
built up areas should be avoided since higher
densities can provide equivalent access with shorter
street lengths, fewer motorized or urban rail trips,
lower vehicle speeds and consequently lower road
track design standards.
It is to be noted that
high densities do not necessarily involve "highrise" buildings
(World Bank, 1976).
(b)

Centralisation

To centralise activities increases the proportion of trips
by public transport and may shorten journey distances.

I
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It is also associated with a range of other advantages.
In North America and Australasia too many hospitals, universities, technical and teacher's
colleges and high schools and trade schools,
suburban office developments, supermarkets,
filling stations, theatres, cinemas, pool halls,
squash courts and other high and low entertainments have been scattered like confetti along
main roads, through characterless expanses of
housing, in the name of decentralization ... Not
houses and gardens, but that formless uncentred
litter of facilities on and off public transport
routes ... is the true and disastrous meaning of
"suburban sprawl". Policies of recentralisation
should try to gather those activities to support
each other .. in strong town centres with their own
local transport, loc'al governmen·t, day and night
life, and sense of identity
(Stretton, 19 7 6 ).
c.

Traffic Restraint

To restrain private vehicle traffic is to give a competitive
advantage to public transport and perhaps eliminate some
unneccessary journeys.

This policy has received little

support in the past but there is evidence of a change in
attitude.
I

By now there is firm evidence that limiting the use
of automobiles in urban areas is politically,
commercially and technically feasible.
Public
opinion surveys in France, Sweden, Germany and the
United Kingdom have shown that people strongly favor
a car-free environment. Merchants are increasingly
coming to conclusion that streets freed of traffic
bring concrete benefits in terms of bigger crowds,
more customers, and increased sales. Perhaps the
most convincing proof of the practicality and
public acceptance of traffic restrictions is their
growing use in the cities of OECD countries. An
investigation recently carried out by the OECD Sector
Group on the urban environment disclosed that more than
100 cities have banned traffic from portions of their
central districts and dedicated them ·to pedestrian
use
(OECD , 1974 ),

I
I
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According to the literature these three urban planning
strategies would appear to offer considerable scope for
improving the energy and emissions problems.

To make

a more quantitative assessment of how much can be achieved
in this way it is necessary to make a detailed analysis
of present energy and emissions patterns and the land
use patterns which occur with them.
-

I

I

I

I
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CHAPTER 4
1-iETHODOLOGY OF DATil COLLECTION

4.1

HYPOTHESES
The review of literature in

chapter 3

examined the range of technological and land use
options which could be employed to lower energy
consumption and reduce emissions.

On the basis of this review a number of
hypotheses have been generated which will be further
examined in this study.

Numerous other hypotheses

especially ones related to technological changes,
could have been pursued but the following were the
only feasible ones to consider in the limited time
available:

(a)

That short term small scale changes in motor

vehicle technology of the add-on type are likely to
have only minimal effect on energy and emissions.

(b)

That the option of encouraging more widespread

use of electric public transport technology has some
potential for energy and emissions improvements.

(c)

That policies to encourage free-flowing traffic

do not necessarily lead to overall fuel and emissions
reductions.
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and (d)

that land use changes offer considerable

scope for reducing energy and lowering emissions.

A series of data collection procedures were
thus developed in order to test these hypotheses.

The

first hypothesis was examined by a range of tests on
some new electronic ignition systems 1 which are just
one of a wide range of devices examined in the
literature review.

The second and fourth hypotheses required
an examination of Australian cities to investigate
how they used transport energy and to obtain their
levels of vehicular

emi~sions.

D~tailed

data collection

was thus made to first determine how efficient private
and public transport modes are, and second to examine
how vehicle use and energy/emissions patterns varied
with different land use patterns.

The third hypothesis

.I
was examined partly through the analysis of the
electronic ignition testing data and partly through
data gathered on Australian cities from a variety of
sources.

The various methodologies used are examined
in detail in the next section.
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4.2

STUDY OF A SMALL SCALE TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE THE ELECTRONIC IGNITION

4.2.1

Introduction

The substantial fuel price rises 1n Australia early
in 1979 and subsequent widespread media coverage of
the oil crises in general led to a great deal of
attention being paid to the fuel economy of motor
vehicles.

A full discussion of this general situation

was given in Chapter 2.

New car advertisers began to

include fuel economy ratings in their slogans, and
there was renewed discussion of many fuel saving
devices particularly in press advertising.
fuel economy improvements

Claims of

(as high as 20%) by a

distributor of electronic ignitions (Everett
International Pty Ltd) generated considerable
discussion over the validity of such claims.

The

Royal Automobile Club of W.A. among others asserted
that in their experience electronic ignitions and
other devices do not improve fuel economy and give
few other advantages to the motorist.

To clarify these conflicting views a
programme of controlled vehicle testing was established
to assess the effect on fuel economy and emissions of
two types of electronic ignitions:

a reactive

discharge system and a magnetic triggering system
involving removal of the contact breaker points from
the distributor.

Most attention is paid to the

I
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fuel economy and reduced maintenance benefits of
electronic ignitions in the popular press, however
an effect on emissions should follow from any
alteration to the combustion process.

Thus a testing

programme was also established to assess the electronic
ignitions' effects on exhaust emissions.

The fuel economy testing procedures were
also seen as an opportunity to examine some other
factors which influence t'he fuel consumption of a
motor vehicle:

patterns of trip making in everyday

use and driving conditions, particularly average speed.
These factors have some implications for energy
conservation and emissions reduction through their
relationship to lifestyle and traffic management.
Examination of these factors was not part of the
original hypothesis but consideration of them occurs
I

as a logical outdome of the way some of the data has
been presented.

They are also relevant in discussing

the meaning of the test results.

I
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4.2.2

(i)

Methodologies

Vehicles and Instruments

The testing programme involved the use of
three vehicles:

*

A 4-cylinder 1600 cc Subaru 4-wheel drive

station wagon with manual transmission.

* A 6-cylinder 3050 cc Holden sedan with
manual transmission.

* An 8-cylinder 5210 cc Valiant sedan with
automatic transmission.

Each vehicle \olas fitted with an OVAL FUEL PET
fuel meter (LS 4150) with digital display capable of
reading fuel usage in lOml increments with an accuracy
of +2%.

The accuracy of the fuel meter v1as checked

before installation by passing three 500ml increments
of water measured using a volumetric flask through the
fuel flovl meter.

The measured volumes on the digital

display in each case were within the stated limits
of accuracy.

During the course of the testing each
vehicle was fitted with two makes of electronic
ignition:

a SPARKRITE SX 2000 reactive discharge
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system{l) which simply bolts onto the coil and involve
no

adj~stment

to any component of the ignition system

(it has a simple on-off switch which enables quick
return to normal ignition), and a MOBELEC MAGNU.r-1
contactless electronic ignition.

The latter system

involved replacing the conventional mechanical point
breaking system with a magnetic triggering device.
This also necessitated resetting of the spark timing
to ensure optimal performance.

Before testing on the standard route
commenced a number of important factors were controlled:
I

!
'

(1)

All cars were tuned and timed to manufacturers'

specifications and given a new set of spark plugs and
breaker points.
,,
i

{2)

Thorough checking was also carried out to ensure

the electrical system was in good order.

Faulty or

weak points in electrical systems are highlighted by
high voltage electronic ignitions and lead to poor
performance.
(3)

In the case of the MOBELEC tests, the timing had

to be slightly altered.

{1)

two SPARKRITE SX 2000 electronic ignitions were
kindly loaned by EVERETT INTERNATIONAL Pty Ltd.,
PERTH.
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( 4)

All tes·ting was commenced with the vehicles fully
This eliminates the cold start fuel penalty

warmed up.

which is more severe on cold days.
(5)

All vehicles were started with no less than

three-quarters of tank of petrol as mentioned above.
(6)

Efforts were also made to ensure that the

vehicles' condition remained as close to constant
as possible.

For example spark plugs and points were

checked periodically and tyre pressures were maintained.
(7)

Vehicles were tested firstly with normal ignition

and secondly with the electronic ignitions throughout
the course of testing.

It is obviously impossible to control all
factors of the vehicle system in road testing, but for
the short duration each vehicle was tested, the effects
of changes due to wear and tear would have been minimal.
Easingwood-Wilson, Nowottny and Pearce,

(1977) considered

that near maximum repeatibility in a road test can be
achieved by controlling as. closely as possible the
factors of:

(1) Driver behaviour,(2) environmental

conditions, (3} testing time 1 i.e. day and time of day,and
(4) fuel measurement,i.e. fuel metering device rather
than a brim-to-brim method.

Attempts were made in

this study to control all these factors.

I
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(ii)

Testing Methods

Assessing the effects on fuel economy of the
electronic ignitions was divided into two stages.

(1)

Standard Route

The first stage involved the use of a
pre-determined standard route of 75.3km through the
Perth Metropolitan Area which was driven twice with
normal ignition and twice with the two types of
electronic ignition for each vehicle.

The route was

chosen on the basis of a number of considerations.
These were:

(a)

route length - the distance travelled had to be

sufficiently long to ensure that any difference in
fuel consumption between tests, attributable to the
electronic ignition could be determined 1 and short
enough to be practical from an experimental point
of view.

It was estimated that a range in fuel

economy of between about 5km per litre and llkm per
litre might be expected for the vehicles being used.
Thus with a 75km route a minimum of about 7 litres
and a maximum of about 15 litres of petrol would be
consumed.

This estimated amount of fuel usage was

considered sufficient to highlight any differences
in fuel consumption between tests over the route.
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(b)

As stated in the introduction to this section a

number of other factors were examined during vehicle
testing,e.g. average speed.

It was considered

important to attempt to simulate, if only very
roughly, the pattern of driving in Perth, so as to
achieve a representative sample of driving conditions
and average speeds in Perth.

The only data available

to attempt this simple simulation were from the Hain
Roads Department's 1976 computer estimates of daily
travel in the Perth Statistical Division, by road
type.

This is shown in table 4.1 along with the

corresponding break-up for the 75km route used in
this study.

Table 4.1 Comparison of the proportion of
daily travel by road type in Perth and the
standard route.
Road type

Perth

Standard Route

4.0%

9.2%

83.8%

77.7%

Local suburban
(excluding C.B.D.)

8.6%

11.1%

C.B.D. excluding freeway

3.6%

2.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Freeway (including C.B.D.)
Expressway and Arterial
(excluding C. B.D.)

Although the values do not correspond
precisely, the standard route was considered
sufficiently similar to the distribution of travel
by road type in Perth for the purpose of this study.
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It should be noted that M.R.D. 1976 estimates do not
take into account the Mitchell Freewqy which more than
doubled the amount of freeway in Perth.

The standard route was driven as close as
possible to the same time of day for each vehicle .generally evening peak hours(l).

This was done in an

effort to simulate 'worst' traffic conditions in Perth
and thus gain an idea of the ·lower range limit of
average speeds experienced in Perth driving during
congested periods.

The same driver was used for the

same vehicle to minimise the expression of driver
behaviour chanoes in the data.
"normallv with the traffic"

All drivers drove

(Chang etal , 1976) which

meant that no unnecessary hard accelerations, braking
or overtaking was made and when in free flowing traffic
the speed limit

w~s

observed.

It is recognised however

that the only way to completely eliminate the driver
behaviour factor is on a dynamometer-driven driving
cycle.

Before the first standard route test was made
twenty three points were chosen for collecting fuel
consumption, distance and time readings.

Distance

readings for all trips were taken from the Subaru
odometer which 1 after four trips was found not to
vary more than O.lkm oyer the 75.3km route.

(1)

between 1600 and 1800 hours.
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Time readings were taken with a Heuer stopwatch on a
continuous basis throughout the trip.

The twenty three

data collection points corresponded to significant
chanqes in drivinq conditions throuqhout the route,

e.3.

from local suburban to arterial or from arterial

to freeway.

All data collection was done by a

navigator and recorded on a standardised logging sheet
for the route.

(2)

Normal day-to-day

Tr~vel

The second stage in the fuel economy testing
was to record patterns of normal vehicle use.

This

was achieved by recording the trip length and fuel
consumption for every trip made in the vehicle over a
selected period of time,

0often a week, although some

flexibility had to be maintained) with and without
the electronic ignitions.

For this purpose each

vehicle was supplied with a number of prepared data
logging sheets and instructions were given to ensure
each trip was recorded correctly.

It was considered

that analyses of these data would give an indication
of the electronic ignitions' impact on fuel economy
during normal vehicle usage and provide a useful
basis for comparison with the results of the standard
route work.

These data were also collected to examine
the fuel economy of individual trips which together
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comprise the total travel for any vehicle on the road.
Motorists who use the brim-to-brim method for calculating
their fuel economy are obtaining an average of all these
trips.

Many motorists keep log books of their vehicles'

fuel consumption using this method, but detailed
records of fuel consumption patterns such as those
in this study are very rare because the instrumentation
required to obtain them is not available in most
vehicles.

In addition to these procedures an emissions
·testing programme incorporating fuel consumption
measurements was suggested to the E.P.A. in
for the SPARKRITE ignition only.
full in the next section.

Victoria

This is outlined in

It was envisaged that this

source of data, involving tighter control of experimental variables, would provide an extra comparison to the
results of the procedures outlined in (l) and (2) of
this section.
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(b)

(i)

Emissions

Stationary Testinq

The emissions likely to be affected by the
introduction of an electronic ignition are hydrocarbons
or unburnt fuel and to a lesser extent carbon monoxide
and nitrogen oxide.

The reason for this is related

to the processes involved in their formation which
were explained in detail in Chapter 3.

To provide an

expedient way of checking exhaust emissions of HC and
CO an HORIBA MEXA 300A INF'RA-B.ED HC/CO ANALYSED. was
borrowed from the Eoad Traffic Authority in Perth.
This analyser is capable of checking exhaust emissions
at idle or with the motor revving in neutral.

Emissions

testing with the vehicle under load would have required
a dynamometer which was not available.
I

The analyser has its own calibration gas.

The

cylinder supplied with this analyser was certified as
1.59% CO and 320 ppm, n-hexane, both + 2%.

The error

introduced by the calibration gas is thus 1.59% + 0.03%,
CO and 320 ppm

~

6 ppm, HC.

T>he instrument manufacturer

specifies an error of + 2% of full scale scale deflection.
These two errors can be considered as additive.

Thus

the errors on readings from the HORIBA analyser can
be summarised by Table 4.2.

I
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Table 4.2

Errors using the 'HORIBA INFRA-RED ANALYSER

CARBON MONOXIDE

HYDROCARBONS

Readings
from 0-2%

Readings
above 2%

Readings
from
0-400 ppm

Readings
above
400 ppm

+ 0.07%

+ 0.23%

-+

+ 46 ppm

-

-

14 ppm

-

For the range of values of CO and HC in this
study, the errors due to the calibration. gas and
mechanical factors in the instrument were the largest
sources of uncertainty.

Despite these relatively large errors
introduced by the equipment 1 an effort was made to
maximise the usefulness of the data from these
emissions tests by controliing test conditions as
closely as possible.

The following points summarise

the procedure used to check exhaust HC and

co

with the

HORIBA INFRA-RED ANALYSER.

(1)

All vehicles were fully warmed up to ensure

minimal interference from uneven fuel distribution to
each of the cylinders and the effect of increasing
temperature on HC and CO emissions.

On warmer days

the bonnet of the vehicle was raised to avoid overheating.

(2)

The analyser was calibrated and zeroed as per
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manufacturer's specifications and was re-calibrated
between repeat testing to ensure maximum precision.

(3)

Readings were taken at idle and with the engine

revving.

In both cases the engine was allowed to

stabilise before readings were taken.

This was done

to ensure that the readings were not transitional 1
resulting from the change in operation from one condition
to another.

(4)

Each test (e.g. with electronic ignition on} was

repeated.

This was done by turning the engine off and

recalibrating the analyser.

The engine was then

turned on again and allowed to stabilise before readings
were taken.

(5)

Testing vehicles with the SPARKRITE system

involved switching the ignition between electronic and
conventional operation.

However with the MOBELEC system

emissions testing was done prior to removing the MOBELEC.
Emissions readings were taken as for (1) above with the MOBELEC installed.

(4)

The system was then

removed and the vehicle reverted to normal ignition
which involved re-timing the ignition and setting the
points to manufacturers specifications
and gap).

(dwell angle

Emissions were then tested with the normal

ignition operating.

Emissions testing by this method however
is of limited value for the purpose of this study, and
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is more suited to

analysi~g

engine and carburettion

faults or for policing CO 'at idle' statutory requirements.

The R.T.A. purchased the analyser for this

latter purpose.

(ii)

Dynamometer Testing

Accurate emissions testing of vehicles is
an exacting task requiring expensive and sophisticated
facilities.
chapter.

This point is.elaborated further in this

To overcome this problem another means of

assessing the effect on emissions of electronic
ignitions was considered.

A programme of emissions and fuel consumption
testing for the SPARKRITE SX 2000 electronic ignition
was suggested to the Victorian Environment Protection
Authority's Vehicle Testing Station in Altona and was
subsequently accepted.

The large amount of work

involved in this programme precluded testing of the
HOBELEC system in this way.

In addition only one

HOBELEC system was available whereas two SPl\RKRITE
systems were on hand.

The proposed programme of testing was as
follows.

The Commonwealth Department of Transport,
(1978) in an assessment of the effect of emissions
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controls on the fuel economy of Australian vehicles
tested vehicles from three weight categories:

4

cylinder vehicles less than ll90kg, 6 cylinder vehicles
from ll90kg to 1475kg and 8 cylinder vehicles. greater
than 1475kg.

The same vehicle weight categories were

chosen for this programme.

Figure 4.1 summarises the

proposal for each weight category.

Figure 4.1

Outline of proposed electronic i<]n:ition
emissions t~stin9" study submitted to the
E.P.A. of Victoria
Each 3 weight categories

1 manual transmission
without any
emissions
controls
With
SPARKRITE

(2)

with emissions
controls

I
Without With
SPARK- SPARKRITE
RITE
(2)

(2)

1 automatic transmission
wi thou ·t any
emissions
controls

with
emissions
controls

I
I
I
I
I
Without With
With- With Without
SPARK- SPARKSPARK- SPARK- out
RITE
RITE
RITE
SPARI<- RITE
RITE

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

As indicated by figure 4.1, the proposed
programme would involve sixteen tests for each weight
category of vehicle resulting in a total of 48 tests
overall.

Each test would involve driving the vehicle

through the ADR27A driving cycle (hot and cold cycles)
which is the mandatory dynamometer driving schedule
used for emissions testing in Australia.

The purpose

of the proposed programme was to gain an understanding
of the effects of the SPARKRITE ignition in terms of
emissions and fuel consumption, on a large combination

(2)

of vehicle weights, t.ra.ns:1nission types: and .emi£'llsions
control systems.

The advantage of laboratory based

vehicle testing is that i t allows a much tighter degree
of control over experimental variables than that possible
in road testing, and provides a firmer basis for
comparative work.

It does not however, necessarily

provide an accurate simulation of real urban driving
conditions.

